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The Ccurie1sJournal of Tuee-
day contained the following ae-
counle-ots sates of-Mei,
state for Monday of this week.'
The prices obtained were very
satisfactory and the growers are
well pleased with the outlook.
',old to-day to the P. H. Gorman
Company, of Richmond, Va.,
for the highest prices ever re-
ceived for pooled tobacco in
Western Kentucky. The prices
range as follows: $13 to $7 for $9.s7. Trash sold from $7 to
leaf $10 to $7 for lugs; $6501$1O. The top price for prior
for all traah-
• re he °pillion that the howe has its first sale to-
highest pricer ever recerded will morrow, with about 75,000
be obtained here after the market
their action of Saturday and gets underway.
rat4 11u, aormao -CaginiffilliAllorne tobeem Iffi-theJet , ' floors here, but very little, corn.
The deliveries of the pool will pasatively speaking, has beenbegin Monday morning, Decem- l etripped, and consequentlyher 11. R. E. Massie will re- warehouse men are fearful that, present the P. H. Gorman Corn- the sales will have to be curtail-
Owensboro, Dec., 1 The entire pany in receiving all the pooled
pool of the Farmers' Co-opera- tobacco.
tive Tobacco Association, esti-I Owensboro is flooded with to'
mated at 25,000.000 pounds, was I bacco to-night there being
nearly 1,000,000 pounds on the
five loose leaf floors. There
were only two sales to-day. The
Lincaster house sold 250,910
pounds at a general average of
f was $19. The Equity MateThe sale to the P. H. Gorman house sold 75,000_ pounds. not
- Company was ratified at county completing the sale this after-
mass meetings held in Daviess, noon.
McLean and Ohio counties this
afternoon. The Devices county Farmers Holding Out.
meeting, held at the Grand Maysville, Ky., Dec. to-TheTheatre, was one of the most: looaeleaf tobacco market will iap-enthusiastic ever held in the I, en here to-morrow, and promisescounty. The Hancock county'to be the most successful seasonpoolers ratified the contract ever held here. For the lastmade with G. 0. Tuck & Co., of four weeks warehouse men,Louisville. on Saturday, for a speculators and buyers havesale of the tobacco at prices covered the counties of Mason,ranging from $12 to $7 for leaf: Lewis, Fleming. Nicholas, Rob-$10 to $7 for lugs and $5 for all ertson and Bracken, in Kentuc-tsars's. It is believed that the ky, and Clermont, Browns-High-Hancock county poolers will be land, and Sciota, in Ohio.
perfectly willing to reconsider While some farmers have sold
ed. There is very little poor to-
baceu in this section, most of it
being bright and red leaf, and
all of it being very light in
weight.
Schedule of Selling Dates.
Paris, Ky., Dec. 1 The To-
bacco Board of Trade, composed
of representatives of the tobacco
interests of Burbon county, in-
cluding the local warehouses,
held a meeting tonight at which
a schedule of selling dates for
the local market was arranged.
The board was organized to con-
serve the interests of the tobac-
co growers and the warehouses
and to so arrange dates for sell-
ing at the Paris houses that
there will be no conflict.
The tobacco market opened in
this city to day with sales at
the Bourbon and Paris houses.
$1,040 pounds being sold. High
prices were received, tips bring-
ing from $9 to $11.10. The
Bourbon house sold 41,315
pounds for $7,782,77, an average
of $16.40.
. The Paris house sold 36,725
lioc>am000nw>41.(>41 000 1 .004/Noril000rbovimoiimovia<>4.<><>41aisKANPoonooeoolooalsomo<>
Beautifu
The Gift 
lu
•••• Christmas Gifts
1-1 Most
9 Appreciated
;
;
! I
I
I
1;
1 I
i, the gift most needed.
Here we have com-
bined beauty with usa-
bility—.la valieres; ex-
quisite brooches and
bracelets; sturdy hat:._
pins; unusual de.sig.ns
in rings—befides a host
of othts suggestive ar-
ticles for gifts _
Our assortment of -
ELGIN- WoTclIES
is especially attractive. See
these unfaltering master-
pieces of vi a tclIt raft before
making your float gift
choice.
New Goods at the
Old Prices, Saves
You Money
Buy a Diamond or Watch
or a nice gift in Jewelry or
Silver, or Fine Art
Goods.
Remember, the Store of Joe T. Parker is Not a New One
For 26 years it has enjoyed the patronage and-con-
fidence of the good people of Murray
and Calloway county.
This confidence has_beeri won and maintained sole-
ly by fair dealings and high standard of busi-
ness, and the best quality of, goods.
Let Us Show You
JOE T. PARKER
-Quality Jeweler
Telephone No. 147. Murray, Kentucky
•
- Engraving Free
16: L C. 'Fry, 1.195 pounds,
$18.10: Rothchild- Jewett. 6.-
410 pounds. :-s17.08.
The warehouse men to-day an-
nounced a flat rate of 50 cents
per 100 for selling tobacco, in-
stead of 55 cents. per 100. and
-2 1-2 per cent, commission.
which was the charge last sea-
son.
The next sale will be on Wed-
nesday.
Quassia" Charges Chimed.  
• Shelbyville, Ky., Dec. 4, 
The loose leaf market opened
• this morning with about 115.-
000 pounds on the floors of the
four houses. At noon 30,000
pounds had been sold at an
average of $17e30 the hundred,
• prices rangieg from s$iz to $10
Low grades have More than
doubled in value. Tobacco
which sold on last year's market
at :.e.1.50 tn $5 brought ,$,s and
$10 to-day. There has been
practically rio 'change in the
high grades. Growers are entire
ly satisfie0 with, prices and no
rejection a have been reported.
At.*
men this morning the vornmis-
• I sion charges were Changed from
pounds offered.
Cynthfana, Ky., Dec. 12 The
first tobacco sale of the season
was held to day, a total of 49,-
389 pounds being sold. Burley
house No. 1 sold 21,-N5 pounds
at an average of $14.92; Cyn-
thiana house sold .27,840. pounds
at an average of $14.46. The
next sale will be held Friday.
High Prices Prevail.
C'Snsburg, Ky., Dec. I.
Thelighest prices of the season
have been given for tobacco on
the loose-leaf breaks the past
week. Prices are far beyond
the greatest expectation of the
growers, although they have a
superior crop to offer. This
market has a larger corps of
buyers than usual, and bidding
is brisk'.
Floor averages on Burley have Before each left Boston page
tbeen $10.75, $11. Pi. $11.05, $11.- ive denials of any marriage in-.
25, the highest averages-ever i tentions were made. In the face
known here, and dark is even l of these denials, however, it was
higher in comparison, . with declared at the city hall that ap-
fleor averages of Vacations for marriage inten-$e.25, $8.65,
$8.50, etc. tions had been filed just previous
New Yorks December 1.--A
-dianateleste--tiseefeettesintrea
that despite the fact that denial
of the engagement of Miss Hel-
en Keller to Peter Fagan, a so-
cialist worker, has been made
by Miss Keller, Mrs. John A.
Macy, her lifelong companion
and teacher, and by Mr. Fagan
thimself, the friends of the three
are still mystified and believe
that the couple will be wedded
at some later date.
Mrs. Macy has left Wentham
for Lake Placid to regain her
health. Miss Keller has depart-
ed for Alabama to spend the
winter with her mother and oth-
er relatives and recover her
health. Mr. Fagan is at Tampa,
Fla., with AT-brother scicialist,
who was announced as the min-
ister who would perform the
wedding ceremony.
About 450,000 pounds were to: the departure of Miss Keller
disposed of the, past week, and and Mr. Fagan. At that time it
; wasthe floors were lull for to-day's stated that Miss Keller and
sales. Because of the rush and l' Mr. Fagan would go south to be
jam tse managenent has been 'married. It was also said that- 
holding two sales daily. !the marriage plans have caused
i friction between the blind worn-
Shelbyville Opening. • I. an and Mrs. Macy.
Shelbyville, Ky., Dec 4 --At the It is said that Miss Keller and
i opening.sale on • the Shelbyville, Mr. Fagan had planned to mar-loose leaf 'market to-day 113,-; ry quietly and that the publicity
589 pounds of tobacco sold at an ' given to the friendship between
average of $15.30 the 100 pounds Miss Keller and Mr. Fagan has
prices ranging from SS to $30. resu:ted in causing Mrs., Macy
Low grades have more than and Miss Keller to become ill.
double in value, tobacco which Tee romance began when Miss
sold last season at $3.50 to $5 Keller, who is also a sacialist,
bringing from S8 to $10 to-day, , engaged Mr. Fagan as her sec-
but there has been' little ad.; retary. They were introduced,
vance on the high, grades. I it is said, by the husband. of
Prices were entirely satisfae. Mrs. Macy. He is also a social-
tory to growers and no rejec-, iSt. Mr. Fagan is no longer the
tires were reported. lsecretary of Miss Keller, but
Floor averages at the different stheir friends believe that when
houses tolday follow: Fartners', i the present affair has blown ov-
• .11 000 pound,s;:$16.06-: Star, 39",-ier the couple will meet- some-
380 pounds, $15.95: Burley, 25,-, where in the south and wed as
• 200 pounds, $15.30: Globes 38,- they had first planned.
000 pounds, $14 77.
IThe best crop averages folk w: , More Came Birds
• G. T. Cull '$2250: John W. vent the infection of others with ”, .
'Gordon, 1.090 nounds at $91.60; ' The State Game Warden has whom they are associated."
•{Henry Moore, 1,190 pounds, $21. announced that another lot of Tuberculosis stamps wilt be
i
0 10:Quisenberry & Hillard, ,,a)... pheasants ansi quail will .be sold in Murray by the club wi-in Western Kentucky. . *16: J. W. l'e-W-tart, $19.64: Willis liberated  en who hope, by this means to
l& Clark, $19,17: Cull & Pearson This lot will include four species raise funds for aved crogenursta
'$18.61: Thomas McMullen, $18:- Of pheasants. -One specie is :; for Calloway county. Any teach-tame and can be raised in the er,who will try to push the salebarn-yard with other fowls. A -a the stamps will be furnishednumber of ring-tailed and ring-- s.' tnem upon application to M7.1.necked pheasants were liberated O. J. Jennings.in this section a year or so ago.
-
Frank fssre My'., -Orceniber-Z-
irmerrior 14t5nley-Wirrra—ini
proclamation setting apart the
week of December 3 to 10 WI Tu-
berculosis Week. Ministers,
priests and rabbis are asked to
discuss the causes of tuberculots.
•
is before.their congregations.
and physicians are requested to-
i/Mist n the medical inspection
of the children of the various
schools on medical inspectiora-
day. The proclamation follows:
"To the people of Kentucky:
"From the vital statistics of
the state board of health and
other reliable sources we learn
that our beloved state is serious--
Iy infected with the great white-
plague, which is carrying death
and desolation itito thousands of
our homes, and otherwise inter-
fering with the happiness, wel-
fare and prosperity of our state.
It has also been reliably reported
that between "5,000 an3-6,000 of
our people die annually from
consumption and that 30,000oth-
era are afflicted, who will ulti-
mately die, unless they receive
'proper sore and attention.
- "The medical profession ban
discovered that tuberculosis is
caused by a specific germ son-
veyed in the sputum ef those af-
flicted, and is therefore prevent-
: able, with preoer care and sup-
ervision.
I "With a view to the suppress-
Sion of the widespread scourge.
it has been reeemmended by the
Kentucky Tuberculosis Commis-
sion, as well as by the National
Asapciation for the Study and
Prevention of TubercUlosis, that
' we hereby set apart December 3
to 10 as 'Tuberculosis Week.'
"Ministers, priests and rabbis
of the various churches of the
state are requested to publicly
,diacune, on Tuberculosis Sunday,
the causes, prevention a n d
care of tubercuiosis before their
'congregations.
' "The physicians of the "state
also are requested to asaist ix
the medical inspection -*of the
children of the -various schools
on medical inspection dao. in or-
der to discover children suffer-
ing from tuberculosis and tore-
JUST RECEI V E D-A new
The fifteen months old, infant shipment of cloaks: some of the
of Lon Rhoades died at the home niftiest and prettiest cloaks that
of his grandfather, W. Rhoads.' ;have. shown th i s season_
north of town. The pax- 
Plaids te she large velvet trim-just m , in grey and brown
enta had moved from Hickman colorings, at $44.50, $l, sit) arid
sust.a few days before. 1$12.50.-0. T. Hale & Co.
That-Yellow LabelAgain
- We beg to call the attention of each subscriber to
the date on his label this week. Credits for all amounts
paid to this office or to its agents on subscription up to
this date (Wednesday night, December 7) have been plac-
ed on the label. Please see if the date corresponds to
your receipt. We make careful eddeavor to give every
subscriber credit and do not believe it is possible for an
error to occur. If you are due us, and you can tel by
looking at your label, we will ask you to make settlement
as early as possible. The fact that the cost of issuing a-.-
paper is nearly twice what it' was a year ago is not the
reason we ask you to _ You we ROO 4.1101-1W1111.--
Crops are good and prices, are high, tobacco is going to
bring a good. round price and we. are -expecting you to
44111tc4."411100410010040041.0041.0010011.04100,041W04.04.-apossomposx> c4itinued on Page 7..,ist voinins. see us and get the date on your yells,/ 441. _.c6agtd.
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The City of Numbered Da
By Francis Lynde
CAPP* by
Quits Satbser's Sees
Jt 
SYNOPSIS.
Sermillord, chief engineer of the NItrriewton dace, meets J. Weide) reillian.wright and explains the reclamation workt• aim. Corte-right organizes a companyAufsvitaiNut ausezemparsaseenraata•lar and- Material. Steve etassia-tele throateos to start • gold rush ItBroulllaid dare not use his Influence tobring a railroad branch to the place, thusopening an easy market for the "LittleSumer" mine ore. Brouillard tells AmyMassingaie of his need for money to paloff his .fired fatheeis debts. She tells himto b• true to himself. He decides for theextensien. Mirapoes. the city or num-bered days. booms. CortwrIght persuadesBrouillard to twcome ctinaulting onginccwof the power company 11% return for $100.-Oat stock. Stoppage of work on the rail-road threatens a panic. Broutuard spreadsthe Masainsais story of pieeer gold inthe river NA and starts a gold rushvielch promises* te, stop the reciernationprefect. Amy tells Broeta_md, that herfather is In Corterrighes nnanetatclutches. He tells her he has made Sha-ma and declares his love She loves him,but shows him that he has become demor-alised A real gold And is made. Brouil-lard sells his stock but does not pay hisfather's &bus. Cortwright'. son shootsDavie Massingaie. Brhuinard threatensrortwright with exposure it he pusheslidasetngale to the wall.
re comes • time In the life
Of every young man who Is
Smothering his soul to gratify-
-his senses and selling his char-
acter for money, when opportu-
nity le given him to turn about *
face, to rediscover his ideals *
and get back to common hon-
esty.  Has Brouillard reached
0 this point? ---....
a'athas-ohdrihdrdrdnhdohdrean'airdent1;tiainnatrO41
CHAPTER-XV-Continued.
The promoter pulled himself erect
with a grip on either arm of the chair.
"Brouillard, do you know what you
are talking about?" he demanded.
"No; it is only a guess. But as mat-
ters stand-with your son indictable
for an attempted nfarder . if I
were you, Mr. Cortwright. I believe
I'd give David Massingale a chance to
pay those notes at the bank."
"And let him blackmail me? Not in
a Month Cr Sundays. Brouillard! Let
him sell h's ore and pay the notes if
he can. If he can't, I'll take the mitre.-
"All Heat." said the visitor placably.
"You asked. and I've answered. Now
let's come to something more vital to
both of Ia. There is a pretty persist-
ent rumor on the street that you and
your associates succeeded in getting a
resolution through both houses of con-
gress isa Vie last session, appointing a
committee to investigate this Coronida
claim right here on the ground. No-
la ay seems to have any definite de-
tails. and it possibly hasn't occurred
to anyone tnat congress hasn't been in
session since Mirapolis was born. But
that doesn't matter. The committee
is coming; you have engaged rooms
for it here la Bongras'. You are ex-
pecting the private-car special next
week."
"Well" said the magnate. "You're
a pretty good kindergartner. But what
of r
"Oh. nothing. Only I think you
might have taken me in on the little
side pay. What if I had gone about
town contradicting the rumor"
"Why should you? It's true, The
Ciangressional party will be here next
week. and ncbody has made any secret
of IL-
-Still, I m:ght have been taken fn."
'persisted Brouillard suavely. "You'll
surely want to give Me my instruc-
tions a little beforehand. won't you?
Just think how easily things might get
tangled. Supoose I should say to some-
body-to Garner, for example-that
the town was hugely mistaken: that
no congressa•nal committee bad ever
been appointed; that these gentlemen
who are about to visit us are mere
complaisant friends of yours. coming
as your guerte, on a jenketitia 61p at
your ex-pc-nee. Wouldn't that be rather
awkward?"
The mayor of altrapails Drop_ ght his
hands together. fist in pall:eau:4 for a
anti.; taste-it the young engineer saw
in the face of the father the same ex-
pression that he had seen in the face
of the son v.-ben Van Bruce Cortwright
was struggling for a second chance to
kill a man. -
"Damn yea!" add the Magnate sae-
*gala: -you Were,* know too much'.
YOu're bargaining with me-
"Well..you have bargained with me,
first, last aLd all the time," was the
cool retoot -On each occasion I have
had my price, and you have paid it.
Now you are going to pay it again.
Shall I go over to Vie Spotlight office
and .e41 Harlan what I know"
-Tott can't bluff me that way. Brouil-
lard, and yoo ought to sense It by this
time Do you suppose I don't' know
bow you are flited?--that you' vi gat
money-mercy that you used to say
you owed somebody elee-tied up in
Mira/oils Investments?"
Brouillard rose and buttoned his
sopa.
-There Is ono weak link In your
Chain, 'Mr. Certwright," be said even-
; "you don't knoW men. Put on your
"Oat and come over ea Harlan's office
will as, It take Just about two
Welton to satisfy you Gust „Fait bet4.Andisie,"
• ERB a modbeet It appeared that HI
rem *le to be accepted, But she
be big ems arm le • me. Weer*.
Brouillard's antagonist in the gains of
hardihood changed his tactics.
"Forget it." he growled morosely.
"What do you want this timer
want you to send a wire to Red,
'toning thci smelter people that
you will be glad to have them handle
the 'Little Susan' ore."
"And If I do"
"If you do. two things otherwise due
to happen adversely will go over to
your side of the market. I'll agree to
keep out of the way of the sham Wash-
ington delegation. and I think I can
prorate. that Harlan won't make a
scarehead of the facts concerning the
Coronida land titles."
Mr. Cortwright thrust the other arm
into the remaining coat sleeve and
scowled. But the rebound to the norm
of brusque good nature came almost
immediately.
"You are improving wonderfully.
Brouillard, and that's no Joke. I have
a large*respect for • man who can out-
bid me in my own corner. 'You ought
to be in business-and you will be,
some time. I'll send the wire, but I
warn you In advance th,at I can't make
maple-take Massingale's
ore if they don't want to. All I can do
is to give the old man a free field."
"That is all he will ask-all I'll ask,
except one small personal favor: Don't
rub your masquerading Washington
delegation into me too hard. A fine
quality of noninterference is about all
you are buying from me."
"Tell me one thing, Brouillard:
What is your stake In the Massingale
game? Are you a silent partner in the
'Little Susan'?"
"No."
"Then why are you so anxious to
make old David a riclaman'at my ex-
pense? Are you going to marry the
girl?"
The engineer did not resent the ques-
tion as he would have resented it a
few weeks earlier. Instead he smiled
and said: "A little while ago. Mr.
Cortwright, I told you that you didn't
know men; now I'll add that you don't
know women."
CHAPTER XVI
Flood Tide
Public opinion, skillfully forteed up-
on models fashioned In Mayor _Cart-
wright's municipal laboratory, dealt
handsomely with the little group of
widely-heralded visitors-the "con-
gressional committee." When it was
whispered about, some days before the
auspicious arrival, that the visiting
lawmakers wished for no public dem-
onstration of welcome, it was resolved,
both in the city council and in the
Commercial club, that the wish should 
t
be rigidly respected.
Hen 4, after the farewell banquet at-
the Commercial club, at which even
the toasts had ignored the official mis-
sion of Mayor Cortwright's guests, tin-
gling curiosity still restrained itself,
said nothing and did .nothing until the
train had stormed out on the begin-
ning of its steep climb to War Arrow
pass. Then the barriers went down, In
less than half an hour after the depat-
ture of the visitors. the Spotlight of-
fice was besieged by eager tip hunters,
and the Metropole cafe and lobby were I
thronged and buzzing like the compart-
ments of an anxious beehive.
Harlan stood the pressure at the
newspaper office as long as he could.
Then he slipped out the back way.
Them was a light in Broulllard's office
on the sixth floor of the Niquota build-
ing, and thither he went, hoping
against hope, for latterly the chief of
the reclamation service had been more
than usually reticent
"What do you know. Brouillard?"
was the form his demand took.
-Go to Cortwright," suggested the
engineer. "He's your man."
• -Just ceme Prom him. and I couldn't
get a thing there except his admission
that he Is buying instead of selling."
. "Well. what more do you-comsat?
Haven't you any Imeginationr
I 1-P!enty of it and, by Gad. I'm goingto use it unless you put it to sleep!
Tell me a few correlative things.
Brouillard. and IT make a seise like
going away. Is It U-ue that you've had
orders from Washington within the
past few days to cut your force on the
dam one-halt"
•The engineer was playing with the
paperanife, absently marking little cir-
cles and elliParnaan his desk blotter,
and the sea en his cigar grew a full
quarter of as Inch before he replied:
Not for publication. Harir.a. els
sorry to say."
"But you have the orderr'
"Yen"
"Good. Then I'll tokk only one more
guest ton, and If you answer it at ell I
Dow you'll tell me the truths Are
you, Individually, buying or selling ea
tbi real estate exchange!"
Brouillard did take time, plenty Of It.
Harlan was a student of men but his
present exettement was against Wm.
gtherwls• he would bare latteljgeted
differently the sudden burdening/ante
jaw muscles whet) Brouillard spoke,
' buying, Harlan; white ' Sell It
le pulsate buy again."
lard, and I'm your Mead for Ufa, los
gulag to stay until you give me the
high sign to crawl out on the hank. Is
that asking too much!"
"No. If the thee ever comes when I
have anything to say. I'll say it to you.
But don't lose sight of the 'If,' and
don't lean too hard on me. I'm a
mighty uncerialp quantity these days,
Harlan and that's the truest thing I've
told you elute you butted in. Good
night"
Mirapolis awoke to • full sense of
its opportunities on the morning fol-
lowing the departure of its distin-
guished guests. Ily ten o'clock it was
the talk of the lobbies, the club:and
the exchanges that the reclamation
smirks was already abandoning the
work on the great dam. One-half of
the workmen were to be discharged at
once, and doubtless the other half
would follow as soon as the orders
could come from Washington.
Appealed to by a mob of anxious In-
quirers. Brouillard did not deny the
feet of the discharges, and thereupon
the city went mad in a furor of specu-
lative excitement In comparison with
Whitt the "orgy of the gold discov-
erers paled into ihsIgnificance. "Carl,"
exchanges sprang into being in the
Metropole lobby, in the court of the
Napoli' building, and at a dozen street
corners on the avenue. Word went to
the placer', and by noon the miners
had left their sluiceboxes and were
pouring into town to buy options at
prices that would have stajgered the
wildest plearger otherwhere, or at any
other time.
Brouillard closed Ito desk It owe
o'clock Amit---ireut-ta flea wey
through the street pandemoniuni-to
Bongras'. At • table in the rear room
he found David Massingale, his long,
white beard tucked Into the closely-
buttoned miner's coat to be out of the
way of the flying knife and fork, while
he gave a lifelike imitation of a man
begrucledg evia'Y second- of time
wasted in stopping the hunger gap.
Brouillard took the opposite chair
and was grimly amused at the length
of time that elapsed before Messingale
realized his presence.
"Pity a man has to stop to eat on a
day like this, isn't it. Mr. Massingale'!"
he laughed; and then: "How la
Stever
Massingale nodded. "The boy's
comer' along all right now. They're
sayin' on the street that yOu're lettin'
out half o' your men-that so?"
Brouillard laughed again. "Yes, it's
true. Have you been dcing something
in real estate this morning, Mr. Mas-
singale?"
"All I could." mumbled the old man
between mouthfuls. "But I cayn't do
much. If it ain't one thing, it's an-
other. Tout as soon as I got that
tangle with the Red Butte smelter
straightened out, the railroad hit me."
"How was that!" queried Brouillard,
with quickening interest coming alive
at a bound.
"Same old song, no cars; try and get
'em tomorruh, and tomorruh it'll be
next day, and next day it'll be the day
after. Looks like they don't want to
haul any freight out o' hero."
"I see." said Brouillard. and truly
he saw much more than David Mae-
aingale did. Then: "No shipments
"Looks Like I Need a Janit.....r. to Look
After My Upper Story, Don't Itt"
Meats no money for yon, and more de-
lay; and delay happens to be the one
thing you can't stand When do those
notes of yours tall due?"'
Massingale was troubled, and his
arse old face showed It plainly.
• "I ain't much of • man to boiler
when I've set the woods afire myself."
he answered slowly. "But I dont know
why I shouldn't yip a little to you If-I
feel like It. Today Is the List day on
them notes. I been to see Hardwick
at the bank, and he gave me the ulti-
asaytum good and cold."
One of Mamma' rear-room luxuries
was a portable telephone for every
group of tables. Brouillard made a
sign to the waiter, and the desk set
was brought to him. If David Mas-
singe', recognised the number asked
for. he paid no attention; and, since •
man may spend his life digging holes
in the ground and still retain the in-
etIncts of • gentleman-If he happens
to have been born with them-he was
equally oblivious to the disjointed halt
--et the telephone con vernal:ill ke'lniato
lore L4toite4 to.
"Hallo! La that Roycee-Niqunia Na
Mead? . This Is Brouillard
Can you Etre me My present Agars?
• • ',...aotoew.easeesiakaumire.kw•
•
'1111/1112AT LiDOKIR, SIMIPAT, ILT.
,
.• •
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Tete newspaper mos Tom and Weld 1. . . Not more than i,lt. .out his %sat 1 0h, yes; you say the Hillman cheek M"Touts a man end a brother, Breen- In; I had overlooked it. All right,
thank you."
When the waiter had removed the
desk set, the engineer leaned toward
his table companion:
"Mr. Massingale, I'm going to ask
you to tell me frankly what kind if a
deal it was you made with Cartwright
and the bank people."
"It was the biggest tom-fool ramie
that any Ilvin' live was out of a IMS/re.
tic 'eylum over went into." confessed
the prisoner Of fate. "I was to stock
the 'Susan' for half a million-oh, she's
worth it, every dollar of It; you might
say the ore's in sight for it right now"
-this lu deference to Brouillard's
brow-lifting of surprise. "They was to
put in a hundred thousand cash, and Lc
was to put In the Mine and the ore as
the dump. Just as she stood."
The engineer nodded and Massingale
went on.
"I wig to have two-thirds of the
stock and they was to have one-third.
The hundred thousand for develop-
rnent we'd get at the bank, on my
notes, because I was president and the
biggest stockholder. with John W'es,
as indorser. Then, to protect the bank
secordin' to law, they said, we'd put
the whole bunch o' stock-mine and
thelen-into *arrow In the hands of
Judge Williams. tVlien the notes was
paid, the judgsni hand tho stock back
to us."
"Just a moment." Interrupted Moult-
la.rd. "Did you sign those notes per
sonally, or. as president of the new
company!"
"That's where they laid for me."
said the old man shamefacedly. "Rtgbt
there is where John Wee' ten-dollar-fr
bottle sodY•PoP still- we Was eoPPleup must 'a' foolisbed me plumb silly."
"So it amounts to this: You hay•
given them a clean third of the 'Susan'
for the mere privilege of borrowing
one hundred thousand dollars on your
own paper. And if you don't pay, yeti
lose the remaining, two-thirds asar.ell."-
"Tliat's about the way it stacks up'
to a sober man. Looks like I needed e-
Janitor to look after my upper story,
don't it? And I reckon mebby I do."
"One thing more," pressed the re-
lentless querist "Did you really handle
the hundred-thousand-dollar develop-
ment fund yourself, Mr. afassingale?"
"Well, no; not exactly. Ten thou
sand dollars of what they called a
'contingent fund' was put in my name;
but the treasurer handled most of it-
'nachurly, we bein' a stock company."
Brouillard took out his pencil and
began to make figures on the back of
the menu card. He knew the equip-
ment of the "Little Susan." and hie
specialty was the making of estimates.
Hence he was able to say, after a min-
ute or two of figuring:
"It's a bad business any way you at.
tack it. What you have really got for
yourself out of the deal is the ten thou-
sand-dollar deposit to your personal ate
count, and nothing more; and they'll
probably try to make you a debtor for
that. Taking that amount and a fair
estimate if the company's expendi-
tures to date-say thirtydive thousand
in round numbers, which is fairly
chargeable to the company's assets as
a whole-they still owe you about fift7.
five thousand of the original hundred
thousand they were to put In. 11
there were dime-but you say this Is
the last day'?"
'The last half o' the last da 7." Mr
!litigate amended.
"That being the ease. there Is se
help for It; you'll have to take yew
medicine and pay the mecca Do that,
take an iron-clad receipt from the bank
-I'll write it out. for you-and get the
stock released After that, we'll give
them a whirl for the thirty-three and4
a third per. cedt they have practically
stolen from you."
The old man's face, remindful now
of his daughter's, was a picture of die
mayed Incertitude.
"I reckon you're fargettin' that I
hain't got money enough to lift one
edge o' them notes," he said gently.
Brouillard had found hflbeitof blank
paper in his pocket and was rapidly
w-riting the "iron-clad" receipt_
"No. I hadn't forgotten. I have some
thing over a hundred thousand dollars
lying idle in the bank_ You'll take It
and pay the notes."
It was a bolt out of a clear sky to,
the old man tottering on the brink of
his fourth pit of disaster, and be
evinced his emotion-and the tempi
strain of keyed-up nerves-by drop-
ping his lifted coffee cup with • crash
into his plate. The little accident was
helpful in ill wiy-It made a direr.
sion-and by the time the wreck eras
repaired speech was possible.
-Are you-are you plumb sure :nu
can saare it r asked the debtor husk-
ily. And then: "I myna seem to sort
o' surround it-all In a bunch, that
way. I knowed J. Wesley had me
down; the 'Susan's' the only piece o'
real money in this whale blamed tree.
for-all, and he knows it."
After they had made their way
through the excited sidewalk era
changes to the bank. and Brouillard
bad written his check. the old man,
with the miraculoulay.sentlOt of tee
cue paper In his hand, hesitated.
trartrenatruhentereatrentrerer
Will Old Dave Massingale go
himself to Amy. and tell her
what Victor has done to get the
Massinosio mine out of Cert.
weight's clutches!
• rsi ICE
Jotting His Complecessey. .
The most bunitillittng
that can befall a man is that of hetes
lilted in 'Jets, The possibility Ube*
a Iretreal would not care III Mini MO
never amens to • wee
4-4110
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ROAD ASSOCIATION ITO BUY 
GRAIN IN KENTUCKY
Closer Ce-Operntien Witt. Farmers by' 
. 
.
Louisville Olatillem Is Urged. II.
-_ •D Louisillie. Ky.-At the suggestion
of J. li. Vi'athen. Jr.. 411401.min of 
the
whisky calamine.. of the Louisville .
Board of Trade, directors of that or-
gardsation authorlsen the ippoia•meilt
of a special Cl/MIllittPP to urge hen-
tucky• distiller, to Mike their pur-
chases of stein from Kentucky dealera
Instead of outside interest& The cone
PRLIPOSED TO MAINTAIN ROAD 
mitt.'.', whit h will carry foreard a part
of the Hoard of Tratia's plan to bring
closer co-operation between bualnerie .-
interests In Louisville and the remain-
der of the PliLlle. .111 I11, 'announend la%
tin by President Thome* Flori 14nala6- . 
.
4-tde---
itlea of establiehing small elevator!' 
a
throughout the _este to meet the re-
Wilremeres of distillers, thus providing
additional business and mine Weir
able property In the state.
-----
RAILROADS RECEIVE ORDERS
To Enter Pay of Employes on Books
Under Adameen Law.
IS INCORPORATE
hilselWAY ASSOCIATION FILED AR-
TICLES ASKING AUTHORITY TO
INCUR INDEBTEDNESS.
efltWeen Kentucky and Tennessee'-",
Mery Towns Located Along
Great Highway.
Western N•wspeeper Union News Servaa
Louisville. Ky.- Articles of incorpo-
ration of the Jackson Highway Asso-
ciation of Kentucky, having no capital
stock anti with authority to Incur an
ladebtedness to carry on the work.
were Just filed in the °Mee of the coun-
ty clerk. The.objects bet forth-in -the
article* are- to assist Inaba rei•On*truc
tem of and maintaining a highway be-
tween the states of Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. beginning at Maysville. KY.,
and entering into Tennessee at a point
a few miles south of Scottsville, Allen
county. The road will run through
Paris, Lexington, Louisville, Bards-
town. HodgenvIlJe. Lincoln Farm, lint'
tab, Canmer. Glasgow and Scottsville.
The incorporators are Emory (;. Dent.
Bowling Green; Leslie B. Samuels,
Bardstown; Ediriond W. Taylor. Frank'
fort: John O. Cramer.. Lexington, and
•
Loolgyille. Ky.-An agreed order .
was entered in federal court here con-
.11 ,tinuing the suit brought by the MI-
notgarentral and Louisville a Nash-
vI117 railroads to enjoin enforcement
'of the Adamson eight hour law In-Ken' .
tucky unit' theacupreme court of the
United States passes upon the consta -
tutionstity Of the act.
The order recites that both roads
11 414 January 1, 1917. Inslitutivae
system of IseokkeepIng which will en-
bleatitem-toaascertaine the -stnentateee . --_
Peter Lee Atherton:-Louisville. 
REDUCTION OF LIGHT RATES. 
abieli 'may he duci the - employes eV 
fected. 'rho right to collect it "shall
be at any tInie enforced for their ben-
efit on their own motion" If the act is
upheld.
-
Presumably to Forestall Movement for
Municipal Ownership.
Paducah, Ky--The PaducahLIht
and -Petrel' Company has Just filed
with the city cemmissloners a sched-
ule of rates that are a considerable
reduction for light and power. The
action is believed to have been taken
to forestall a movement for municipal
ownership. The minimum charge for
residence lighting was reduced from
$1.11 to 50 cents per month. Other re-
ductions were In rates for power and
commercial lighting, and will result in
a saving of several thousand dollars
per year to consumers. At the recent
election W. A. Gardner was elect d a
-ity commissioner on a municipal wn•
lock, who hold the position fourteenership platform, and now has a propo-
sition before the hoard to equip the 
years.
city street lighting plant so light can
be furnished to residences. Lexington. Ky. Executors of the
estate of the late L K. Harknees sent
a check-for Saisere - Sheriff Tom
CHIROPRACTORS ARE ORGANIZED' Bradley as payment of taxes for the
year on the estate. A clerk for
-Dr. Marshall, of Winchester. Elened , was received from the liaggin es'
President of Organization. Ato:
Lexington.. Ky.-The Kentucky As
sociation of Chiropractors was formed
here by a delegation of the chiroprata
tors of the state, who met at the of-
fice of Dr. G A. Bauer. Dr. J. II. Mar-
shall. of Winchester, was elected pres-
ident; Dr. G. A. Bauer, of this city,
vice president; Dr. J. H. Folsom. of
Ashland, secretary. and Dr. J. T.
Finch, of Louisville. treasurer. Lou-
isville was chosen as the place ier the
next meeting. Directors were elected'
as follows: Dr. George [Allard Mao
shall. Winchester; Dr. J. Henry Davis,
Ludlow. and Dr. S. P. Mahoney, Car-
lisle. The purpose of the organization
is to elevate the standard of chiroprac-
tic throughout the state.
LOTS OF UNPICKED COTTON.
---
Hickman. Ky.-Between here and
alptonville. Tenn, which is the heart
of the Reelfoot delta and the finest of 
fieldscotton land. there are yet many 
white with unpicked cotton, although
cotton has been rolling in earlier and
in larger quantities than ever before.
The deliveries have been large on ac-
count of the exceedingly high prices
There is much cotton in some locali-
ties to be picked and cotton picking
will last until about Cbristmas.
NEW OIL COMPANY IS FORMED,
Louisville, Ky.-The Oil Fork Devel-
opment Company, with an authorizedcapital of 'ROAM% dishied into shares
of $I each, -filed articles of %corpora-
tion here. The company will develop
oil lands in Eastern Kentucky. The
debt limit hi ilachet The incorpora-
tors holding three shares each am 
C.P.Blakey. Irvin Mareue and-Z. Starr
IS DIVORCED FROM MILLIONAIRE,
Louisville. Ky-Mrs. Attie Bridge-
ford Carrier wasgranted • divorce
from Robert M Carrier. of Louisville
and Sardis. Mae nallionatre lumber
man. She,was given custody of their
ten-year-old son. Robert, Jr, eith the
stipulation that the father shall hate
he child at such times and islacea •
-s• suitable to both parties
ORGANIZE AGAINST HUNTERS.
_
West Pelee Ks'. Hunters vi:Daly Neve killed go much poultry anddone so much damage that fizmershare organised to corniest what they'Term "an unnecessaey evil" and havepostai their land Forming as &Ili*nee elth the county game wontep
-sod -lie deputies. thee Ste lio-ilttng upevideaer to arrest and punish martenslid careless inure& Hunters hate"eleaned up"- Georeo-Sheets' flock ofdeeks, and carried away hem% and trytoy can-bass by the store
eigaLa
aweibekrat•
Elizabethtown, Ky.- Mrs. Emily
Helm Marriott. 73 years old. died at
the home of her son. 3 II. Marriott.
in Nicholasville, after a long Illness.
She was a daughter of the late Gov-
ernor John L Helm. of Kentucky, and
a member of one of the- state's Most
prominent families. •
HopkInsville. Ky --A panic among
the largest congregation that, ever at-
tended a religioue meeting at Gracey.
this county., was prevented by the
presence ef mind-of the Rev. Bascomb
Waters. evangelist, when the timbers
in the floor of the Methodist church.
collapsed under the great weight.
. Hazard. Ky.-After nineteetryeare
eervice as pastor of the First Baptistchurch of this city. Dr. A S. Petrey
tendered hi: realgnation Dr Pettey,
in an open Jotter to the church, saidhe thought it hest for the church thata new man be put in the pulpit andthat he be allowed to work in theranks.
•
f
r
KENTUCKY BREVITIES_
Nehltesburg. -Ky-The Knott county
grand Jury adjourned after returning.
seventy-three Indictments.
Hickman. Ky. -The Mothers' Club
of this city, in co-eperstion with the
teachers of the public schools here,
is planning to install a lot of play ap-
paratus on the*school grounds.
Elizabethtown. Ky.-Judge .1 R.
Layman appointed Dr. J. C. Montgona ('I
ery ma..gter commissioner of the Har-
din circuit court to succeed J. It Ash- st
It
0,
ba orth‘ 11(
sa
Pt
ges
11
Versailles. Kr -J. K. Bishop. Sr,, ofnear 
•
Shs-rocks Fervaathle county, weefound guilty in the county_ court ofAbusing a end threat the dives ofhis family in August last, and wasfined $1. and given a nail sentence offifty days After the trleaa alarmistwas sworn out against Bishop charg-ing him and househurning.
Lexington. Ks-. The new schatitleof priers for min,- seven cents forpinta, twelve cents for quarts and, thirty-five vents per gallon aholesale1---ahoea aisi -.sent into effect All huttwo of the forte-eight 11-en 'dairy-men of this city who are merotare ofthe Fayette ..'ounty Dairymetis Ass.).I-ejavtint have ratified the advance in'the prIcea
Sertogne!d. Master . Commis.sinner t' F. Bosley sold nine tracts ofWasbingtnn county land. -Seale of the'sales were hit the. purpose of 
settlingestates skint some for deist yea:a...any,evernenarm :old brought a good price.. at the, same Unie• *even etares ofoto'ek. of the First -National Bank of' epringaele were soldhy the MeMaltin'state and brought 7 to f.n,O per•nane. .
.„. .
t•y. --At the. tell of ti'sI. 
Woman's Suffrage acme- k• tton ill of ,the scernesta organis.stical'of the city act at eeffneee ar,headqu-' tort and dnIcussei.tbe nrobieta. of the
;
high cost of. living
'
eztosed" tti stable the' pek e
Price' of pink le-cents more 0111 eachwaken. eThey- state lain the price offood and , as so' l'at,likt.) theproditelksit nt 
ecauleg 'thetaheariy lee poi eon: Mere than aago year
i•
•
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toe
PERUNA
Household
\ Helper
Perms eases
the burden of the
housekeeper by keep.
me=of
Ina sway *ha
from
and indieestirit
'to catarrhal condi-
tioo. It speedily ree
!levee and overcoat* 
these.
Its tonic properties build up
the strength of the physical*
weak and run down, and Its MS
I.
cooraososei 
eesrkakly 
=reffaLy aft 5,
KEEP ITCTil HAND
MI vies hseetteeper has
m head kw t um eves IIwe
Vales. dose or me
do ass ler Ms
preveass a lames.
lablithess
lbehts an • splealig 
,
YRS MAUNA COMPANYCeMeihes. OW
COLORED PEOPLE
wmcisHAIRI,
MARSH KINKY, SNARLY
WILL FIND BY USING
FORD'S HAIR POMADE
MAT Tette MIR MU.
50eTtll,fAStIll TO COMB ANI1MM 01111
ANY Pelt Tat LINOS WILL PtIMIT
SMALL BOTTLE Z54 LARGE &JIM 504
FOR ces
IIAIR-STRAIGHTER1116/SIIAMPNCIND
NICE $I SOLID 81A55,F11111011HANIlf
FOR SALE Si 1/1 V441311 ANDO/MINS INTaut T siuICLIS Of *OKI WON111Cttel Of PAK( IN MININNA Said astern.IT rev cargt 05 tartleS$ 11001t1 ORDta TO
OZONIZED IIKIIIMIIMPW al DEPT. F.44111111111111% mwscosto,ru.
Appropriate Advice.
"They say Doctor Polytlek always
adapts his advice to his individual
patients."
"I believe that's true. lie told an
artist who went to him (het he must
not draw too much on him reserve
etreng-th, and an architect that he
needed building tip."
AVOID A DOCTOR'S BILL
on the first of the mongh, by taking
now a bottle of Mansfield Cough Bal-
sam for that hacking, hollow cough.
Price 25c and 50c.-Adv.
Once in a great while' y#R1 meet a
man who thinks original thoughts.
Charity for revenue only pays very
light dividends.
That Knife-Like Pain
Hai e you a lame back, aching day
and night? Do you feel sharp pains
after stooping? Are the kidneys
sore? Is their action irregular? Do
you ht. ye headaches, backaches,
rheumatic pain•-feel tired, nerv-
ous. all worn-out? tee Don's Kid-
ney tills-the medicine recom-
mended by so many people in this
locality. Head the experience that
follows:
A Tennessee Case
Dr. A. Bettie, den-
flit, Jenerson Bt.
Brownsville. Term_
SA VO: •.I was tnM-
bled a great deal ay
weak kidneys. The
kidney secretions
were too frequent
and twenty in pa's-
= and sometimesfol. My back
ached and I had
sharp, rutting pains
when I stoopel or
re.an's Kel-
lner Pills cured me
ibroi what is better
still, the curs has
lasted--
• Cat Dose. et Amy Sawa. See • SeaDOAN'SRIDHLT
taliTiallnit•II Co. surr•Lo. KT.
oodoll I s41..a461 NAV'
boole- Ifora boa. bre& yea eleSOMBPirep--110. pea ese ilkire'be gels allele* aidsel ma mi Li eat"'
me spew me la tea Vilkm111111Ow a .05..r....rook̂
Boschee's
German Syrup
Is a remedy el surpasaine exceliteell
he the aem.vva ordrrs calmed Igr
F, getting wet fret or °can/seed by cm
pouffe to the weather It hes teen a
standard everywhere 1or the react el
caMs el all Ueda See al ?tiara 23c. aid
Wic.iies at all Drugged* and teresea.
optispb,Isdteeat Flatalsooe, nicksit MI levee • en tering flesh, yes
utt's Pills
Poet what yea used. Tb.y tam isa the weakolIonstb aid belle meths anweints.
-1S1 U,, IMIMPO1111. BIG.110-111111.
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To Be Made at Home for Christmas
Xmas Candle and Lamps
randier( for the lunch or dinner ta-
ble, candles for the living room and
candles for (ha. dressing table are
animus the gifts that delight everytenly.
Among thin are cloned small electric
lamps (often made to simulate the old•
faehloned Attune) which are used as a
substitute fur gandles. (Anse candle-
Sticks prove Palliest to keep clean and
shining and are therefore the best
choice for the - dining room and the
dressing room. Brass or gilded candle-
sticks, or those of mahogany, are
for living rooms or the library,
It-111 the gay Wile shade that makes
candlelight so fascinating. This year
there are the usual silk Rhodes in rams,
or other colors, with gold lace and the
tiniest silk flowers festooned on them,
and shades of many other things. There
are some wonderfully pretty shades
made of paper and they include some
novelties made of stiff paper as well as
the popular and familiar crepe paper
kinds. •_ 
A bedroom candle, all ready to cast
its soft glow on the dressing table, la
shown at the left of the picture. It
is ninth. of thin, white cardboard or
even thinner paper, with strips of
binck !meted on it. A cluster of three
small roses and fine foliage, made of
colored sealing wax deem-Isles the shade
In two places. The candlestick is of
glitter foul the stool' holder slips over
the top (#f the candle supporting a
mica protector for the paper shade as
well as the shade.
At the right a pretty little lamp Is
made for the same purpose as the can-
dle. It Is all of paper rope and wire.
The stand and shade are white and
both have small bluebirds of happiness
(made of gelding wax) pictured in
flight across them. An utiwoven
space is left In the shade for a blue
stifle ribbon, which is strung through
it and tied in n bow. The lump is fit-
ted with a small electric bulb at the
top.
Lamps made In the same way for
the living room are of brown or green
paper rope with any color in the rib-
bon, and decorations that may be flow-
ers or birds or figures. A chain at-
tached to the lamp turns the light on
or off.
4
For His Dressing Table
No one ever heard of a Christmas
when new pincushions did not arrive
to replace ohl ones and to provide al-
ways-needed pins. Very elaborate and
pretentious ones, of embroidered net
and lace and all sorts of rich ribbons,
are made to grace the dressing tables
of the ladies, but here are two meant
for men. They are selected from a
number of small cushions made to hang
or stand within easy reach near the
mirror that reflects an almost pitiless
toilet. And they are mere piensnntries
In plincushions, which will be looked at
if not meet, niel therefore their clever-
ness commends them.
At the left a soft heart-of pink
satin-pros-Wee a resting place for a
keeplus eoldiefLboy. Ile has a gun in
his hand and a cap on hie rend and is
all dressed up with a belt about his
waist, lie Js in sad case for a soldier
-he can neither shoot nor run, for he
Is bound, ,to the heart with hands of
satin ribbon. But he looks happy and
sheepish.
The pins are In hiding behind a shir-
ring of narrow satin ribbon that en-
eirciest the heart. Short haugem
of ribbon, united at the top stint a
rosette, mike It ens s to find a place
for this cushion.
At the right of the picture a pin tree
Ravages In Sheep Pasture.ft costs a veld deal every year te
pay for ravages in the ship pet•tnre,
sod yet there ant folks who continue
to believe that • no-accolane dog la
worth more than ill Rood eheep.
Pigeons Spread Cholera Ceram_
shoot all pigeons that come aroundIt, ranch; they are respeitelluie for SO
per cent of the apreaul ut 11,1 (*owe*.
----- -----
Determine Coves Value.
A ceir"s value IS doterentued he the
solids in tier milk,
'AP
flourishes. It is made of a cork. 'mint-
ed green, on the end of a 'alert meat
skewer painted brown. The other sold
of the skewer rests in • little green
bucket auntie of wood mid filled eith
brown sealtng wax. Bieck puns, u ith
heads of many colors and white are
stuck in the cork, providing the recipi-
ent with a variety of pins Co choose
from. The chances are that this little
tree will lose few of Its branches be-
tween this and next Chriattatas, if Its
owner can keep it away from the fe-
nude of the species.
vameasectrandina,_  
What to give to grandma Is the
question Hurt puzzles yuung bends at
Christmas times.
Here is n little tea cozy which is
sure of a welcome frotu grandma, and
It is the simplest thing Imaginable to
'mike. Printed Japanese silk or silk-
recite or cretonne will serve the pur-
mew with equally good results, and it
takes very little of any one of these
materials, even for the largest 617.0
in teapots.
This cozy is made of four sections
of figured silk sewed together to form
the outside. and (gut similar sections
of plain silk or other materiels sewed
together to form the lining. When the
lining has been made, It is covered
with a thick layer of cotton batting
tacked down to it in several places and
the cover is slipped on over it. Then
the raw edges of both materials are
turned up and overcast together. A
very full bow of many loops of bright
satin ribbon is sewed to the top.
The gayest and brightest of colors
make the tea cozy a cheerful part of
ten drinking. It slips on over the pot
and keeps the tea hot-for a long time
Bags for Everything
There are bags for everything this
Christmas, %%Rh vanity bags and opera
bags and shopping bags made of the
richest brocades and ribbons and me-
Milk laces.
A party bag and a shopping bag are
shown above, and the party bag is
made of plain and figured ribbon set
together with corded seams. This hag
is lined with silk. It is gathered
near the top on a narrow satin ribbon
run in a casing formed by two rows of
stitching in the bag. There are bows
ulf the narrow ribbon at inch side, and
the bag is suspended by R.
A handsome shopping hag is mnde of
heavy purple satin ribbon brocaded
with purple velvet and silver flowers.
It opens with • "gate" fastening at
the top, In silver. and is suspended by
narrow purple satin ribbon. A hand-
some silver. teasel finishes it.
Rehire Immunity.
"I'll be glad when I'm grown up,"
said the small boy.
"What for?"
"So that - I ion get may Christmas
present without having any Santa
Claus slipping around to end oat
whether I've been gouva or not."
- ' 4
OP CALOMEL! TAKE
DODSON'S LIVER TONE
A
ew D'scovery! Takes Place of Dangerous Calome1-41 Puts Your Liver  Ti 
 -WorltWithout Making-You-Sick—Eat Anythint-Con Not
Salivate Don't Lose a Days Work!
T discovered a vegetable compound that does
the work of dangerous, sickening calomel and I
...,:svant every reader of this paper to try a bottle
and if it doesn't straighten you up better and
quicker than salivating calomel just go back to
the store and get your money.
I guarantee that one spoonful of Dodson's
Liver Tone will put your sluggiTh liver to work
and clean your thirty feet of bowels of the sour
• bile and constipation poison which is clogging
your system and making yold feel miserable.
I guarantee that one spoonful of this harmless
liquid liver medicine will relieve the headache, bit-
tousness, coated tongue, ague, tnalaria, sour sto„m7
h of- any -other &stress caused-by a torpid liver
as quickly as a dose of vile, nauseating calomel,
besides it will not make you sick or kcep you from
^
ALL POINTING TO ONE FACT
Events Scheduled to Come Oft In Pe-
tunia Positive Proof That Fool
Killer Was on Vacation.
"There are several events of an 4:du-
i eadonni nature to be pulled off in our
progreweve little city today," the land-
lord of the Petunia tavern informed a
guest who wished for some means by
%% tech to paw; the time. "At two
o'clock Burt Blurt will wheelbarrow
old Riley Rezztdew. adorned with a
new plug hut and freshly dyed e his-
kere, three times around the public
square. Judge Puffer will eat his awn
hat without butter at 4:30. Mennwhile,
Hysen Meth will chaperon the cuetom-
ary peanut with the usual toothpick
round nnd round 'most all the after-
noon. and Doc Snort and Homer Spred-
die probably will be fighting off and on
until a late him% And seine time (hir-
ing flue evening Purley Purt and Mile
Kissie McQuick will he made onu—
the bed was that if Wilson won Purley
would marry Kiesie find if Hughes was
victorious Kiesie would wed Purley.
All of these episodes will he instruc-
tive. showing beyond a reasonable
doubt that the fools are not all dead
yet."-Kaneas City Star.
Heard at the Ball.
"I just know," simpered a young !na-
teen to a friend, as she gazed out upon
the ballroom floor, "I just know that
horrid Jones woman is in love with my
husband. I know and I think she is
the limit."
"Nonsense. Mary." replied the friend.
"You are imagining things. Why, your
husband has hardly spoken to her this
evening. excepting as the conversation-
sillies demanded. You're dreaming.
Wake up."
"No, l'au not. I lam* what I'm talk-
ing about. She's simply head over
heels in love with him."
"How do you know that?"
"Well. she has dimeell with my hus-
band twice and no woman can tip that
without being dead in love with him
arid willing to- overlook 8, great .deal.
I can't dance with hint more than calve
myself."-Utica Observer. 41"
Ginger, Pep, Punch and Kick.
• "4 .priter of rejected manuscripts
tells in the CoMributors' club of the
Atlantic Monthly gone- of the reasons
for his lack uit success. Ten yeors ago
hie manuscripts were Wurtael because
they did not "gate irompol neeept-
twee ;" a little later they "lack gin-
• get ;" then editors wanted a little more
pep. please:" then his contributions
did not have the "punch:" anti noW the
long-suffering writer gets his offerings
back with the comment : "Excellent of
their kind. but we prefer stories mith
• more 'kick'!" .His letter to the Con-
tributors' °bah leenIS to have had all
the desirable element!: tt hich his ear-
tier etTorts lacked, for it was pub-
lished --Ou t
• PROMPT RELIEFMean Man,
itacon-1 hear that your wife'e moth-
er has gone away for 'the holidays.
Eghert-Yes, she has: its the Orel
time she's ever done anything to make
tei happy at Chrietianstele.
Nothing but the Truth.
rairlettnae brings U3 tit'N. Teta bet,
Which we, of course. enter..
sue strange to _104„ We seldom getThe thinguitin most desire.
Feed Cows Liberally.
-No ar.:utal that gets only feed
r:
h to support Ube can produce •
y;11. Fred your cows a balanced en
Hon.
Not Good for Ilreediaig. —
Pigs that ItiCk and-Minket 404 ys.
tus• tUautgurt to patting should set-be
seeeeted as Stood sena ,
Cultivate the Ceenfleld,
theft neglect the covialleld. • well
cultivated cornfield will yield mor•
• than • neglected One.
no be found in cases of Colds. Coughs,
LaGrippe and Headaches by using
Laxative Quinidine Tablets. Does not
affect the head or stomach. Buy your
winter's supply now. Price -Adv.
All Kinds.
"What is It. lads!"
'1 e mut !some needle:le"
"Yee'in. Qnitting. seeing or graph-
sphone r
Wright's Indies Vegetable Pills are notft "coal-tar product" nor a "ronfeettere"but a greet old fashioned dose of medierisefor regulating the stomach,"the liver andthe bowels. On a box and try them. Adv.
Would Be Keg* Busy.
Melt. of-its woull have to work 24
hours n day if .we InTesir,eur_usitee
tTii- they Lose 7lieutseireav - - -
ersertea Women Suffered WW1 Tortoni*
but who want, to be a epartaa? Take
"Feminine" for all tousle disorders.
Price 400 =I SLIM-Adv.
.‘u ounce of help to the living is
tenth a tOil.kkt telogy to the deed,
a day's work. I want to see a bottle of this won.
derful liver medicine in every home here.
• Calomel is poison—it's mercury—it attacks the
bones, .often causing rheumatism. Calomel is dan-
gerous. It sickens—while my Dodson's Liver
Tone is safe, pleasant and harmless. Eat any-
thing after wards,bes.ause--it-c-ao-tiot-salivate. Giveit to the children because it doesn't upset the stom-
ach or shock the liver. Take a spoonful tonight
and wake up feeling fine and ready for a full
day's work.
. Get a_bottlel Try ill If it_dciesn't do exactly 
what rity, tell your dealer to hand your money
back— Every druggist and storekeeper-here knowsme awl krso.we of my wonderful discovery of avegetable medicine that takes the place of danger-ous calomeL—Adv.
'COLT DISTEMPER
You can prevent this loathsome disease from runningthrough your stable and cure all the colts suffering withit 'when you begin the treatment. No matter how young,SPOHN'S Is safe to use on any colt. It is wonderful howit prevents all distempers, no matter how colts or horsesat anyage are "exposed." All good druggists and turfgoods houses and marsufacturers sell WOMB'S at 60 centsand $1 • bottle, 66 and ele a dozen. SPORN MEDICALCO., Chemists cad Bacteriologists, Goshsa, lad, U. IL A.
And More Coming. -
The stern (tither had consented- to
the engagement, and the young fellow
was wildly elated. -
He loved fair Flossie for her good-
eess. of course; but he Was also the
daughter of • very wealthy father.
And his gratified excitement showed
in his voice and face.
"Ole well, Brewn." said the old man,
1,'S he thoughtfully eyed the cigar the
_suitor offered him, "you needn't be so
conceited about It! You're the seventh
'young chap I've accepted as a pros-
pective son-in-law this yeur, and I'm
expecting two more to come along next
week::
• "IV-w-what !" stammered Brown. "I
-I don't underetatel what you mean:"
"It means." said the elderly cynic.
"amusement for may girl and free cigars
for me!"
Unobservant
"Can you tell me. ter I never could
make it out, why a wagon has a
tongue?"
"Didn't you ever, notice the wheel
spoker
There, is no cure for .the indigestion
caused, by hitting, to. eat your own
words.
Incident of Show Time.
• It Was little Katherine's fleet visit
to the circus and animal show. When
She and. her mother rettehed the -ore
Teich pen the eilliel liaiked with amaze-
ment on the big birds.
One came nearer. perchance, to taste
the locket which hung front her chain.
After a twine-nes thought she said,
insist earnestly:
"Why. what's it got hat feathers
stuck in it for?"
-- --Refutation. . ."Women hnve no practical *ppm.
elation of science:"
"Haven't they? What's the matter
with chemical blondes?"
DON'T GAMBLE
that your heart's all right. Make
sure. Take "Renovine"-a heart and
nerve tonic. Price 50c and $1.00.-Ady.
No man has it right to expect his
wife in kV a good cook unless he. is
that kind of a provider.
• -
If your eyes smart Of feel scalded, no-
man EA e Balsam •pp21.4 upon going to bed
Is just tbe thing to relieve therm *at.
—
• Those who have nothing 'to icere-are
quite willing to lusts' it.
Uric Add Poisoning?
The most eminent physicians recog-
nize that uric acid stored up in the
system is the cause of rheumerisin.
that this uric. acid poison is present in
the joints. museles, or nerves. By ex:
perimenting and analysis at the In-
valids' Hotel and Surgical Institute in
Buffalo. N. Y.. Dr. Pierce discovered a
combination of native remedies that he
called Anurie-which drives out the
uric acid from the system, and in this
way the pain, swelling and inflamma-
tion subside. If you are' tisufferer from
rheumatism. backache, mite" here s-or
there, you car. obtain Anuric at any
drug store and gust relief from the
pains and ills brought about by uric
acid; or send Dr. Pierce 10c for trial
•••. Anuric which you will find many
times more potent ahan lithin and
eliminates uric acid as hot water melts
anger.. abort trial will convince you.
A PROMINENT WOMAN
Clifton. Tenn.-"T wish to say that I
suffered from backaCh4 and kidney
trouble for some time. I could hardly
-ffe-iirly kind of work. le heard of Dr.
Pierce's Anurie Tablets so. I tried
them, and they cured tny backache. I
tame people who are troubled with
backache still give Dr. Pierre's An-
brie Tatikee a .prod trial. They rio alt
that is required of them-they will
not fall to benefit."-MISS ERMINE
RUTH MOSER, It. F. D. 2.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
original little Liver Pills. These tiny.
:gigue-coated, anti-bilious granules-
the' %nuttiest nail easiest to take. Made
up of May apple. the dried juice of
the leaves of Illoela and the root of
intap. Almost every- drug seq.,. ig
this .country sells these vegetahle pet-
lets in 1-tats,-Adv.
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MAT PROVE A BOOMERANG. Company serve to decrease the
tax rate or lessen the added bur-
1 thank the editor of the Led.' den of an addition bond issue on
ear for stating his honest con Murray1 property owners? No:
',fictions through the colurns rf not a bit.
Ms paper to the citizens of Mur• A Then what has keen gained by
-aiog relative to -tWbond iiiauerlial this exeept more debt, more
bat it appears that the voice of taxation, a limiting of other
prejudice, veiled in the garb of needed improvements, and as I
public welfare, sounded like the see it, Murray is handed another
truth to a majority of our voters hot brick that will take the hide
off in the attempt to carry it.
And what did it?
A lot of promises to voters, es-
pecially negro voters, many of
which cannot be fulfilled, if any,
by those promising them. Why
Because, if the streets cannot
be worked at a time the city '
could raise the money with which
to work them, how is the city
going to work them when she
has reached the limit of indebt-
edness in voting this bond issue?
But one recourse, double, trebl
clizad ruple direct taxes.
Because, for the same reason
any additional school facilities
are put an end to for years to
come.
Because, before any additional
street lights are put in the pro-
posed plant will have to be built
and proven a self-supporting
proposition, otherwise it wouid
be the rankest folly to increase
the city's burdens.
Because, you cannot expect the
water system or any other im-
provement to come out your way
when there are no additional
means to raise the required mon-
ey to do it, and the city's pres-
ent taxes insufficient to take care
of its present obligations, as its
own financial statment shows.
Because, taxes cannot be low-
ered but must be increased even
under existing conditions, and
without doubt this new venture
will necessitate additional taxkl
tion within three years.
Because, there will not be ac-
tual need for more than a half i
dozen laborers, such as Murray
can furnish, to assist in the con-
struction of the proposed plant,
and not more than a half dozon
on line construction. Such jobs
will only be for about three or
four months, unless the city was
to waste its funds by extrava-
gant employment of a greater
nurrffier of laborers and stretch
the work cut longer than a pr -
vately owned concern would per-
mit from the standpoint of econ-
omy. The remainder of the woik
being of a technical kind will te
for some reason.
The Ledger stated on October
23th as follows: "With a tax
rate already high, with struts
that are an abomination, the
crying need of increased school
reom confronting us, along with
many other public improvements
of greater importance, it would
-almost be criminal to inflict this
burden upon our town at this
time. The argument that a light
plant will add to the revenues of
Murray is not based upon facto."
in-fact, I wish every ettiten
-would re-read the Ledger articles
of October 26 and November 3,
fee rest assured the future will
-vindicate the facts stated. It
stated business truths without
prejudice, of vital interest to
Murray, but because a pamphlet
was mailed to the taxpayers of
Murray from another city, where
iPite party mailing them wag en-
gaged and sought to relieve the
local manager of the job, the
'Calloway Times pub'ished arti-
aies with the evident sole pur-
pose of inflam ng the minds of
soar citizens against the person
who mailed the pasapile's. Many
of our citizens catching fire
spread the co- flagration, fanned
the flames of personal prejudice
tea  white heat, with the result
that their better and more judi•
along judgment was temporarily
Trver-balanced. And Mtatla the
result? Have these citizens who
lid this served the interest of
Murray? No: not a bit.
Have they gained anything by
the attack on the individual that
in any way serves the interests
of Murray? No; not a bit.
Would the disassociation of the
individual with the City Light
elle Kind Mother Uses
Every time mother gets out Calu-
met I know there's rtoing to be good
dsings to eat at our house. Delicious.
assailer, tern piing, dor.ghnitts. biscuits,
cakes and pies! l're never seen a bake-
gay failure with Catty:le. hlother
as it's th ordy Etakinl Powder that
insurm uniform results."
it.a.apect Marva Awards
Par, C...4 Pr/ •
M.o.a.,
Cao.
done, without doubt, by out of
town mechanics sent here as is
customary to do the necessary
erecting as called for in suclicor- •
tracts for purchase and installa-
tion of the plant.
- ..... • *-10,'•
IttS3CMSTEMCS2330312383=pittextexssxnxvottsxsextvazgX10408303304
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WARNING!  Beware of Traveling Fakirs
HERE today and gone tomorrow. Calling themselves spec-ialists in fitting glasses, making false proMises and getting
your money for worthless trash which resurts in injury to your
eyes. Remember the tip. Your case will be a special one that
---xeeds-a speciallenstannoriae fiitted_for
Thirty -eight states have laws against eye fakers. Kentucky
has none. Will they reap a harvest from you before moving on?
Kentucky Association of Optometrists
INCORPORAT ED
••••• ".• •*-• -.7•••.".' 0,0 • 2 • •  • • •  ••• "t: • •  :.:••• • ••• ",:•••
affected by the same prejudicial
action.
While on the subject I want to 
tornebf2thereadatiathis
article were not approached in
the same manner as others that
I know, viz.--with the statement
that if you would vote for the
band issue it would not be to
compete with or annihilate the
present light company, but that
company would be bought out I
and thereby nobody nor local in-
dustry be injured by the city's
action? Now, to be fair, you
know it takes the agreement of
bath sides to make a bargain,
and by irquiry I find that the
City Light Co. was never ap-
proached on this suljecl., and
the valuation I heard talked of
during election that the city
would be willing to pay for said
enterprise was so rediculously
low that if submitted to the com-
pany they would reject it.
This would thus force the city
of Murray to attempt to annihi-
hilate an existing industry and
at leas engage in a compeUitiVe
business in a town that is barely
large enough to support o n e
plant. If this is done the whole
plan of the city mz.king a profit
out of its plant is upset comple-
tely, as its plan was based on a
single plant having all the busi-
ness, and then left such a small
net profit that it could -not stand
any reduction without causing al
losing proposition.
Let me say again that the pro- 1
mises and assurances made you
to influence your vote mentioned
herein cannot be fulfilled by
those making them. If you de-
sire to prove this assertion just
GorotLooteir"
Nothing But "GETS-IT" Will Do
No; think it over. Such prom- Ttus to Corns and Whitt&
ask those who made the promise
to place it in writing and sign
their Dame to it. You paid the
price in casting your yote, now
see if you can protect your fu-
ture hopes in a single instance
by getting such a signed agree-
ment. If you can give it public-
ity so that the rest of the citi
zens can know about it.
In conclusion let me say. that
the only person or persons who
can possibly profit by such a
bond issue are those who own
some public service utility, who
realize that cornpetion is elimi-
nated by the city being bonded
to its constitutional limit. It is
current gossip that the stock of
the sewer company, which has
been earning from 15 to 20 per
cent, has been in demand since
the election and certain ones
would buy all of it if they could
get it, and they say so openly.
No doubt the reason for this sud-
den demand is because the city
now having its hands tied to
create the limit of its possible
indebtedness to install a plant it
could have done without, has
practically guaranteed the con-
tinuance of-the 15;to 20 per cent,
if not more, to the sewer com-
pany for years to come, as the
city will have no funds whereby r
to compete withor buy them
out, when of all improvements
the sanitatiun:and public health
departments should belong to the
city. Mr. Citizen, what do you
think of this ill advised boomer-
rang?--A Lifelong Resident.
DRESSES—Here are so me
dress bargains that come just at
right time for holiday shoppers.
Silk poplins and serge dreses, all
good colors; in the Jot: values
$6 50 and $7.50, specially priced
at $4 50 and $5.50. Some taffeta
and messaline dresses ',$10 and
$12.50 values, specially priced at
$7.50 and $9.— 0. T. Hale & Co.
ises cannot be fulfilled by those tried  t Lc.% voet tetivi enrg htaed g Ong:vine Enbargo on Foodstuff.who made them. Hence the 'vo- •-1v that l!chati7la,`
 your
g. 
 toe 
tinge thatter influenced by any such idea cool° your corner' bulge out like Pop- When congress meets Mondaywill prove an injury to Murray's Congressman Fitzgerald declaresinterests. Those whose jobs 
he will introduce a bill providingwere made doubtful unless they
for an embargo on the exports-voted for the bond issse did so,
no doubt, to save their hides, but tion of the necessities of life.
such votes likewise will prove an He says this will not only keep
injury to Murray's interests. supplies within reach of the peo-
Those.who were visited at all pie but will help to settle contro-
versies times during the night prior to with England. He says:- the election and who relished the
4 contents of the reported grass
sack, will also find that they help-
ed to place the yoke around Mur
ray's neck. rhus, eitif6ns of
Murray, the legislation born of
prejudice and directed at an in-
dividual. never touched that in-
dividual as I see it, but Is 'arc!.
ing around and will hit us a bow
in the face that we will rot, get
over in many a year. Our own
boomerang. And, although we
do not see the gain to Murray by
the creation of such prejudice,
nevertheless, • the fact remains
that the affiliated interests of
I Ai r ti:jr am* recommendedhree families, decendaets of the as Mie world's btst corn remedy by'ate Dr.- Crawford. :ens of'ii.. wear prat sale, Stubblefield &
durray. and Collo county.rare j vonwanYli...P...- . •
'
'hear and bilft'enBakingPowskoesdovuu
— r-; -•-• r•-•--7;esitienst tti%es -  It's pit*,e 
for superior to , sour ;milk and soda.
•
You Comet Hide Coco iktido-7 Stec, Foolish,
Annalidt Use-GETS-11 Toasisla Aod
• S•o; the Come Veuist..
eves, a:lasor. and %salve. 111.-,t make
corns bleed and sore, h.trilesseo and
bandages that rill up mom- shoe, press
on the corn and mike' Your foot ?eel
ilk* a pitying block. WItat's the mit?
Why not do what millions are doIng,
take seconds off anti applc •N1KT:.1-
11'.** It dries, you put your stocking
on Hod sway, and wear tour regu-
lar apnoea Vour corn loosens from
thOle. iin• rght off, ..11
simplest. easiest. most effective way
In the world it, the national corn.
cur. Never falls
••tlEll4-17-* Is sold and re,-ornmerid-drturetets evertlhoe_re. tte a
Ilk Or IWO_ On p r by
serene* a masa .
tn
ooniitu.,n-sens41e 
wOath-
...•••••••••
•••
Motored to Noway.
Mr. and -MIL SWItee--
-and Mrs. Miller's- sister, Mrs.
Emma Hartman, of Little Rock,
and their nephew, Mr. Hunter
Choate, of Guthrie, motored to
Murray on Monday to attend a
family reunion. Some of the
number had not met for 40 years
and the day proved to be a most
enjoyable one. There was a
great crowd and a fine dinner
was served. They returned to
Trigg county Monday evening.
—Cadiz Record.
' 11
For holiday gifts try the Wells
Jewelry Department.
44:Att
&emit
(Tv*
Buy Red Cross Christmas
Seals from the club women
of _this_
The time to remedy defects in
titles is now, while people are
alive to do so. A title abstract
, costs but a few dollars and is the
only, way to find the defects. See
J. P. Holt.
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ve+ Santa Claus Says: er,
You Must Hurry! 
a
a+
"It is the most effective weapon
in our controversy with Great ;
Britian over, her unwarranted. t
; outrageous a n d indefensible 4
blacklist of American merchants. 4
As our foodstuffs are needed ;
abroad an embargo will be more ;
effective than weary months of ;
diplomatic negotiations which ;
nil in the continuance of the
indefensible practices. against
our rights. The embargo also
ay. the should be imposed for purely do-
Illogic reasons. The prices of
foodstuffs have reached levels
that are _bringing widespread
distrellig to-the country. Many
hundreds of thousands of tour
people are suffering from the
lack of the necessities of life." ' os4.eloesestemeseiss.4500+4,4x3a,m114.44410.4,01.0010104114
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It is Almost Christmas---You
Hadn't Realized it, Had You?
Old Santa Claus will soon be here making
his annual distribution of presents
and he wants everybody to
be prepared.
You had better come in right now and
buy the goods you need.
We bought the biggest Christmas stock in
our history, but even a stock like ours
can't last long with the demand
so stremous as
a+
•
•
ea.
41+In a few days we will send out a beautiful
handbill in colors; watch for this. It
will show some of theihings we
have to offer yOu.
• a'
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Come to the Store and See
the ENTIRE UNE
Johnson & Broach
5, 10 and 25 Cent Variety Store 4,•
1
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A Cold In the Chest clogs the lungs and air passage,and becomes ser itAIS if neglected;besides it makes you feel bad. To get rid of the misery, take
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP
---warirnme RellOffilfRentedy
It Is rood for colds settled in the lungs, Lose of Voice, Hoarseness.
Soreness in the Bronchial tubes. [lard Coughs, Congestion in the
Lungs. it, soothing and healing and very corn forting to the-sufferer.
Price 25e, 50c sad $1.00-por Bottle
Buy the 111 00 size. You IS Ave tunes as much az toe 25 sire. awl ,..yrget free with each bottle a Dr. Herrick's Capsicum Plaster for Hie cheat.
JAS. Ir. BALLARD, Proprietor ST. LOUIS, MO.
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SOLD BY H. P. WEAR
Commissioners Sale
Calloway Circuit Court, Kestacky
R. B. Limiter, }Wain.
N's. Judgment,-
Murray Turnettendants. —
By virtue of a Judgment and Or-
der of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court tendered at the August term
thereof, 1916. In the above cause for
the purpose of payment of debts am-
ounting to $216.85 and interest from
August 19. 1910. ald costs herein ex-
pended.
I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the court house door in Murray,
Kentucsy, to the highest bidder at
public atietton. on the 28th day of
December. 1916, between the hours
of 1:00 o'clock p. in. and 8:00 o'clock
p. m., being county court day. upon
a credit of six months, the following
described property, or as much there-
of as may be necessa,ay to satisfy the
above named judgment, towit:
All of a fraction of land:out of th,
southwest corner of the southwest
quartwr of settion 20. townShip
range i; east. aid b untied and de-
scribed as follows: Beginning at a
black jack supposed to be the north-
west comer of the above quarter.
said oak agreed on as the forth west
corner, thence due south to the south
*est line corner. ,postoak. thence
east with said section line to a post-
oak corner at the southwest corner
of T: P. Turner's land. thence north
about hundred y ands, thence
noithwest to the beginning of said
land. containing 4.5 acres. mere or
less. lying and being in Calloway
caunty. Kentuck,-. anJ receoliql in
Deed 13 ok lo. page Z)•7. Callowa;'
county clerli's.ettIce-
AlsO another tract of land describ-
ed by being the 'West part or tie
southeast quarta section 20.
township 3, range h east, lying in
Calloway county. Kentucky: and
containing 14 1-4 acres, more of less,
and being the land on which.said T.
P. Turner resides. said deel is rec-
orded in commissionet's Deed Hood
8. page 110, Calloway county clerk's
office; except the following described
land sold to T. J. Ilenslei out of the
northwest corner o! the southeast
quarter of section , 26, township 8,
range 6 east, in Calloway_ county.
Kentucky. bounded as follows: Com-
4.
WINTER TOURIS1' FARES
daily with Apt il SO, 191".. .n man,
plartin In Tex aa. Louisiana ant
NOW Mextro Ntoravers Return
Walt Mal 31. 1917.
mewing at a hickory. thence west
about 806 ards to a blackjack,
thence north 300 yards to rectos* cor-
ner, this mine corner being in the
northwest corner of F. 1' Turner's
land, thence about 3t10 yards to a
hickory corner, same being the
Turner turner. thence mouth-10-n
hickory about 100 'yards to toe com-
inenci ug, containing 12 acres, more
()Hess, and recorded in Deed Book
80, page 498. Calloway cou.ity clerk's
office. except to acres sold to Birdie
Boatright.
For the purchase price purchaser
with approved surety or securities
must execute bond, bearing legal in-
terest from the day of sale until
paid, and baying the force and ef-
fect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
J. A. FAwards, Commissioner.
Browns Grove.
•
Hershel Kesterson and wife,
of Graves county, are the guests
of his brother, Clyde.
Amey Wilkerson and family
are visiting Connie Hall, near
Hazel.
Jack Mayfield and Vince Dar-
nall have swapped places. Jack
is back on the old home place
where he was born.
Wesley Page has bought land
near Martins Chapel and will
move to it soon.
Walter Marine has bought
Wesley Page's place at Browns
Grove,
I
Chester Singleton, the editor
of the Hazel News, came down
to spend Thanksgiving with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 4, L: Sin-
gleton.
Prof. Wesley Waldrop' and
wife, who are tea-hing their sec-0,
ond term in the Chunn district,
have made arrangements to
teach in the east part of the
county next year. The patrons
of this district are sorry to give
them up as we consider them
the right people in the right
niece and can heartily congratu-
late the school that secures their
services.—Billie.
—only one night Memphis to Texas.
No missing connections—entire train
runs through, Memphis to Texas.
Leave Memphis 9:30 p. m. Arrive
Dallas 11:45 a. m. next morning,
Ft. NVorth 1:25 p. m.
to Texas
Another through train to Tessa via Cottoo
kith Route leaves Memphis 9 35 a. in.
I. C Rarry Traveling Passenger Ater*
03 Todd Bulldtrit. Louisville
04180.1004.0111004110048041110 tilloi:0110411/041/0041104110411/a0
FANJ%I, IAON;NS
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, McCracken, Graves, Mar-
shall aad Calloway.
I am prepared to make loans on improved farm lands
at a low rate of interest in either of the counties men-
,boned above in the sums of $3,000 00 or more on five, ten,
fifteen or twenty'years' time. About half the value will
.be loaned on desirable property. All or any part of a loan
may be paid on any interest paying day, interest being
stopped on partial payments made. If you are in need of
a farm loan call to see me, or weite me a letter and I will
call to see you.
0. SPRADLIN •
Attensey at Law UNION au. TENNESSEE
11, . 1. .4. 41 • "
0111110011111110011.0111.041.041100.0,
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Lynn Grove Item.'
Some sickness to report.
Wilts Pullen of the Coldwater
section is very ill with pneu-
monia.
Born to the wife of Vinc•Dar-
nell, a girl.
Miss Clemmie J01101 ii improv-
ing slowly.
Rev. Henson filled his regular
appointment at Salem Sunday
with good attendance.
Torn Darnell and family visi-
ted Charlie Story's Sunday.
Cecil Beaman and family visi-
ted at Wilts Pullen Sunday.
Dr. Harris has in to
Brown's Grave in the house va-
cated by Beach and Waldrop.
Ramon Andrews and wife of
Farmington attended the basket
ball game between !Lynn Grove
and Jackson Thanksgiving.
Hallett Armstrong and Miss
Sallie Cook, of the Boydsville
section, were united in marriage
Sunday -
Luck to the Ledger and read-
ers. Forget-Me-Not.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo.
as.
Lucas county
Frank J. Cheneptflises oath that
he is senior partner or the arm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doh g bodiless
In the city of Toledo, county and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Halt's Catarrh
Cure. FRANK J. CIIENEY.
Sworn to before me And subscrib-
ed in my presence. this 6th day of
December A. D. 1888.
(Seiki) A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, and acts directly upon the
blood, and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggist. The.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Wheat Deposits.
To our friends and customers-who
have wheat deposits with us:—
We request that you come and
get your flour before Decemter
15. We are in a good run of
wheat now and can give you
good flour made in our mill, if 
NO REASON FOR IT
When Murray Citizens Show a Way.
There can be no reason why
any reader of this who suffers
the tortures of an acing back,
the annoyance of kidney disor-
ders, the pains and dangers of
kidney ills will fail to heed the
words of a neighbor who has
found relief. Read what a Mur-
ray citizen says:
Mrs. Homer Suratt, Institute
St., Murray, says. "I suffered
from kidney trouble since I was
a child. My back pained and
ached at different times and my
kidneys were irregular in action.
Black spots sometimes appeared
before my eyes and I had dizzy
spells. I learned of Doan's Kid-
ney Pills and used them. They
have never failed to relieve me
whenever I have suffered in this
way."
Price 50c, at all dealerc Don't
simply ask fors kidney remedy
—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
same that Mrs. Suratt had. Fos-
ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N.Y.
A fine casket can be bought at
the Murray Furniture & Under-
taking Co. for little money. See
them.
Fine selection of rings and la-
valiere at the Wells Jewelry De-
partment. Allen Bldg., upstairs.
For any itching skin trouble,
piles, eczema, salt rheum, hives.
itch, scald head, herpes, scabies.
Doan's Ointment is highly rec-
ommended. 50c a box all stores'
See the Murray Furniture &
Undertaking Co. for coffins cas-
kets or robes.
Don't forget Santa at Johnson
& Broach's 5, 10 and 252 store.
A TEXAS WONDER.
The Texas Wonder cures kidney
and bladder troubles, dissolves gray.
et. cures diabetes, weak and 
balamebacks, rheumatism, and irregu ari-
ties of the kidneys and bladder in
both men and women. Regulates
bladder troubles in children. If not
sold by your druggist. sett' be Dent
by mail on receipt of 21.00. One
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment, and seldom fails to perfect
:cure. Send for sworn testimonials.
Dr. E. 'W. Hall, 2920 Olive street,
St. Louis. Mo. Sold by druggists.
Johnson & Broach are getting
. ready for Christmas and are re-.
Weeted.—Go- od -bird dog. See ceiving new goods every day.
Harold Schroeder. , Read their advertisement.
Hood, Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
Located at the Old D. W. Dick
Stand, Near Rowlett's Factory
All Kinds of Building Materiat Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Oils, Etc.
We Belienice_Can Save You Money.
WelEnovrifse-wili-Treat-Tou-Square.
Lost, Strayed or Stolen.— One
black and white spotted bob-tail-
ed setter bird dog, slightly deaf
and answers to the name of Don.
Will pay a liberal reward for his
return or any information as to
his wherabouts.—Harold Schroe-
der. at Murray Furniture and
Undertaking Co's store.
Heavy, impure blood makes a
muddy, pimply complexion, head-
aches, nasuea, indigestion. Thin
blood makes you week, pale and
sickly. For pure blood, sound
digestion, use Burdock Blood Bit,-
ters. $1.00 at all stores
t
otice Tobacco Growers
you will come and get it now. lour Loose Leaf sales ai,Murray, Ky
age, we are Yours truly, 1 5th. Our house is located just east
St. L. Railway Freight Depot.
Thanking you for your patron-
Lynn Grove Milling Cos
Statement
of the ownership, management,
circulation, etc., required by
the act of congress of August
24, 1914,
Of Murray Ledger, published
weekly at Murray, Ky., for Oc-
tober, 1916.
State of Kentucky 88.
County of Calloway '
Before me, a Notary Public in
and for the state and county
aforesaid, personally appeared
0. J. Jennings, who having been
duly sworn according to law, de-.
poses and says that he is the ed-
itor of the Murray Ledger and
that the following is, to the best
of his knoweledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership,
management, etc., of the afore-
said publication for the date
shown in the above caption, re-
quired by the Act of August 24,
1912, embodied in section 443,
postal Laws and Regulations,
towit:
1. That the name and address
of the publisher, managing edi-
tor and business manager is 0.
J. Jennings, Murray, Ky.
2. That theowner is 0. J.
Jennings, Murray, Ky.
a. That the known bondlrold-
era, mortgagees and other sectlf-
ity holders °lining or holding 1
per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mertgrasret or other se-
curities are: None.
—0. J. Jennings.
Sworn tn and subecrihed be-
fore me thin 28th day of Novem-
ber, 1916.—M.D. Holton, Notary
Public, Calloway county, Ky.
Mr commission expires Janu-
ary 29, 192D,
We are now ready to armounce that we will begin
about December
of the N., C. &
• 9
We feel that this is the best possible way, under pres-
ent conditions, for the farmers to realize the best cash price
for their tobacco. It is our purpose to give the farmers the
benefit of our very best efforts to secure for him the full mar-
ket value for his tobacco, at the same time with absolute
fairness to the buyers. -
We earnestly insist that you be careful to class your
tobacco properly, and deliver in good keeping order, if you
expect the very best results, as buyers are sure to discrimi-
nate against bad order and handling.
We have had considerable experience in handling to-
bacco of this section and feel that we are in a position to
render valuable service in the disposition of your tobacco.
We Are Now Ready to Receive Your Tobacco
O, sale day we will sell Your tobacco for its highest market value. No charges
on tobacco if rejected. You may offer it twice if yon wish and then, if not satisfied:
move it anywhere you wish. If any other information is desired we will be glad to
give it at,our office or by letter. Thanking you in advance for your patronage, we are,
Yours very respectfully,
J. W. WINCHESTER & COMPANY
J. W. Winchester Jesse J. Roberts
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
A
. •
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Uncle Sam Opens Other People's
Mail in Effort to Deliver It
The picture shows some of the thousands of pieces of mall that findtheir way to the dead letter office every year because of Illegibly ad.dressed envelopes or because of • fraud order issued against the addresses.
A machine used to open the mail which cannot be delivered is shown. Th•
only purpose for opening such mail Is to obtain the address of the writer.
The greater part of this mail is returned to the writers, but in many cases
the address of the writer cannot be ascertained and the letters must be
destroyed. The money found in letters which cannot be returned amounts
to about $75,000 annually, Just about enough to pay the salaries of those,connectadoadth the dead letter office.
-
FEEDING U. S. ARMY GET COAL FROM WASTE
Each Soldier Now Costs Uncle Norwegian Inventor Utilizes
Sam 26.8 Cents a Day. Residue From Paper Mills.
Expense Has Risen Steadily Since
1897 When the Daily Ration Al-
lowance Was 12OS Cents.
Can you buy a pound and a quarter
of fresh beef, a pound and an eighth
of bread, two and u half ounces of
beans, a pound and a quarter of po-
tatoes, an ounce uud a quarter of
prunes, an ounce. and an eighth of
coffee, three and a fifth ounces of
sugar, half an ounce of milk, half an
ounce of 'better, slightly more than
half an ounce of lard, u third of a gill
of sirup, and enough vinegar. salt,
pepper, cinnamon and flavoring for a
day's food—all this for 27 cents?
Uncle Sum does RI. That is how he
meets the high cost of living in the
United States army. The quantities
given above comprise the ytandard
army ration fed to Uncle Saw 1s soldier
boys.
Not that the ermy eats beef, beans
and potatoes every day; but It eats
the equivalent of this menu every day.
And during the last fiscal year-1910
--it cost Uncle Sam just 26.8 cents a
day per man to give the army the best
food that any army In the world re-
ceives.
Each soldier is entitled to approxi-
mately four and a quarter pounds of
food a day, and the standard ration is
80 arranged that there is great variety
as welt as high nutriment in the ra-
tion. -_ _
In spite of Uncle Sam's superior
ability to feed his soldiers cheaply, the
cost of living in the army is steadily
rising. There was a time, back in
1897. when it cost only 12% cents a
day to feed each soldier! But that
time is no more. The lowest figure
reached since-4898 was in 1908 and
1907, when it cost a little over 15 cents
a day for each man.
The yearly, cost of feeding the army
is nearly $20,000.000; this is the esti-
mate for the next fiscul year.
Under the law the army ration is
fixed by the president. The present
standard ration was prescribed in 1914,
It Is the result of long years of study
and experience In the army. The army
must be as nearly us tiessible a collec-
ttbn of highly talained athietes, and
they must be fed accerdinglY.
Officers In charge of recruiting sta-
tions say that the overage recruit gains
five pounds tire- first week and seven
pounds the second In the army; g total
of 12 pounds the'first 14 days he is at
the barracks. This is duo to good
food, regular home and constant ex-
ercise in The open air.
JAPANESE GOING TO BRAZIL
Uncle Ozer Informed of Plans Formed
to Promete Extensive Emigration
to South America.
Uncle Sam has tieen advised by hi.;
commercial representative at Rio de
Janeiro. Brazil. of plans which have
been eonsummated for the promotion
.of extensive esoignitien of Japanese to
Br:mit. The photo %%Welt provide for
the establishlient of a line of mem-
ers from Japan in Brazil, have been
Completed. it is said, after nine years
of tnererttontione by 'a represenhitive of
the Oriental Navigatioo company), Mad
the Japaraoe eammergiol and Naviga-
tk'o of Juptuet..
"':t 14 stated that the first steamer, of
fl,C00 tons register, In addition to spe-
cial cargo, will tering 900 emigrants.
Aceording to arrangemente Whielt it I's
raid bore been made..1er an Is to send
every 3.118 r rk.0110 immistrUnt* in he ena-
ployedeln tilvordenets with the re:mho
times 4 the nail mai authOritiee in the
cuitivittli a of rice, tealls.' POiltOV4.
Oti101.3 :.ad coffee.
Uncle Sam's Scientists Discussing
Feasibility of Introducing New
'Methods into This Country.
Uncle Saw's alll's scientists are mutt In-
terested in a report received from
American Consul General Dennison at
Christiania. Norway, of the discovery
of a method for manufacturing coal
from waste materials of paper fac-
tories. The method, which it is point-
ed out may reduce the price of both
paper and coal, is said to have been
pronounced practicable and an exploit-
ing corporation has been formed by
Norwegian interests.
Uncle Sam's experts are discussing
the question as to whether such a
project could not be 'undertaken suc-
cessfully in the Unitect Stews. partic-
ularly in paper-producing localities,
and pointed Out that if this were done
It might give some relief from the
threatened coal famine and prove valu-
able to paper manufacturers.
The- inventor of the coal substitute
Is named by Consul Dennison as It. V.
€trelenero a Gothenburg engineer.
The process is bald to be that of pro-
ducing coal. in powder form from sul-
phite lye.
"It is stated that this process.** the
report says, "produces a coal powder
almost equal in culerific value to first-
class coal—namely 6.900 calories
against 7.000 in the case of the best
English coal. The process has been
tested-and proved to the satisfaction
of Norwegian Interests. A company
under the title of Sulphite Coal Ltd.
has been formed with a minimum cap-
ital. of $428,000 to exploit it.
"It is estimated that if the coal
powder is made of all the sulphite lye
refuse of Norway. 30 per cent of the
Import coal will be replaced.
"According to Doctor Strelenert's
method, the lye will lie mixed with
some foreign material after the boiling
of the sulphite and then it will be
transferred to a Urge kiln where it is
belled again under high pressure. Un-
der this process the lye is changed
. and the substance. which is converted
into coal, sinks to the bottom and Is
then token out in the form of a thick
black easte.
"Thte water which remains In the
paste is removeet in a centrifugal .ma-
chine and the residue is the real in mc
powdered feihn. The powder will then.
in all probability be made into brick-
ettes and used in the same manner us
coal.
, "It, may seem strange that coal can
'he produced from lye, hut the follow-
ing will explain the reason:
"Under the sulphite process only 43
per cent of tbe weight of the timber
is utilized. The, remainder falls as
refuse Into the lye and it is this ,(over
half of the timber) which Doctor
tOtrelenert's process transforms into
' &seal."
UNCLE SAM IS RELENTLESS
----- —
Wields the Big Stick on Violators or
Pure Food and Drug Laws, Recov-
ering $116,430 in Fines. .
--
Uncle Sam's big stick was wielded
vigereusly upon the heads of violators
Of pure -feed and drills laws Ins, year.
Federal Solicitor (WlIffey announced
that rigid enforeement by inepectors
resulted In action by the courts ?wing
invoked in 2,GOI violations-, Tbe Unit-
ed States government recovered M6.-
430 In fines and damages.
• In - atininistering the 2O•beiur taw,
which prettletts the obotioemeot of,
live'oteck In ears without unloading• 
them for proper- periods of rest and
ferelinp, rebottles egg:noting S.12,4Oti
Were recovered In 381 ciisra. •
4 •
In the Midst. of Plenty Many Are
Starving Themselves to Death
By D. SAMUEL G. DIXON
Commisei•nor of Health of Penhaylvania.
I May aurpriee nutily millers by mentioning the fact that notwith-
standing our markets are full, and the wheals of industry moving with
unprtotelented steadiness, keeping the dinner kettle of
every able-bodied person full of things to eat, we have
many among us who believe themselves intelligent, and
yet are starving to death.
, The human body represents the most complicated
piece of machinery known to man. To maintain it
---vre-vimatirfpply It withi1bmiit •Ailitul in Meat& belLttli
awl aome of the 4ther vegetables. 'It must have starch'
or sugar found in bread, ilintatoes and sweets. We
milk have fats, also, found in meats, nuts and so on,
and, of course, pre-eminvitly in butter awl good
The body also demands certain salts such as are found in many of the
vegetables if they are not robbed of them by being soaked in water before
or during the process of cooking.
These constituent parts of the diet must be intelligently proportioned.
The lower animals knotraomehoti iihiT foods nature demands to keep
up hesilthy bodies and a strong physical development, while man's artifi-
cial life has extinguished that intuition which may have existed during his
primitive existence.
Today we must urge our. educators to teach children of understand-
able age the scheme of selecting a rational combination of foodstuffs.
At present we want real all-round family physicians whom mothers
can consult as to how to feed their little flocks, including the grown-ups
of the household as welt as the small children.
- -Paver feeding -,4,11ne-4-the-Deceasitrilactors iii the .develuptu
the human TaAj' andii-preaerving a natural resistanee) to cancer and other.
diseases.
POULTRY POINTERS I
Lice "will affect fouls at this time of
year when you have the Impression it's
too cold. Use common coal oil on roost
and get rid of them.
If the mother heti has scaly legs, the
chicks are mighty sure to contract the
diregese. Use coal oil and grease on
their shanks freely.
A bronze tom when full matured
should weigh 30 pounds, and if you get
that size, you have a large' bird, al-
though many exceed that weight.
If you want your poultry house to be
snug and warm, cover the walls early
with tarred paper on the inside. It will
last much longer on the inside.
See that your dropping boards are
all in their places, perfectly level, nev-'
er slanting, and see that the young
fowls begin to take to roosts early.
Don't provide artificial heat for your
fowls if the weather should get bitter
cold, but have your house naturally
warm and sufficiently tilled with fowls
to keep the room warm.
Earth floors are the best for poultry
If they can be kept dry; but. it not,
then plank is the best, as cement or
brick cause disease of the foot, as it is
unyielding to the scratching of the
fowls.
Always gather the eggs at noon and
at night when the weather Is cold,
otherwise you will have heavy losses,
especially if you are catering to private
customers for the'output of your eggs.
Watch for sorehead in the chickens
as soon as the weather changes to wet
or damp. Turkeys are likely to become
affected with it, too.
Sbnle Things That Are New.
Matches can be waterenoted by
dipping thenfliiibelted paraffin.
A stun:to ehich an automobile en-
gine of any size can be belted and
turned to any desired position has
_been Invented to facifitate the .work
of repair men.
...For worming the hands there has
been invented a small. perforated tube
containing an usbestes pad within
which is a wick to be soaked in ben-
zine andslighted. •
A (',reek lot-enter has produced a
machine which auto:molt-ally cleans
and packs more than 1.10 eases of cur-
rants an hoar withent contact of hu-
man habil foot.
For elecisic Welderr a helmet made
of fiber has !seem developed that Is
both (sorter and lighter than the metal
ones hereteifeire mused 'and nisi) pro-
tects a %veneer aguinst stray currents.
A small bag of unslakeel time fas-
tened Inside n plane just under the Itel
will absorb dampness nail prevent the
strings snot
A preparntiein one----soliditied glue
which can be. use-el instead ose rubber
for ninny purposes has been invented
by a lierlIMO scientist.
An Moodier lass combined a phone-
grnph an electoti4 Utile lamp, the
sound waVes being directed against
the shade for distribution.
An inventor living at Trey,. N. Y.,
tins patenteet a 1:1111101ry tononioe that
irons a skirt over a conitarittlaiter lit a
single operation.
One of the s:ewer devices to Hitt the
dent to hear 4s- entirely enelimed in a
sniiiii copier. Olioh is held by a boo-
dle like 111'0 of M leryoketee.
An hivenfise haa.brouelit out an MU!
tonwhile Pelt made in 'three sections.
tire -sipper tele-souping into the second
OM; the latter Into the Omer one. .
STAR OF THE MOVIES
•
soot
Jose Collins.
Miss Collies takes mu prominent part
In many of the Pattie feature films.
Six Flags Have Flown Over
The Territocy That Now Is
Included in State of Texas
Six flags have flown over Texas. W-
A-tutting the banners of three foreign
powers—Franceo Spain and Mexico.
First came the French flag, which Was
carried down the Mississippi river to
the Gulf of Mexico by the intrepid La
Salle; following this was the Spanish
emblem, first thrown to the breeze un-
der the direction of the Franciscan
priests; then came In succession the
Mexicau Hag and the Lone Star em-
blem of the Republic of Texas.
Thee Stars and Stripes followed the
Lone Star, but was supplanted for a
time by the Stars and Bars of the
Confederacy.
In the struggle for aseemlancy
fuming these various groups, it is need-
less to say that much blood has been
spilled nod countless trageelies have
titkoni theiriplaees to the pages of his-
tory.
The 
hiothry
of the Republic of Texas
is ens' of the. In, unique examples of
national soy ereionty that the world has
ever Seigi.
A provinee of 30,000 people won in-
dependenee from a nation of several
Itut these 30.0110 were gen-
erally men off sturdy Angio-Americon•
A few years later these "Lame feurieos
told iteleiwnelent Texans Voluntarily
gave up their sovereignty to become
one of the g.niaxy of stars under the
tonneno of the. United States,
Making Soap from Sugar.
The ins...Avery is nnnouneeel of a
metheel of tannufacture of soap from
sugar, of olitch tlennimy has plenty.
Instend of frem ell, which is scarce.
In the post it has been oosoible to use
sugar only in seetcps that had little vat.'
iii'. By the new metheal, it is claimed,
the SA1,111 produceel is mat tine and deli-
mits., but it This as efficientiy in salt
water na in fresh- -a fact that nifty
innke the soup valuable for the navy.
Artictes that formerly hail to be sent
In chernicel laittelries can he unshed
smith this new kind ()Uncap... The fin-est • loots ,of silks, It is pfiegoil, slotonly nre. not liermed by ft, bat their
eolore are brought out brilliantly as
if new, hi atlefirleirri tleelletignoonap
seonne to he rerisitimitile for. a min-
imum of the wear and tear e Peen 1411 Med
11) 111111.fil slut Mel' Henn mg son lee
1
'Mother's Cook Book
All that Is beautiful snail abide,
All that is base atoll die.
Some Simple Soups.
As ammo are both uourishieg and
easy to prepare It Is wise to have a
tartly repertoire of them to serve as
luucheou and dinner digger.
Quick Mutton and Potato Soup.
Add a cupful of cold mashed imita-
tors" to DIY cupfuls of mutten stock.
Reheat, searieu to taste and thicken
ottli too Motet' egg% added with half u
cupful of cream just before taking up.
_ —
• GOMM* We Uwp.
rut two pounds of the kitisekle of
VINH1 into three quarts of water, with
u carrot, tin 0111011, It ChM', SO4 pep-
per, parriley and thyme to seamen. Re-
lient aix cupfuls of this stock, add •
luilf cupful et coeited vermicelli, a
tableapoonful Of chopped parsley, a
et-attire of nutmeg and the yolk of an
egg blended with It half cupful of
milk. Reheat but do not boll.
Saratoga Soup.
Strain and reheut one CUR of toma-
toes. Add u half cupful of sago and
cook until the sago is clear. Add two
eupfuls of veal stock, salt, pepper.
Worcestershire sauce to season, and
when boiling hot serve at mice.
Chicken Broth.
Cut a chicken into small piece's and
put into a kettle with two tablesuoon-
mule of _pearl nartey, a pinch of cars-V5 -#0d- find a head. 4 4ettueo cu
fine. Cover with two quarai of colt'
water, simmer four hours, skimming
whets necessary. Strain through a
sieve, season to taste and serve.
Chicken Consomme.
Cut up a chicken and put into a
kettle with three pounds of the
knuckle of veal and four quarts of
Meek. Auld an onion, two cloves, two
leeks, and three stalks of to4ery. Add
U teaspoonful of salt, simmer for three
hours, skim, strain and cool. Retnove
the fat, reheat, Neuron to taste and
serve. _
Savory Rice Soup.
Windt half a cupful of rice and boll
fifteen minutes then drain. Add a
quart of veal stock. simmer until the
rice is done, rub through a sleVe and
reheat. Thicken with the yolks of two
eggs beaten smooth with half n cupful
of cream, season to taste and serve
very hot with croutons. For a thick-
ening butter and flour may be used
iustead of the egg.
• Puree of Carrots.
Slice thin six fresh young carrots.
Fry' brown in better, add sugar and
salt and sufficient beef stock to make
the required amount of soup.
titer until tht. carrots are tender, put
them thSough a sieve. reheat and serve
with croutons. A binding of butter
and flour may be used If desired.
wc..112.
Ever See a Fish's "Soul"?
Look Right In His Face.
Fish can not sing or dance, or attend
dinner partles—except in an unfortu-
nate capacity—but they have. souls,
said Dr. Paul Bartsch, curator of the
National Museum, before the Aquae
Mum Society.
"If you want to know whether a cer-
tain fish is kindly disposed to you,
look at its face," advised Dr. Bartsch.
"The physiognomy of a fish reveals its
character, Just in the same way that
a man's mest secret traits are im-
printed on his face.
"If a human being has a soul, why
not concede one to other animals? Mao
Is a physical organism, only different
from other organisms in that his Is
more perfectly developed. It is certain
fish are temperamental—some_floh are
sluggish, others are lively."
The Whale and the Eagle.
- —
There are two animals that puzzle
naturalists neire than any ethers. They
are Nature's submarine and aeroplane
—the whale and the eagle. It Is known
that whn'es occasionally descend as
far tic 3,000 feet below the surface or
the seti—a depth at which, from the
pressure. of water. they ought to be
crushed flat. Why they are not in-
jured naturalists have yet to diseov-
er. It is this pressnre that prevents
a modern submarine from thee-ending
mere tha* some 300 feet. Eagles have
been seen. through telescomo, to fly
Wilk apparent ease from 30,000 to 40,-
o00 feet nbera. sen level. At that
heicht no human being can live, ow-
ing to the rareficiition of the air. How
the birds live and fly at far greater
heights than man canSendure is an-
other. question still una nswe..red.—
Pen rnon's Weekly.
Better Than Cavalry.
..Motoreyeles rimy supplant rovalry in
war. ,Compared with revelry move-
merits the motorcycle has thine,
which seem incredible, On Memorial
tiny si report was opt-eh-eel at Flirt
Mins of a bandit raid 3-1 Miles away,
Exactly two beers Inter the motor-
cycle.company was 1111 the spot.
• A few weeks litter nnotiler told was
reported IS miles from vort Rilso. The
meterrycle company reached thin place
in 30 minuten.. The. first trip would
have taken ii tree') of vac airy leo days
mei the second four hours.
BEEF STEW WITH DUMPLINGS
coop -Aleth- Or selneuerie May Di
Utieri--Vegetables In Plenty
Requisite fur Success.
Use un "neck" lone for Oils ro•
14,1-Ve port for is mina, Ilia. 
*hole
botio a ould, ituthe stew slough for 15
up:se:1141e; ii* ii 
the l'ankitvoltirrit I 'P:1.41114. t'n'tbititow ite net I,
iii 
, liethr‘irnbe 
trying out while )ots HI I. 'preparing
the meet. If there Is ne tat use a lit-
tle pork Ott or drippilies.
Cut your meat Ode dice Bloat all
Inch large esii•li etiy, eireilse them melt
o Ith salt, pepper unit flour and Movos
iti hot _timfat. __,AuLuma"auLl'et In yonriwastioeptitliu.rni4
uud half a .e.str.rut Jam  Almond boo. Ili
enver with N'I'lng
der. lternoe'kbetilnie.".11mtililleltlkilieafflt ir; t ;11:
(at: als or eight avian tot/Imes,
which have been pared sind portirtleel.
Adel salt null pepper to fwd.., l'ook
until noir!). dime and then add dump-
i lif eniwmftlig'40.I tilliTng.st.1—tI 
of 
h  r
fulls baking powder. 3hz thoroughlY.
Ade enough titlik to Mk°
dough. Shape and osik ten nOntiftet
In the soft dough. 'oft foal bak-
ing powder to the flour, tool gift. all
so nit to mix them thieroughlY -with
enema' milk to mat e ii (hough yeti run
handle; It will ink,. eibout a cupful;
they etin be dripped from the ressin
or K11111.4.11 n little %Oh the liande
the5r ". eltn"::;lililil 
lie
tlga iartm:IiiiitiligelisTrIndietY1
Continue to boll rojildly while they
9"112thlings1117-cann°nIlLot tillriole.tstate77:--thilt rbe lantniteke:t-d:uInte;mr-
the 'Nineteen. If they ilei net they all!
tre heavy. And do net put In nes tunny
that they Will crowd ellen ether, for
tluft makes them heavy ales
JOHN BULL PLUM ?KONG
4.4
Recipe That Has Been 'Popular In
England for Many Generations—
Sauce to Accompany Dish.
One pound emit of suet, sugar, cur-
rants, rulsine sultnna nil I I I lioes
mixes! candled einitice unit know peel;
onehalf pound each of bread, cnitiffis
und flour, eine tetisissinful each of salt'
and mixes! "micros' eight eggs, a wine-
glitssful of lininely. the suet
finely and mix in tlo• following man-
ner: Put the toles-sifted their in it
large boot, add the. snit, spice and
sugar, then the chipped raisins and
curnints mind fruit 11141. then the bread
crumbs and the aultatei raisins, which
are not choppcol. Beat the eggs to-
gether for ten minutes, tben strain and
add the brainily to them and isms Into
the bowl. Stir motel beat. %veil for 25
minutes. l'ut the pudding into a well-
buttered mild, which inust
in a %' lilt,' inipkin %chichi ham been thor-
oughly boiled just liefore teeing. und
floured over the. top. Set tlw mold
in a large kettle, cover elth boiling
water :eel loll fits 13 hours. • ,
Pudding Sauce.—One aine-glassful
of brandy, two ounces tif fresh buttOr,
a cupful of powdered sugur. Set the
butter anti sugar near the stove, where
they will dissolve, milil. the brattoiy and
beat thoroughly with an egg-beater.
Just before serving set in the top of a
teakettle and _serve boiling hot.
Dove Chicken.
As cooked by the West belie cri,,oles,It is most dein:hoes. Itoil a large
chicken In just enough water to
It, When tender remove front the 'tire
and told to the chicken water, a half
can of tomatoes, some minced parsley,
two red pepper cones, two choseost
anions, a , little black pepper and
eneugh salt to tastes Soot down to a
rich gravy. Then make a stuffing ofmashed Irish potatoes, moistened aiththis gravy, adding a teacupful ofraisins; stuff the chicken and brownIn the oven. 11-hen clone, eerve withwhat was left of the. tomato gravy.
Lemon Pudding.
Beat two egg solks smith two cum-fuls of sugar. Dissolve four table-spoonfuls of cornstarch in enema wa-ter tee dissolve Ito-stir into four eoffeecups of boiling Water-411ot hot, hut ftmust be boiling), add juice and oratedrind of two lemons, then add the sugarawl eggs. -Rake In n buttered dishubout twenty minuteo, then tower withthe beaten whites and two tableepoin-tuts of sugar. Brown in the oven andserve very cold.
Pickled rigs:, -Boil fresh eggs one-half hour, thenput Into cold water. In the. meantimehave beets bodesi until fender, removeskins, cut in dive form and coveredwith spiced vitiegne Shell the ears antistrop Into the plekle jars. This Is en°momenta( pickle arid econsidered verygood.
" Corn Custard.
One can curt., one pint nail:, onetablespoeinful butter, one table-90ton,Pu 
mmmmuh 
ts::411) er.ggo4.7 
Mix 
c4mk.tenspeern.tiiiedso. zit!
butter rind sugar. 
Aii:I;111..irtionsdte.dtlishyolakns
h 
ti
Itmkiel ‘ilnbittielese:lertitto mike' firm,
Pressing SilksAlonys press 'silk under a piece of
et  k.ii);1" lkEiot drr fmit:tu"11.14.1-the inuelito °and Use n moderately hetIron until time muslin is quite dry,_
.A orea t ,Bseuiltv lenr Sbag tunnytitivtere ;levied bymixing "nal quantitleie of good deo,tgarisrtiensetiounei fresh lite aswelietatxtefr Tr.eahhbeutnterilitureo
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SUPER-ZEPPELIN
•
• TR1 NURIAY LEDGER, MURRAY. KT.
IS BULKIER THAN
AN OCEAN LINER
Built of Aluminum, It Is 680 Feet
Long. but Weighs Only
50 Tons.
FOUR GONDOLAS FOR CREW
!British Experts Estimate Cost of Con-
struction of Giant Airship Recent.
ly Brought Down In Essex at $1,.
250,000—Driven by Six
inginte.
London.—It was not long after the
battle with Zeppelins last September
before the British air 114.rvice experts
discovered that the airship brought
down in flumes represented the latest
type of euetny raiders—the euper-Zep-
pellu—int 'superior in size, engine pow-
er, artunnient and bomiecerrying en-
pacity over the firet Zeppelins as the
latest big U-boats nre over the original
little submarhies.
The deductions of the exiwrte have
Motion that Germany's euper-Zegete-
lin bus engines aggregating 1,440 horse
power. as uguluet 540 horse power in
the originel Zepetellaesjt Ii 6.40 feet
lung and 72 feet in diameter—uctually
larger in bulk than a giant 0C14111 liner
of the typo .of the Luotitnnin, though
of infinitely hem weight, of course.
The 'tremulous envelope, nIthomorh de-
stroyed in the tire that plunged the
Zeppelin down to wreck in Engel, hue
been 4-m111104.d from the aluminum and
steel and copper wire structural, work
that re ins to have been at a capac-
ity to store 2,000,000 cable feet of gas
—three (Unmet as much au the capacity
of the earlier Zeppelins, then euppoifeel
to be the lest word in air monsters.
Larger Than Lusitania.
Whnt Inspired admiratitm and won-
der in the minds of all who visited
the wreck was the incredible delicacy
of the sterkmanship that created 14 
thing Largerlarger than the latsitania to float
In the air, end which aguinst the tens
of thous-ands of tons weight of the
Lusitatila, with engines, guns, I it mi us
and all, the super-Zeppelin is figured
ns weighing only 50 tons. The ehole
aluminum and wire structure weighed
only, the experts report, nine tons.
An English reporter who visited the
wreck writes:
"The externals of the airship, her
outez fabrics and gas bags, were de-
stroyed. but all the. essetatials remain,
all the elaborate contrivances of at-
tack, nil the gear for operating the
engines, all the tackle for maneuver-
ing the ship.
**The skeleton of the monster is not
visible until you drew very close to it.
It is a strange, spidery affair of deli-
cate trellis work in silvery meal, with
no sheen nod no tinkle but a sepuichrul
rustle. The girders are of almost in-conceivable lightness. What looks a
prodigiously bulky portion of theframework can he lifted with one
hand. Instead of weighing a hun-dredweight it scales a few pounds.
The whole structure seems like a de-
vice from another world and anotherage."
The Four Gondolas.
Swung under the huge gas envelope
were four gondola-shaped compart-ments. hooded, with apertures for the
use of the navigators and gunners and
observers—one gondola at the Zeppe-
lin's nose, two depending side by side,
In the centers and the third and larg-
est gondola—about thirty feet in length
—aft. Her six engines distributed
among the gondolas are figured to have
been able to send the monster along in
calm weather at 65 miles an hour.
The gondolas are isaile of stout alurui-
num, but the '- 110 not figure
that. boat-shae they are, they
could float litlet• unless the Rs-l-
anes: luii,i tine- . -.mantle the fly-
ing boats of theis siseemerretiln a de-
Main Hoop Girders of Super-Zeppelin Wrecked in Essex.
scent or etipecially in a tumble if the
gas lunge were shell struck.
The for*ard gemben Is that used
for mitigation. It was divided into
three compartilleiltn. lh the first was
the captain, right in the bow of the
ship. Imiking through nentleminable
which were Orme!
through the cotton fabric that closed
the gondola in UbIllYet
pille191 for him were two t heels to
tee-rate the ele‘tititig and horizontal
steering rudders tool other wheels con-
trolling the water ballast and the
Petriil tanks._ _Befuen_blist wain UMW
k eybortiitit- Which -1Minha were
&flew& It- showed 60 small buttons
like the puothem of an electric bell,
vetch of v. hint operated one bomb-
dropping hook rind released a bomb.
Another lever withdrew a shutter,
which had to be withdrawn before the
Intuit, could falL
• Otte,of the Six tAilitea
Astern of the captain's cabin In the
same gondola was a little room, six
feet by four feet, noted by the wireless
operator and containing the wireless
instruments, which were supplitel with
current from six ilyfiamoe, one at'
tachtel to each engine, thus leaving
nothing to chalice. Astern of the
wireless room, again. still In the same
gondola and imitated from the wire-
less room by an air space of :Ibsen
an inch, were one of the six engines
and a dyn , also two machine guns
of ordinary German caliber, on tripod
mountings of amazing lightness.
The engine is still in good working'
order. It is of Maybach (Mercedes)
type and develop.; 240 horse power..
One of the greet surprises of this air-
ship Is that immediately behind the
forward gondola rind driven by its en-
Line is u propeller amidships under-
neath the ship. There was nothing of
the kind In the Zeppelins brought down
in France and at Saioniki. It is one
of the distinctive features of the su-
per-Zeppelin.
The "Cat Walk."
To laws from the gondola down the
ship one had to climb through e kind
of trapdoor framed In aluminum into
the "cat walk," a perilously narrow
gangway only nine inches wide thet
tuns the whole length of the keel. On
the uluminum girder framings the
thinnest of planking was _laid. Some
part of it has surtived the' fire and
could be very plainly seen. Passing
down this "cat walk" Inside the walls
of thin cotton fabric, grayish white,
one reached the compartment contain-
ing bombs. Here hung the missiles on
60 hooks, and below them was the slid-
ing shutter. In the "cat walk" was
another interesting find--a lavatory
with fittings of fairy lightness.
Near the center of the ship, pro-
gressing from bow to stern, were sus-
pended two other gondolas. These
hung side by side, spaced out a little
on either beam. They are of much
smaller size, only 1$ feet Ifine. and
each contains one Maybuch 240 horse,
power ,engine, one dynamo and one
machine gun.
In the amidships gondolas were neat
little aluminum cupboards, which at
the time of the capture rontained
comestibles. They were of good de-
sign and took little space. The last
end fourth gieeliiia ells placed inetern
NOBILITY DOING FIELD HOSPITAL WORK
In the center line nail woe Of large
size, about thirty feet eon-
thined two muchine guns and three M-
ettles, n11 of Maybrich tIin lifid--240-
horse power, each driving one dynamo
end propeller. Two of theme propel-
lers were stayed out in either beam of
the airship; the third was at the stern,
ubout thirty feet In from the end of
the ship. A similar prinwilse• was ob-
served 7,411.4.11,1 brought down
by the French at Revigny.
The gas wits contnined in 21 bnl-
loonetx, each conneeted by a valve
bassets were bAtrne4'‘1, PibittlIePe. Thenough of
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
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HEIRESS TO VAST FORTUNE
Miss LOUIS(' Wise is heiress to the
greater part of the $60,000,000 fortune
of her aunt, Mrs. Robert Worth Bing-
ham. formerly Mrs. Fleeter, widow of
Henry M. Fleeter. s
tint fabric remains to show that it was
of thin silk or cotton, water and gas
proof. They were separated, not as
some have supposed i.y sheet alumi-
num bulkheads, but by spider webs of
wire, a web betereen each pair of bal-
looneta.
Aluminum Propeller Shaft
An aluminum propeller shaft found
three miles from e here the framework
of the Zeppelin fell and petrol tanks
plainly showing marks of being struck
account for the starting of her trou-
ble. vihich ended in her gins hag be-
ing set aflame. Instemarks on these
tanks anti other parts of the structure
Indicate that this surely wits the lat-
est super-Zeppelin type, for they care
ried the date "Jul)- 14, 1916,"
Forward and at the stern atop of
the huge envelope were platforms on
which were too, sted three quick-fir-
ing guns for—repelline attack front
above, and there was n smoke-pro-
dieing apperetns by which the nir-
ship could eject clouds for its own
concealment.
Enough was left of the gas hag to
show it was made of a paper-thin but
very tough, mitteirsible; twill-like ma-
terial.
It is estimated that the new super-
' Zeppelins cost the German government
at least a1.250.0110 rtpiff'r.
Bee, Pay for New 'Roof.
Illekeville, O.—Mules E. Sin*, 11,-
4 eine northenet of here, noticed twoAn Interysting phoiogysph of nubility doing field !lenient' mork Vranee. -*Gate ago a hole In the side of hit rest.On the left the' Ducheks of Sutherland at her tent hospitel at 14ouhourg, denier nearsthe roof.' The..
1 eelff'
Prance. Installed by her after her hospital in Dunkirk. sees evacuated. " ho engages carpenters to thW the tithehas lately tainettniled the 'hospital tit•Dueikirk. Staseling at the tette ofduehess Is the Count de Bane:Int, chief of a section of the Anierlean ambu-lance, who oins site-owed for his work With his 'wellies during the bombard-ment of Dunkirk. lie is now in the Ante-Hs-an nvintion corps. On the rightIs the ‘'Ittertitnotteds Benoit d'Azy, who has done splendid work In Dunkirkduring the bombardment. ller husband ona the naval attache In Welshing-Ion during Roosevelt's subunit Orations
•
root end replace it with a new one.
The results of the two yenrs' of labor
00 the part of the bees at-re dieetsv.
'reds The honey extraelped amounted
to 25 Nonlife, 200 of it being of the
hest quality. nail could have been gold
for enotteh to pay for the entire root.
.44404:11
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WHEN SERVING TEA
•
LITTLE TOUCHES THAT MAKE OR
MAR THE OCCASION.
Hostess Should See That Tray or Table
Is Appropriately Set Off With
ilowers—To Properly Pre-
pare the Beverage.
nellislither to add us a Molehill*
touch to the trill or ten table u vase
atilt to fee fleet-re, u single reefs three
or tour asters of eyellow fffreflil or
eo placed. In a hud_AAims.-.QA--Ats14-4A
MIAMI litA_ flat disa 14 a Juiettnette
frog.
Aiwusin aerve cream as evil as
ivinaton. Minty pervious do not enjoy
ti's eithout cream end of citurse they
sill toot be se frank as to' tell you so
181101 they see that the ten trey is
net with atty.
Serve the cut sugar in the smith'.half !mums For u small cup of tea a
large lump often proses too much awl
It is always awkwieff to have to break
IL letup or to take.a lamp from the
cup e hen it is lialf-filissolved.
Take pains to see that the tenpot
rind lest•winter jug tire both well hymen
before pouring hi the boiling %titter,
By doing so the temperature of the
boiling water ellt not toe reduced ip
bringing tine (wipe anti Pig to its level.
Remember to curry the pot to the
boiling water anti pour the water on
the tea leaves simile the tinter Is se-
t Milli_ bol ling. Many_ persona-wet
by feel that If thd wiTiUliis boiled
It Matters little -whether or not It Is
stilt bOiring When It Is applied to the
tea leaves.
Almost serve ennthelebes or tenet
mu email portions. It is very aakwaril
for tine tea drinker to have to manage
large pertions. Bread and butter
sandwiches should be of wafer thin-
ness and should t,.: cut In Inch-wide
strips. A weeny 'supply should lw fon
hand to make up for the smallness of
the single pieces.
Curdled Mayonnaise.
Mayonnaise flint ham curdled "an
usually be brought buck wadi* by will-
ing it in spoonfuls to it beaten egg solk,
having the yolk both fresh and freshly
beaten, and beating the mixture mutter
each edditionnl spoonful.
In the first place, the eggs must be
fresh; in the second place, the oil must
he about the tennterature of the reetn•
In which it lit served! Thirdly, the oil
muitt not be added too rapidly at thestart. Never use congealed oil; even
too coldstm oil is apt to produce curd-
ling. Again, one must guard against
an excess of oil In proportion to the
number of yolks of eggs. The right
proportion Is two and a half ounces
of oil to each egg. One may use three
ounces Of oil if the dressing is served
immediately. In any mayonnaise, never
add onion juice when tite dressing is
to he used (or fruit sided; if vinegar is
replaced by lemon juice, a whiter dress-
ing is obtained.
Mocha Cake.
Two cupfuls of sugar, butter the size
of two eggs, two scant cupfuls of milk,
two eggs, four level teasseetinfuls of
baking powder; flour to the right con-
sistency and vanilla. 31ake-41irsee-4ay-
ers.
For mocha Icing, one-half cupful of
strong coffee, twit tithiespeenfuls of dryMoots oneshaTf -cupful of nutter, two
cupfuls of confectioners' sugar. Dis-
Bettye the cocoa in the hot coffee. Creator
the butter and sugar. Let' the cocoa
and coffee 'mixture stand until cold,
and then add drop by drop to tine sugar
and butter until the desired consistency
is reached.
Real Indian Pudding.
-Heat one quart of milk and add
seven level tablespoonfuls of Indian
meal, moistened with water. %%lien
nearly thiele add one quart of milk.
or one pint of water and one pint of
milk, one cupful of molasses, one cup-
ful of raisins, one cupful of, tapioca,
salt, cassia aneother spices as liked.
The rule i_s one level teaspoenful of
cassia, one-half teaspoonful of ginger.
one-fourth teaspoonful of •clovee-
and one-fourth Dsispoenful of nutmeg.
Bake from five to seven-beans in •
no:derate oven. -
Hake Cutlets.
Cut • one-pound slice of hake into
squares and, so fur as possitee, remove
the bones. Take care not to break She
fish Into flakes. Dry the fish, dust in,
cracker crumbs and dip lido boiling
fut. %Alien the fish becomes a gehlen
colot remove anti place on brown paper
to drain off the superfluous fat. Serve
atilt it sUce of lemon.
German Beef Stew.
Cut two ilViends if Itun beef .in
cultes. brown In dripping with one
onion, add two cupfuls warm enter or
stock; simmer three-quarter hour, add
12 small peeitel onion% cook one-half
hour, aiiii 24 stunner! olivea.- Fifteen
minutes before serving (MP half
cupful sultans raisins or stentel
prunes.
When Frying Flahs
Fish should alwilys 'be Fried like
flotighnuts; in deep fnt. Italeon drip-
pings tire perhaps as peel a ninterial
ins any. Rutter should not be used for
frying fish. .It ehOult1 be. cooked until
',well -browned, anti then removed .and
allowed to drain, but rot_fes?er cool lita-,1ttre serving.
USE NITRATE OF SODA
Tests Made With Material in
Production of Vegetables.
Top Dressing* May Reasenebly Be Es.
peeled to Have Beneficial af-
fect on Radishes, Turnips,
Beets and Cabbage.
(By JOHN W. LLi)YD. Minute)
ritravagsnt Online are
Made regarding the Influents* of ni-
trate. a IMAM wolhae.jtiaild 44a4assoli--
nowt of certain vegetithie rrope, par-
ticularly those of %Melt it vegetative
part cousititionts the edible proftuet.
'rho einlinfo are especially emphatic Iii
reference ti eurly planted Pelle, sine..
much of their growth mind lop made
at a time is brett conditione In the Poll
are not faviireldo• for rapid nitrifies-
lion ; anti the supplying of initriogen In
in reniilly available form at such a
flute would seem to prOMillt. good re.
slots. In view of these roneiderationa
It Ulta Mottitlit beet to disks. some teete
with (hie meta-Hui him the produi•tieri
of vegetablem on the brown silt loam
of the corn beit. AreordinglY • Pe'Mee of tests was pinioned, intiwiltig
eighS'kinds of vegetablee, viz.; radish,
turnip, beet. einem, 'minuets lettuce,
trabbage, and eaulifloner. Top dress-
ings of nitrate if node were made to
the attove-nninisl vegetables. The ex-
rwriment was continued through six
years._ _
---Wt received- applications-7;f
nitrate of *oda at Intervals of one
ettek, and another at Intervals of two
weeks. A third .plat was left untreat-
ed as a cheek.
In the light of the data secured In
connection with the nitrate 3f stain ex-
periments the following conclusions
are warranted:
1. Preler the soil and enfilade eon-
Milton's attending these test's nitrate
of soda usually does not Induce an ex-
*Me
Side Dresser for Applying Nitrate of
Soda .
cesslve development of foliage on the
common early root crops, radishes,
turnips and beets, without a corre-
sponding development of the root.
2. Top-dressings if nitrate of soda
may reneenably be expeeted to have a
beneficial effect upon the following
crops of early vegetables, on well:nue
nured brown slit loam in the corn
belt; radishes, turnips, beets. spinach.
cabbage, cauliflower. The beneficial
effect may consist ins .a higher percent-
age of plants reaching marketable size
-or condition within a given time,
greater size of the individual speci-
mens, or greater total yield. (If the
stand were uniform, the last
points would be correlated.)
3: Under the conditions of these.
tests, the benefits to be derived from
top-dressings of nitrate of soda to
onions anti head lettuce do not appear
to be sufficiently !narked or consistent
to warrant the use of thisefertilizing
material on these crops.
4. Nitrate of soda applied at inter-
vals of two weeks reems to be fully as
effective ns when applied at more fre-
quent intervals, even thought the ag-
gregate amount of material is corre-
spondingly less; in many cases it Is
more effective.
6. trotter the conditions of these
tests, the beneficial results of us-
Mg nitrate of soda in the productley
of early vegetables do not appear to
he so pronounced as results which
have been reported from certain other
sections of the country.
PROTECT CLOVER FROM RAIN
Best Practice to Allow Crop to Become
Ripe as Possible—Cut .n Good,
Dry Weather.
An inferior grade of clover inted Is
productel uheas4he clover Is allowed
Inoirindrows In the field for see-icrid weeks befortiIt is hulled. Vary-
ing proportions of the seeds become
brown and often actnially lose all ger-
tuinnting power*,
The best preetire is to allow the
cloVer to become as ripe as possible
without loss from shelling when the
seed If hArvested. Cut it - in good, dry
weather and then protect It from ex-
posture to rains. Provided a huller
can be procured at once, hulling direct
from the field will tesmonnize lahor.
• If it is necessary to delny the hull-
ing, damage nun l loss to the seed crop
will be avoitied by storing the clover
in a barn or in it carefully constructed
end nell-covered stack.
In Plea, of
.elniiipts1 suet is very usefsl In Inks
lung the piece of eggs in milk ;meshing,.Simply sprinkled** little on the titp and
the puddling will be rich atal
Eggs-
1
ADVERTISING PAYS ON FARM
Something- Descriptive or Suggestive
of Product Should.Be Selected
• 
by Every Flirmar.. 
Every business should have a nitrite
'—the name of Ihe owner, or 'tome-
Thing whieh will he descriptive or sug-
gestive of Ms product. So the /term
pihrmid have a .name to dletingulshsit
from those all around it. Not only
rive it a mime but letseverybody know
Its name,
FEEDING LAMBS FOR PROFIT
As Muck Differenee in Quality of A.J.
reale for Feeding a• There Is In
Any Other Stook
Too lillany bind) feeders are tootle.
god with auythois just se It le a iamb.
Too may persona get the lamtb-feed-
lag lionve bgegus. II•1111•4 neighletr fed
lambs 1nel-whiter and wade big
motley doles so. There le just as
much tlifferencr In the quality of
iamb. for feeding as there Is in eat.
the for any other vtortety tuf stock, It
Is best to secure the aid a WNW
alert) viper/ to Pandit lu tioe buyingof iambs, as a lot  of  lambs_ well
-bought iiiiitiTiiiOtor aura to UR monoys-
tuts arse.
'I'he Seery counts fur something intine profit, especially If lambs are held
and shout. There Is a difference is
lattlita In taking on flesh; there Is a
difference Iti the 1)ite and general ap-
pearance of 'sheep, of lunette or live
stock in all departnieuta of breeding
awl feeding, and thin differeuce
mounts for or against the animate is
their rule -am breeders or feeder.. it
is usually noiroury wade to buy the beet
infinite to 'earl on; they briug best l'et
suits in the cud,
STUDY THE MARKET DEMANDS
Breeder Should Strive to Produce
Only Best Animals and Meet
Needs of the Consumer.
(Its' St T. matewan.)
Ws must study- 41.•---saarloot- -
carefully WI deTeii good sires
of the types- -that will ennoble us t0--
meet them. If we find that the
butcher or paeker likes nun animal of
extreme beef type because that ani-
mal yields a high perceutage of the
high-priced ruts. the sires must be
selected accordingly. U we find that
the horse buyer taken the big, drafty,
sound horse in preference to the
chunk when his order calls for horse*
for heavy work, we must secure sires
that will get colts of that-type. If we
ship or sell to a murket which de-
tnunds bacon hogs, then the ,boar
should he the best olitalefible individ-
ual of a bacon breed which is in good
demand In that market.
In any case we must strive to pro-
duet. only the beet animals and to be
sure that they are uniformly good
and that there a,.e among them no
misfits or inferior specimens which
do not meet the consumers' needs.
TO MAKE INEXPENSIVE SPRAY
Efficient Solution Made at Home by
Use of Soap, Water, Kerosene
and Carbolic Acid.
The following spray can easily be
made at home and is both inexpen-
sive and efficient: Dissolve a pound
of strong hard soap or soap powder
in a gallon of belling water; remove
from the fire and add immediately a
pillion of kerosene and a pint of crude
carbolic acid: churn and agitate the
selution till the ingredients are well
mixed.
Add ten gallons of water to the
above to make a stock solution and
just before using mix this stock solu-
tion with an equal quantity of water.
EMERGENCY W!RE BELT-LACE
Simple Idea illustrated Showing -Meth-
od of Using Picture-Cord for
Lacing Belt.
The farmer of this day and age uses
more or less machinery that Is oper-
ated by a gas engine or other power,
and he has naturally become more or
less of a mat•hinist. The following
simple idea has saved much time for
those who have made use of it:
a belt-lacing has worn out andnone Is at hand. Instead of the in*
fectual growling usually given way las
Who nett-Lacing.
go in and ask the wife to give you a
bail of wire picture-cord (she will gen-
crally have this hidden away) and g0
out and lace up the belt. The wire
cord is very strong, and makes an ex-
cellent lacing..
ESTIMATING GRAIN IN HEAP
-
Accurate Rule Is to Multiply the 011e
in Feet by itself and Again by
its Height.
Wisen eetimating the quantity of
green or vestetahten In a heep or piles
the following rule is ant-trate: Multi-
ply the diameter of the heap in feet by
itself and again' by the height mind di-
vide the result by four, and you have
epprosifinately the miniver* of bushel..
ACCIDENTAL FIRES IN BARNS
Poor IsdlicY to Permit Piles of Rub-
Watt to Accumulate--Dropped
Matches Ant Daingerrta
•4•44..•
It Is a poor policy to 'allbw piles of
rulibieh to accumulate about the
ereteiftee, as well as ',trate-and hay to
remain In piles on barn floors. whlett
might become a pile of Rennet. In a
few seconds In ease o( overturned
lanterns or dropped matches,
.0
--
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OUR LUNGS mt DELWATE
Overwork. lack of fresh air, mental strain or any sickness
&barbs their functions. Stubborn coughs tear and wear
deaTiiiiitive lung tissues.
MOIT3 [NHS!
*mad be taken promptly for hard coughs, unyielding cokls,
or when strength is lowered from any cause. Its high
nutritive value creates resistive force to ward off sick-
ness. The rich cod livr ul improves the quality
of the blood to relieve the cold and the glycerine is
soothing and healing to the lung tissues.
Rehm Alseli•lic Saldisuta• Wbick Lashio tle OL
If it's a coffin. casket or robe, I
nee our immense stock. Murray ;
Furniture & Undertaking Co.
For a mild. easy action of the!
bowvia. try Doan's Regulets, a
modern laxative: 2k all stores.
Sea the finest line of caskets
I. Western Kentucky at the Mur-
ray Furniture & Undertaking Co.
liesults.—An ad in the Ledger
For baby's croup, Willie's dai-
ly cuts and bruises, mamma's
sore throat, grandma's lameness
—Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil - the
household remedy. 25c and 500.
-
Walk upstairs and save a dol-
lar. —Wells Jewelry Department,
Allen Building, upstairs.
See Walls and you'll see well.
A wagon that-will stand the wear and tear.
A a agon that doesn't keep you trotting to therep.ur shop.
A, v agon honestly built out of honest materials.
WE SELL
The Milburn
The Wagon of Quality
Put just a few dollars more into ) our investment and getthe be•t wagou made.
That'• the Milburn—no doubt about itA Milbtnii JAS xhttle more than some others but it is
worth inoo• than it costs.
Come in and look at one
and let us talk about the
Mi!burn puints. -
E L. Jones Lumber Cu.
Almo, Keatiscky
•
-
Character is Readsag.
The Youth's Companion does
more than entertain: it affords
the reader a mental and moral
tonic. Its stories are not only
well told, vontributed by the
best writers of stories, but they
maintain the standards, reflect
the ideals of the best homes.
They do not throw a false glam-
our over.. the tawdry things of
life. Rather do they depict the
courageous, the healthful, the
simple the true life or the grea-
ter number number with their
adventures, their conflicts of
temperament, their failures and
successes. In 1917 the Comma.
Ion will print 12 serials and sto-
ry groups besides fully 250 sin-
gle stories and sketches, all for
$2.00. The Forecast for 1917,
which we will send on request,
tells all aboot the great features
of the coming volume.
By special arrangement new
subscribers for the Youth's Com-
panion can have also McCall's
Magazine for 1917—both publi-
cations for $2 10.
Our two at-one-price offer In-
cludes:
---••••••••-••••••.....,•• •••••%•••••••••••0••••••41i11•••••••••1;.•
;
SPIP•100.2.1.3pre••••••••••••••••11111.1101111100•1 1•••
••••••••••••••••••••••1.0•••••••.-
•
We are sole agents for the 
McHenryMillhouse Manufacturing Company's
Never-Leak Asiihalt Roofing
One, two and three ply. Guaranteed for five, _eight
and twelve years. Cheaper than metal or
shingles. Cheap rate of insurance.
LET US SHOW YOU
Hughes & Irvan Lumber Co.
0103131313131131313613111
Tobacco Selz Mgt. -IHopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 2.—
There is little prospect of an op-
ening of the loose floor market
next Tuesday. At present no
tobacco of consequence has been
1. The Youth's Companion-52 received and there can be no re-
issues of 1917. , ceipta justifying an opening un-
the remaining_issuen-ofi til it rains. In the meanwhile
916._  ibuyers are canvassing every-
3. The Companion Home Odom- where and making tempting of-
dar for 1917. fere for the crops still unstrip-
4. McCall's Magazine-12 faah- ped. Many sales are being made
ion numbers of 1917.  at prices ranging from $9.00 to
5. One 15-cereidcCall dress $10.50 around and one crop has
pattern—your-choice from yout sold at $11.00. But only a few
first number of the magazine— ___
your selection.
If you send a 2-cent stamp with 
1111
noTANG
The Youth..s Companion, St., ,
Boston, Mass.
New subscriptions received at
this office.
Nias Bogard brought us that
trope In a neighborhood Ma re-
log sold at these high prices.
Many are waiting for the "open-
ing of the loose floor market.
V.M. Acre. of near Oak Grove,
this week sold his crop of 60,-
000 pounds of tobacco at $11.00
around, without any limit on
lugs. His crop is very tine and
the sale brings-him Oth-
er prom's* farmen are turn
log their crops loose at the pres-
ant satisfactory prices.
Woman Burned to Death.
- go.
The Nix stock of goods and
fixtures were sold on the square
Tuesday morning to W. W. Mc.
Elrath. Consideration $12.5.
' 
Night studying means a try.
Mrs. Lula Lanier, residing
burned to death Monday of last
near Kevil, Ballard county, was YOUR boy or girl complains
ing on the child's viaion so if
a gasoline-heated iron, and 
about his orher eyes-it would be
week. She was ironing with
started to fill it with gasolinel 
the eyes.
a wise move to have us examine
, -
without allowing it to CbUi Bei. I CORRECT slasses, if fitted-la
iently. It exploded, setting the !time, will save 'money, Frorries;
room on fire and catching her I
dress. In an instant the filmes 
pains and cost in after life.
. 
We are especially equipped for
annual "possum and sweet ta- 
soon burned to death
enveloped her dress and she was
tent", Tuesday. I f every one 
thorough examination and taking
was as sympathetic as Nias the ,LINIMEINIT
editor would lose that long lank
For Sprains, Lameness,
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For 11,14m and Beast
2.1c. 50c. $1. At All Dealt' s.
, Jeff-Shroatt has returned and
!has opened up his business at
—Ithe same stand.
REMARKABLE INTRODUCTORY OFFER
IFOla THIS VISIT ONLY U012 THIS Visir ONLY
exacting care in ALL details of
the work. Reasonable charges.
I Orvis C. Wells, Optometrist
¶5.00 Eye 6!asses at $41.00 a Pair
The National Optical. Co., oT Louisville, to Announce That Their Specialist and Assistant will be iu
MURRAY, AT THE NEW MURRAY HOTEL, DECEMBER 11, 12, 
OUR OBJECT -
an making this remarkable effer of $5.00 glasses for
81.00 a pair is simply to increase our service in your
community as well as cur CRYSTAL LENSES. ' Our
CRYSTAL LENSES have met with a great success
among persons who are now wearing them and are
meeting with the same results whenever they are in-
troduced.
Our New Invisible Bifocles Will Not
Confuse You
You Can See Far and Near With the
Same Lenses
REMEMBER
-that the above offer of $5.00 glasses for $1.00 a pair is
for this visit only. Special prices on all other classes
---)of optical work. Regular prices-will prevail after our
5rst visit to Murray.
"i3 AND 14,- A"TEHVEERIZEYAINErY8
IN I
OUR WORK IS GUARANTEED-5 YEARS
Beware of persons who call at your home and claim to be representing us, as we do not
have representatives, but our Specialist at the Hotel as we advertise.
All orders taken delivered by parcel post.
National Optical Company
Address all Communications to G. W. HAIGH, Manager.
608 Republic Building LOUISVILLE, KY
Our Optical Specialist
and his assistant have had years of experience, so you
may rely on them absolutely. They will be pleased to
examine all those who have eye trouble or wear glasses.
Absolutely Free. We would suggest therefore that youcall on them.
CRYSTAL LENSES
Will Postively Relieve All Pains About
the Head and Eyes
as well as all other abnormal conditions of the eyesthat can he relieved through wearing-of-properly fittedglasses of quality in most cases.
Don't Forget the Dates
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
December 11, 12, 13 and 14
NEW MURRAY HOTEL
OFFICE HOURS: 8:30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.
If Your Time is Limited Come Early
and Avoid the Rush
RECEPTION ROOM. HOTEL PARLORWe would ask you not let our remarkable offer conflict in your mind with such offers that have been made at Drug Stores and other such places-by men who we not -responsible or
established anywhere, nor do they claim to be. As to ourselves we are located and established both. We guarantee our work and glasses both for five years ifi writing, and Si (PI the res-
t
ponsibility of our gnarantee we will give bankable references to those desiring same. These glasses we are advertising are the kind that usually sell at most optical estabIishments at
s$.5 00, and in some cases even more. 'is is the first time to our knowledge that such an offer has been made by responsible people who will stantl back of their work and cannot be
.
. LIR, Jed as fakirs, as some have. We will make these prices THIS VISIT ONLY and no more. Call and see us and we will explain how thuae prices can be made: YOu are- noteobitga' ted
to bus giasses. -and-m.14- EXAMINATIONS ABSOLUTELY FREE.
* 
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Study Food Values
Food provided for the family table de-
serves the careful thouklit of every house-
wile. " Do you use Oa/tight when buying
baking powder?
The quality of cake, biacuits and all
quickly raiseaLtiour foods depend; lareely
upon the kind of baking powder used.
Royal Baking Powder is made from
cream of  tartar derived from grapes. It is 
absolutely pure and has proved its excel-
lence ibr milking food of finest quality and
Wholesomeness for generations.
Royal Baking Powder contains no alum
nor phosphate.
• ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York
1111141•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•I LOCAL and PERSONAL•
•
1•1110•••••••••••••••••••••••
Miss Lillian Argo will leave
to10-1Whir 0 niirfirrifiONaa 
Milburn Potts is recovering
frJrn an attack of pneumonia.
When you think of sensible
gifts for Christmas we have
them-Dale & Stubblefield.
Clay Wells and Eula Giles were
granted a marriage license this
week. ------------
Our -assortment of Fountain
Pens is exceptionally strong this
year-Dale & Stubblefield.
Elder T. B. Thompson and wife
are visiting his father near Pa-
ducah.
There are no regrets when you
give her Liggeta' and Guth's
candies.
A daughter was born to C. 4
Jones and wife of Almo, Sun-
da
Murray Lodge F. & A. M, No.
105, meets in regular
Saturday night.
session
Mrs. Geo. Steele and daughter, I
Elizabeth, left for El Paso, Tex-
as, Tuesday to spend the winter.
Mrs. Vernon Hale is in the
Murray Hospital for an opera.
tion on her tonsils.
Mrs. C. B. Bomar, and chit-
Oren, of Paris, are visiting her
father, W. W. Baker, and family.
MiEs B. lwards visited in
Nashville and Clarksville, Tenn.,
Thankggiving.
Lost Package of silk and
ribbon on the square. between
Holland's and Wadlington's.
Return to this office-al
••••••••••••••••••••
•
Mr. and Mrs, Guy Simpson, of
Paducah. visited Mrs. C. C. Mar-
shall the past week.
Liggets' and Guths candies
the kind she expects again
this Christmas. Sold ooly
the Regal! Store.
Graves Sledd has a position
with the Southern Express Co.,
in Paducah, during the holiday
rush.
Lost. — Between Cherry and
Murray, a package containing
two undershirts. .Return to this
office. •
Mrs. W. L. Fulton and son,
and Miss Gladys Owen are the
guests of Mrs. W. M. Moores,
Nashville.
Mr. Sutty Brooks has been en-
gaged as night watchman by the
city and punch clocks have
been installed at six stations.
Mrs. Mary Wells, who makes
her home with her daughter,
Mrs. Fiser, is very low with
pneumonia.
A Kodak makes the whole
family glad. Give one this
Christmas. $1 to $15, at Dale
& Stubblefield.
John Whrtnell is selling jew-
elry instead of Fords. He will
be with H. B. Bailey in the fu-
ture. •
Cut glass, silverware, and all
kinds of jewelry will make a
real gift. Try the Wells jewel-
ry Department.
Alma Zada and Bogue
Jeanice, toilet articles are the
finest made in America,---at the
Rexall Store.
A-three months old child of
Oscar Williams of near Lynn
Grove died Wednesday. Burial
at Sinking Springs grave yard.
Do You Value Your Health?
-- Then for your health's sake, pay more attention
to selecting your next corset. From the stand.
point of perfect Fitting Qualities Style-lines -
Comfort and Endurance,
will do much towards improving
both your health and your figure.
The soft, Yet • shape-retaining
boning, which is scientifically
placed in all Madame Grace Cor-
sets provides that faredom of mo-
tion necessary to health. •
No woman is either "hard-to-fit"
or "hard-to-please- in a Madame
Grace C9rset. There is a model
for everY figure.
The price isijust what you ,viish
to pay, from
Si t? $8.50
0. 'F. HALE & COMPANY
, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
 A
J. W. Winchester & Com-
pany will hold their first
loose leaf sale of this season
on Wednesday, December
13th, commencing at 9:00 a.
m.
• flume Keys spent Wednesday
In Paducah.
Mies Fay Houston, of Lexing-
ton, Tenn., event Thanksgiving
at home.
Be sure you are right and give
her Ligirets' Candies, 5Ibe down
-Dale & Stubblefield.
Bradley Holt_ of Valparlasoi
'Ind., Is In the city the guest of
relatives for a few weeks.
Mrs. Walter Stubblefield and
sons left Monday to join Mr.
Stubblefield in Texas on h is
ranch for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Langs-
ton, of Kuttawa, spent Thanks-
giving holidays with his par-
ents, Judge Langston aria' wlfe.
Perry Noel and Araminth Noel
of Trigg county, were granted
license to marry and had Judge
Langston perform the ceremony
In the County Clerk's office.
Mrs.K. Robertson. Miss Leas
Pool, Wears. B. Whltn.t1 an.
gat strowireet 
oaday to attend the Field's
Minstrels.
Murray Chapter No. 92, R. A.
Masons meets Friday night for
installation of officers. Banquet
to follow -'J. H. Churchell Sec-
retary.
Have some of those high grade
sepia portraits made, at Myers
Studio. There is nothing more
appropriate for Christmas pcs.-
ents. 
•
Mrs. Robert Parham and
daughter,-of Portland. Oregon.
are visiting relatives in county.
After their return they will
make their home in British
Columbia.
GIFT SUGGESTIONS-For'
the holidays; Children's cloaks!
and dresses: Ladies, Misses and
Children's rain coats, make ap-
priate gifts.-0. T. Hale & Co.
A telegram was received from
the general army hospital at
Washington D.C., of the serious
illness of Van Belcher. His
wife and brother. Solon, left at
once, to attend his bed side.
We have something for every burial in City Cemetery.
age this year in our nice, as-,
sorted stock. 'Give a look $1 Bushel For Corn.
0 Poet master Rdheition, Bryan
Langston. Hen Grogan, H.
Diligutd, W. L. Fulton, attended
the di.gree work :And e4pecially
the b.infulet at May tiell We hate -
day night. Th.. ..-k.ircoo, *ark
W.14 Wit on by n't.' hail frac' aria
ene Masons from P3 le- ti's. The
tiantitiet 1411,VNA in the 'base-
ment of the' now Presbyterian
Church.
before you buy-Dale S.-. Stub-
blefield.
 I The editor is out of town and
his other (we dare net say bet-
ter because he's coming back)
half is running the paper. Can't
you pay your subscription this
week?
Have you been to the 'movies'?
If not, you ought to go and see
the unusual class of films. They
are equal to any city movie and
more than worth the price,
Miss Florence Pogue recently
cut an artery in her arm at the
school building on a piece of
broken glass. She was so weak
from loss of blood that she miss-
ed some time from school.
Tobacco buyers have been rid-
ing in the county, offering 9 and
10c for leaf and 4 and Sc for lugs,
but found no sellers. The far-
mers are going to -hold their
crops for better prices.
J. L. Bell and wife came in
from Kuttawa Monday They
will spend the winter in Mur-
ray as Mr. Bell will represent
the Brotherhood of American
Yoemen of which he is District
Manager.
W. T. Holey, cif Cayce, Ky.,
and family are in the Murray
Hospital. Herbert • and Melba
had operations for adenoids and
tonsils and Mr. Holley had acme
pieces of crushed bone removed
from his nose. They came
aortas the country in their Ove-
land car. --
A
.
NEW SHIPMENT OF
CLOAKS JUST . RECEIVED-
We have just received some of
the prettiest models in plain ve-
lour cloaks;-that we have shown
this season.: C-61-15-is Navy,
Brown and Black. Specially pri-1.
eed at $12.50; $16.50, $1S-50.-
Q. T. Hale & Co.
•
BARGAINS IN SHOES-Just
think of it, bargains In SHOES.
Sounds strange, doesn't it?- but
we have them. If you want to
save money on your shoe 'aura
chases, either from our regular
stock, or from our bargain coun-
ters of ladies, misses and chil-
dren@ light, and medium weight
shoes. 0. T. Hale & Co.
John J. Jackson, of Hardin,
was in Paducah Thursday on a
land deal. He cloned a deal for
the Dees place in McCracken  
county, paying $13,000 for same.
We are loath to give Mr. Jack-
son and his interesting family
up, as they are among our very
beet citizens. However we com-
mend them to the people with
whom they will reside in the fu-
ture-Benton Tribune-Democrat
Joke M.k Wear, age sixty, died
iimilornelAii Los Aligirrei—
Friday, after an illness of four
months. He leaves a wife and
and an adopted daughter in his
home city, and seven brothers
and two sisters, in this city,
He has been making his home
in Los Angeles the past twelve
years where-he has been engag-
ed in the harness and shoe busi-
ness. He was a consistent
member of and officer in. the
Christian church. He leaves
many relatives and friends to
mourn his loss.
J. B. Daniels, aged 84, died at
his home on the west side of the
county Sunday. He was born
in New York and spent his early
childhood in Minnesota, where
he was reared by a friendly, In-
dian tribe who taught him feats
of strength and endurance. He
had been married four times and
leaves twelve children. Only two
reside in this county, a son,
Frank Daniels, and a daughter,
Mrs. Brent Hart. He leaves a
wife also. The funeral services
were conducted at the First
Christian church of this- c_ity.
,
Hickman, Ky., Dec. 4. —Por
the first time in forty years
corn sold in Hickman last week
on one day at $3 a barrel, or $1
a bushel at the car. The crop
in this section was cut down
considerably by the long drouth
of the summer, but those who
have any crop at all are getting
excellent prices for it, • as well
as for their cotton. Many peo-
ple in this section never saw
corp in the ear this high before.
Methodist Canrch.
It's Not What You Pay
It's What You Get for _
If
Your MowThatCounts
you are really interested in getting the greatest
return value for every one of your dollars
come and examine, as critically as
you wish, every article in
our line.
We have one of the largest lines of Jewelry ever
carried in Murray.
Think, betorc spending several dollars elsewhere,
what you can save by coming here.
H. B. BAILEY, Jeweler I
• Murray, Kentucky
11
•  
Next Sunday morning, the 4.8t.Ht.i.st.frot.frot+itia,".‘4414 .44,00t
Pastor will discuss the 
.
'Divine
Credentials of the Christ"
At the evening hour Rev. W.
W.-- Adam, the- --Presiding
Elder, will preach.
Good music. You are invited.
At New Hope, on the East
Murray circuit, next Saturday EYE, EAR, NOSE aid THROAT
and Sunday will be the occasion r
of the 1st quarterly conference. Eyes Tested. Glasses Fitted.
•
Physician and liurison
-
Special Attention
to Diseases of
Bet All He Had On Wilson.
Maysville. Ky., Dec. 1.-S. t 1 te 4 p. m. 1 1
Ottlee hours:
Webb Mitchell, of Eagle' Creek, /1. 9 3 12*. 
In.
has just succeeded in collecting lit+1041-1-lefis+isfie+711+Vrtis+ar441-1:10+ 1;all his bets he won on the eI ec
Murray, Restful',
Both Phones
tint% He wagered everything
he had on the election of Presi-
dent Wilson, beginning with his
automobile, then his house and
farm. heroes, cattle, hogs, his
crops, and won. Besides he won. Newton to-day selected the site
about $900 in cash. for the new Federal building
Building New Raiirsai. scion to be erected at Murray.
It is at the southeast corner of -
Work has been gun on the Linn and Curd streets, and
three and one-half mile railroadithe price to be paid J. R. Schea- Wily make Cake''When you
being buiit by the Paducah _Clay der end B. F. Schoader, execu- can buy
William H. jo(ies
Attorne
— Office With —
N. B.- BARNgTT
Murray, : Kentucky
OC::441=004=004:::016C:a•CanC340
For Sale-Several full blood
registered sows and pigs, also
horse and mare not registered.
See Yewel E. Williams. 1274
Murray Post-Office Site Selected.
Washington, Dec. 5. --Assis-
tant Secretary of -the Treasury
Compatay-i„roza. BAnron to tire itora of the estate
company!. =tugs hear :BrieniP7SchAlider.-- tfr WOO,
burg, Ky.,. and it is—hooek toi
have this road completed by the 
Itching, bleeding.
or blind piles have
first ofJanuary- Paducah News- Min's Ointment.
Democrrt. looms.
of O. A. .
- -Golden Sandakm.
protteiding' rich yellow cake, .for sale byyielded toi
i Parker atigerclue5LIc at all
-
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THII MURRAY LIDGZR,MU1*4T MY,
WILSON'S MESSAGE
TO THE CONGRESS
Senate and House In Joint Ses-
sion Hear Address of
the President.
NE MMES FEW SUGGESTIONS
Further Legisiallen for Settlement and
Regulation of Railway Labor Die.
putes Held Imperatively Noce,-
airy by the chief Magistrate.' —
tVaehtnirto.ii, Ihfii.—The **nate
and hoes* wet Ott joint westeton today-
anti heard President Wilstires message,
whieh was as -follows:
Gentlenieo of the Congress:
In fulfilling at this time the duty Inid
Opon Ille by the Constitution of coin-
niunienting to you front titue to time
information of the state of the Union
and roreommetioling to your ctonettlera•
tion such legimIntive tuetteures ns niey
be judgerl titodoleary anti elptollent
shall ettittlittre the practice, whtell
hope has befit acreptehle to you, ofte
leaving to the reports of the ativertil—
beads of the exeeutive departments the
elatiorution of the detailed needa or
the public 'erste* and doom., nieeeit
to theme matters if more moment pub-
lic policy with %stitch it townie neces-
sary and fenelide to dent Kt the tore*
cut seeelion of the cengrme.
I retinae the Iiiiiitiotiootis of time un-
der *inch you will neeseentrity net at_
this Residua aid Shall make my rug.
ET_Itti9lUt. III Seer Dosalhleo but there 
-we so some things left undone nt the
last session which thi•re will now to
time to oempime and otileti it seem*
necessary in the intereet of the public
to di) at once.
In the first ;Once. It seems to me ITU-
peratively necessary that the surliest
Possible considerntion and action
libeled be Secortled the remaining
mensures Of the program of settle-
ment awl regulation which I hail (non-
stop to recommend to you at the close
of your last session in view it the pub-
lic dangers disclosed by the unaccone •
moshited ollfficultlem which then existed,
and ohleh still unhappily continue to
exist, between ,„the ruilroade if the
country and their locomotive engineers,
conductors, and trainmen.
Railway Troubles First.
I then recennut•niled:
First, inumollate provision for the
enlargement and asiminIstrative reer-
ganization_ of the inter-late commerce
commission along the lines embodied
in the tell recently mooted by the house
of repteeentativee and now awaiting
action by the senate; In order that the
commission may 'be enabled to deal
with the many great awl various duties
now devolving upon it with a prompt-
ness and thoroughness oltich are, with
Its present eonstltntion and means of
action, practically inipoiteitoe.
Second, the mitnitlishment of nn
eight-hour day as the !togal basil+ alike
of work and of wages in the employ-
ment of n11 railway employees who are
actually engaged in the work of oper-
ating trains In interstate transporta-
tion.
Third, the nuthorlzation of the ap-
pointment by the president of a small
body of men to observe the actual re-
sults In experience of the ndoption of
the eiglithour day in railway trans-
portation alike for the men and for
the rallio ails. ,
Fourth. explicit approval by the (-con-
gress of the consideration by the In-
terstate commerce commission -of an
Iscrense of freight rate.% to meet such
additional exrienolitures by the rail-
as may have been rendered nec-
essary by the adoption of the eight-
hour day and which have not been off--
set by administrative readjustment's
anti economies, should the facts dis-
closed justify the increase.
Fifth, an amendment of the existing
federal statute which provides for the
mediation, conciliation, and arbitration
of such controversies as the present
by adding to it aoprovioion that. In cage
the methods of accommodation non'.
provided for should fail, a full public
investigation of the merits .ef every
such dispute shall be instituted and
completed before a strike or lockout
may lawfully be attempted.
And, sixth, the lodgmt•nt In the
hands of the executive of The. power.
in case of military necessity, to take
control of such portions and such roll-
ing stock of the railroads of the coun-
try as may be rettuired for military
use and to operate them for military
purpooes. with authority to draft late
the mititary service of the United
States such train crews and adminis-
trative confetti I It as the ei ern metn n ece
requtne-fr011teir safe and efficient use.
Renews Kis Recommendations.
The second and third of _these rec-
oo-nmentintions the congress immeiVate-
ly acted on: it estahlisbed the eight.
4 hour day as the legal basis of work,
and wages in train service and it au-
thorized_ the appointment of a
mission to observe and report upon the
practical results, deeming these -the
measures most immediately needed;
but It poilkosied melon upon the ether,
euggeatiostos Iltstil an support wilt) "should
he offered for a mere ilelthetatte eon.
sideration of them. The Inert\ rec.
ommientiatIon I de not 'IMMOi it tmeINIP
airy to mimeo The power of this'll-
horstate dellenterce eromitiloutiun to past
ass Inereteasi of rates on the ground r1O
ferred to la Indisputably clear and a
reeiouitimitilatien by the congress" eith
regersi to such a matter might 'teem to
draw in question the Peep, of the cum-
uli/Notion's authority or Its inclination to
do pestle" when there Is no resew to
doubt either.
The other suggestions—the increase
In the interstate tomituerce commis-
elon's membership and In its flicilltiee
for twrformine its manifold dude*, the
provistion for full public investigation
and nosearinient of industrtatdisputea,
and the grant to the executive if the
power to control and operate the rail-
ways it hen necessary In time of war
or other like pubile necessity- I noir
very earnestly renew.
The neceseity for such legislation is
niattifest and pressing. Those who have
Intritehol um with the responsibility
and duty of serving and sateguartlittli
them in truck matters would find It
bard, I twilvee, to excuse a failure to
aet upon these grave miter* or any
linndootettry ossatpusesuest settees--
upon them.
Net only does the hstsgMaU sow-
mere.) tuna tta• It lornett.
(idly Impoossatile, with iti present mein-
Worship and orennisetion. to perform
Its great functions promptly noel thou
',uglily, but it is not unlikely tutu It
nosy tormently be townl iiihleoble tit
add to its duties still othere equally
heavy and reading. It must first be
perfected MI Ian siludnI•tristive _gnus.
ment.
The tomtit?). cannot anol *tomtit nor
 convent to Tomato any longer '1 poised
to priofinitiot tnittietrinl o• of-bootees jer
Nett of nololitiosnal no of arbitra-
tion arid domination .hich the rote
gross run 44141Y isusi Prt,11111.11Y 1•111111-7
Anil rill ant agree that there !roust be
no iltoutot as to (ht. tomer of the etecti-
Ore to make inimediute nod uninter-
rupted use of the railroads for the con
Centrution of the military forcer' of the
nation wherever they are needed and
whenever they are needed.
This is 11 pregrion of regulation, pre-
vention and ailminietrative efficiency
which argues Its own muse in the inert.
materni•nt of it. With regard to one
of its items, the increase In the effi-
ciency of the Interstate commerce cone
mimsion, the house of representatives
has already acted; Its action needs
oniy the concurrence of the senate.
For Control and Operation.
I would' hesitate to recinnmend, ntel
I dare say the convene would hesitate
to act upon the sug; estion should I
make it, that any man In any occupa-
tion should be obliged by law to con-
tinue in an employment which he de-
sired to leave., To pass a law which
forbade or prevented the individual
,workmnii to It•ave his work befoore re-
ceiving the approval of society in do-
ing so would be to adopt a new prin-
ciple into our jurisprudence which I
take it for granted we are not prepared
to introduce. But the proposal that
the operation of the railways of the
country shall-not be stopped or inter-
rupted by the concerted action of or-
ganized bodies of !nen until a public
Investigation shall have been insittuteti
which shall make the whole question
at issue plain for the judgment ofthe
opinion of the nation is not to propotte
any such principle. It is based upon
the very different principle that the con-
ey/ o.oi action of powerful bodies of men
shall not be permitted to siop the in-
(tutorial processes of the-nation, at anyrate before the nation shall have had
an oppertuAlty to aequaint itself with
the merits of the cane as bete ere em-
ployee and emplooyer, time ii furru its
opinion upon an Impartial statementof the merits, 'and oppertunity to con-sider all practicable means of conicilia-- Oen or arbitration.
I can see nothing in IMO propositionbut the justifiable safeguarding by oe
ciety of the necessary processes ofits very life. There is nothing arbi-
trary or unjust in It uoless it be arbi•trarily and unjustly done. It can andshould be done with a full and scrupu-lous regard for the interests and liber-ties of all concerned as well us for ike'permanent interests of society
Other Legieletion Urged.
Three matters of copital importanceawait theoaction -of the senate whichhave tilrstidy_toecu acted upon by thehouse of representatives: the billwhich seeks to extend greater freedernof combination to those engaged In pro-moting the foreign cominerce of the-o-ountry than is now thought by Kerneto_toe !eget under the tern's of the lawsagainst monopole; the till amending" —the present organic low of PorgiRice; Not to Be Thought Of.awl the bill proposing a more thor- "Now, Oleo. frishioonable dame; tiott•tough antrOystematic regulation' ofthe mfrol talking freely about/he effortsexpenditure of money in•eleciions, em- they !Mike to reduce weight."inonly called the Corrupt PractiCeOlAct. "Thnt's,.t rue." -.-kneed hot tither my advice that these "Bin they would feel deeply hutwill•measures be ennated Into' law. Their ated if anybody suspected them of Ivyurgency Iles in the fitnnifest circum- lag to -reduce expenses."stances which render their ndeptien atthis time not only opportune but fleece.-
• Even delay would seriously
jeoparil the interests of the countryand of the government.
Immediate Wapge of the bill to reg-
-•,-vo-.1"--4111•Prissolivertmllifigasw,
ri•V..•-• •
Oo• •••••••••••
mints Um ongenditure of moony la else-
thine Wag Amu to be hen owerasary
1111111 the billeasellette temettotent Of the
other ntetteutolt to %shalt I refer be-
muse at lesson two years elope,
hoofer* another else-lion In which fed-
• tames ere to be Midi; hut It would
greatly relieve the pubile mind if this
Important mutter eery &nit with
melt. the tirotnestnitioos end the Ilan
more to the patine metals ue 1k. pr's'.-
suit met hod a 411)114111111g iku• apinnuita
minpaign Nieto' Mend clear under re-
emit oibriersoitiorit and the rutothotte of
etpentlitoirr 'an he frankly etuilled Is
the light tot preeent experience; and a
delay would have the thither very no
thous illeadvantrigto of postponing me-
Oen until another election erne at hand
and seine epeeist object ditinevlesi with
It might be theught to he in the mhod
of those who tirget! It. Action mu be
takeu Hew with facts for guidance ant
without sumPleten of partisan purpose.
shill not arrow at length the (Weir-
ability of giving a freer hand In the
matter of toontltined and concerted ef-
fort to these who shall utiolerteke the
essential enterprise of buntline up our
export trade. That enterprise will
presently, %ill insnsesilstsly aneume,
has indeed nirenity amounted, a multi-
tude uttpreetelentiol In our experience.
_We ha-we red the neetereary tnittrettlett-
tenth.s for Its proseeutIon; -44- -Be
4•1•1114041 14$ be tItMebt wtiether they
tomtit Ire mooted tillers an ailequate
acute under our present laws. We
sturtilti choir neny is II legal obstacles
nut t•rente a tonsil' of unolooulottel law
for It a hieli %till glee freedom without
Pellaliting unregulated ileehee. The
thing must he done now, hemmer the
opperumIty Is here and limy escupe us
it WO Moonlit'. or delay.
-- Porto Rice's Nerds.
The nrgument for the proposed
amendment* of the orgitnit law of Por-
to Mi.° Is brief unit conclitelve. The
preeent lime governing the teltind and
reigoilating the rights anti privileges of
its oeople are not just. We haye (Te-
nted exorctntions of extended pilot-
logo •vbIch we have not enthdletL
There is unensInens among the people
of the hinnyi and even a euspielous
doubt with regent to our Int...Litton*
concerning them which the adoption of
Hit, pending measure would happily re-
move. We ilo not doubt what we wish
to do in any etsmential particular. We
might io• It at once.
There a other Matters !timely ad-
vanced to .e stage of conference be-
tween tho two houses of which it is
net meoetionry that I should speak.
Some prre•tienble basis of agreement
concerning them will no (hello be found
and fiction tnken upon theta.
Inasmuch as this lot, gentlemen, prob-
ably the last occasion I shall have to
address the Sixty•fourth congress, I
hope that you will permit the to say
with what genuine plensure and satis-
faction I have co-operated with you In
the tunny meneures of constructive pol-
icy a ith a bleb you have enriched the
legislative annals of the country. It
has locen n privilege to labor lin such
crimp:thy. I tnice the liberty Of con-
gratulating you upon the completion of
a reeord of rare serviceableness and
ollot Mellon.
Cut Trees by Exploding Dynamite.
Instead of an at and saw to remove
the tips sit trees that are to be used
as auto-Is in logging operations, dyna-
mite is used to shoot off the tops.
After the brunches have been removed,
it rigger climbs the tree, with a set of
fronts, to the point where It is neces-
sary to cut off the top. Here the ,sunk
is usually about 12 inches In diame-
ter. The rigger ties a string of dyna-
mite noirtridgem, fastened end to. end
like snusages, around the trunk at this
point, inserts a blasting cap with about
on fret if fuse in one of these sticks,
lights the end of the fuse, and de-
scends Itefore 'he explosion takes
place. The tree top pumps into the
air with the explosion and the trunk
is left reedy' ter attar:fling the rigging
ter dragging in and loading the logs.
—Engineering Record.
All He Saw of Battle.
The bluejacket had been in the bat-
tle off Jutland, and In the railway com-
partment every one addressed him re-
spto•tfully. Incidentally he a.as the
recipient of numerous fine cigars. He
Conducted himself with becoming dig-
nity, and when the foreign-looking gen-
th•man who had kept silent went out
at a rondeisle station the audience set-
tled down to hear the yarn. Nodding
hie head Iporard the dark stranger on
the platform, the bluejacketoretnarked
with mu grin, "'E thinks 'e 'its lost some-
think like to hear, 'e-los. But hull
lii saw of the bleedy battle was coal—
nothing lout cent Ili'm a stoker, you
see, that's atu."—London Mail.
Unusual Experience..
"Man," remarked Sandy, "I did a
thing last nlcht what Poe no dune this
twenty year. I went te"tnfolsed -peirr-
fectly sober, hut I'm richt thtniantoto
say I got up this mornin' none the
wrtur!"
. Few Beggars in Panama.
Altheugh the city of l'ansonn le a
most cosmopolitan piece, practically
every race being repreemited in Its
000 lahabitante. there are no beggars,
except a few blind men.
Unsatisfactory Remedy.
Heiny—A dolor tells me that if a
man works steadily he never werries.
omar—Pshaw! '- It's working stead-
ily that gets my gout.
Most Fishermen Have Done It.
"Simile Simon went a-fishing In his
mother's pall." "Not' so simple. at
that," declared the amateur sportsman,
"Tve spent time rind money getting
to- a place where the likelihood of
catching fish was no whit greater."
Nothing New• .'
"I see some scientific sharp has dis-
covered a substitute for breast." "lie
needn't think he's so much. Our meek
has been turning that out foe
years." .
• •:
Remain the Same.
Progress Is observable in most di-
rections, but we have the same cheap,
vulgar and dieossuetlng old forres of
profanity that ,tothe English-speaking
peoples always' have had.—liouotOn
Post.
• A Certainty.
There Is nothing certain, In Me
world, except that, when you start In
saving nioney for one thing. you are
going to !Tend it for something else.—
Fort NVortti Star-Telegrtun. •
• •
SANTO DOMINGO
UNDER U. S. RULE
ESTABLISHES A PROTECTORATE
TO CONTROL. COUNTRY UNTIL
AFTER ELECTION.
PREVENTS ANY BLOODSHED
1,100 Marines Quietly Dtaernlagrk sat
Mks Possession or Custom Fletall_
71131. Prot:tains Military Pittilthee
Trouble Prevented,
Washington Military rule has been
proclaimed in Santo limning° by the
U. S. navy to euppress existing pullt
teal chaos In the little republic and
pave the way for guaranteeing future
quiet by establishing there such a II
Smirks' and Apedirs grotacturate as the
Swims . government now exercises
itighteen hundred American mar-
ines will maintsitt order for the pree-
ent, and at least until elections are
held in January their officers will ntl-
Per111141 the conduct of governmeut by
native officials anti disburse the cue-
tottle rPVP11t11,14. which American re-
coil-ere hive been collecting by treaty
arrangement fur bine years. •
The navy proclamation was put into
1'fleet without bloodshed. It was as-
tirnntree-br yet arr . .ri la the
following iltatentenM
"Capt. H. S.altitaiip, In command of
the U. S. forces in Santo Domingo, re
ports that, in.compliative with inetrue-
thins received, military government
Was proclaimed tty him in Santo Do-
/illngo at 4 o'clock p. m.. Nov. Z9. An
roter regarding carrying arms or 111V-
I K them ht posdaelon has, been put
in effect. Payment of salaries of gov
ernment officials will be resumed itn-
tnediately. . .
"The proclamation Was well ▪ Aieelir•
ed. Condition. are reported as being
normal and the great majority of the
peyote regard the proclamation with
favor."
TOM WATSON ACQUITTED.
Net Guilty of Sending Obscene Matter
Through Mails.
Augusta, Ga.-- Thomas L'. Watson,
author and editor, was acquitted here
by a jury In the federal court of the
charge of _sending obscene matter_
through the mall.
Watson was charged In an indict-
ment containing ()Nur counts with hay-
ing violated the federal penal code In
sending obscene matter through the
malls in publications of whi!it he is
editor. He was acquitted on all four
counts A year ago his trial on the
same charges resulted Its the jury di.-
agreeing.
Canada Is Growing.
Ottawa, Ont.—Notwithstanding the
war, Canada's revenue continues to
grow, according to figures made pub-
lic here. For the eight months ending
Nov. 30 the revenue of the Dominion
totaled $144,112,570, which is the larg-
est eight, months period in the history
of the country, It was stated, and more
than $40,000,000 greater than the in-
come for the same period in 1915. The
total for November was $23,144,70, a
betterment of $5,000,000 over the same
month last year.
Offers To Serve Father's Time.
-Waco. Texas —A son's devotion to
his father was witnessed in district
courtroom here, when Roscoe Watson,
a member of the Texas national guard,
told Judge It, I. Monroe that he would
like to- assume the penalty assessed
against his father, T. R. Watson, who
was found guilty of the murder of
John S. Patterson, ;tate comndssioner
of banking and Insurance, and sen-
tenced to 99 years in state prison.
Archbold Is Reported Better,
Tarrytown, N. Y.—John D. Arch-
bold, president of the Standard 011
CoMpany of New Jersey. who is seri-
ously Ill at his home here following an
operation a week ago for appendi-
citis is improvine. it Was stated by a
mcmber of the family. The improve-
ment was attributed to the good ef-
fects of ri blood transfusion ogeration,
blood being given for the ptirPose by
Mr. Archbold's chauffeur.
Live Stock Threatened,
Springfield, 111.—Farmers of Central
Illinois are facing an outbreak among
their animals of cerebritis, commonly
known as ''cornstalk " disease. Thirty
cases have been discovered neat
Springfield.
The disease poisons the brain_of the
animal, the effect being similar to in
sanity. Dry feeding is said to be the
Bend Names Assistant. •
.Little. Rock, Ark.—Y. I.. Bond, the
new- state superintendent' of public in-
struction, has appointed Sidney Pick-
ens of llitesville assistant superinten-
dent of edecation and N. M. Whaley
of Clark county, deputy state super-
intendent
Colorado's °Meta. Vote.
Denver, Cot — President Wilsey's
plurality in Colorado at the iecent
election was' :6,5414, accordtng to the
Official count of the plate canvassing
board, just completed.
!DUFFY STANDS BY MI FLAG
Gritty Commander Refuses To Lower
Stars and Stripes—Vessel
Torpedoed
Paris (Censored1.—A Madrid ills-
paivh by wireless announette the sr-
rival at - - of the crew of the
American steamer Chemung, turps-.
'Ned in — by a German 'whittle
rittesoThe eominender gave the o re*
otilY a few minutes to &Woolen the
vessel, not allowing, them eves to take
their money and papers.
The submarine towed the lifeboats
in which the crew were placed to with-
in five miles of th• mud. Whory it
abandoned OMB. —
The Chomung went_down wIth the
Stars and Stripes flying at her mast.
A lively incident preceded the sinking
of the vessel. The German conintand.
tor gave orders that the Antericen
flag should be lowered and German
soldiers prepared to put them into et
feet They Met with stubborn millet
&nee on the part of the American cap-
tain, Duffy, and his wow, who to
fussed to haul down the colors, saying
thitt-tt tha ship Bad toIM sunk it
be with the nig Mil&
Capt.--fluffy maintained hie-grouts&
and so rapidly Were tile preparations
to sink the Chemung made. further
discussion about the- flag ceased, and
after the captain and crew had been
take% aboard the mibruartne, a torpedo
and three shone Pent against the side
of the Atuerlcan ship put her to the
WM tom.
Although angry at the action of the
Clerman commander, Capt. Duffy and
his men had  some mettle:4-.41E11*W..
faction tn ettedng the flag at the Inset-
bead as itli KIM's engulfed their shlr
The Chnitiung was rtoletered at
New York and carried a crew of 24
They found a place in two lifeboats,
and after a time on the open sea were
tlicked up by a Spanish steamer, ankh
took thent to Valencia Capt. Duff,'
has made a long report of the inci-
dent- to Om American consal.SL
ends. John It. Putnam.
SHOOTS IN SELF DEFENSE
— -----
Irate Husband Kills Escort of Wife—is
Acquitted on Self Defense
Plea.
Booneville, Ark.--On a plea of self-
defense, Alexander Amos of Mega-
:Inc Ark., was exonerated in Judge
I. W. Castleberry's court for killing
Ned Lead of title city. Amos shot and
killed Lead on the streets of Boone-
ville last Saturday night, when hi.
found Mrs. Amos with Land.
The defendant proved by to of
the state's witnesses that Laad had a
pistol drawn and was frying to shoot
Amos, before Amos drew his gun to
open fire. Two revolvers were found
on Land after a bullet from Amos'
gun struck Land in the chest and
killed him. The defense did not place
any witnesses on the stand and used
the btate's testimony exclusively to
obtath the discharge of the eeoused.
Todd Shepard, who, with his wife,
was accompanying Land and Mrs.
Amos at the (line of the shooting, is
recovering from a bullet from Amos'
gun. The bullet struck Shop.ard. in
the breast near the heart.
SPENDS DAY QUIETLY.
President Takes No Part In-Speci
Celebrations.
'Washington. — President Wilson
spent Thanksgiving day quietly with
tnembers. of his family and took no
part _in several special celebrations
here to which he was invited. With
Mrs. Wilson he attended his regulalr
Presbyterian Church, having declined
Invitations to the Pan-Americon mass
meeting at St. Patrick's Church and
to a joint celebration of _Methodist
churches.
The turkey for the White House
Thanksgiving dinner was chosen from
among many sent to the president
from different parts of the country.
The president and Mrs. Wilson at-
tended a ball given for the benefit of
the Navy Relief Society at the Wash-
ington navy yard Thanksgiving night.
Trust Fund For Children,
Richmond, Va.---Col, C. D. Lang-
horne of Albemarle, father of the fa-
mous Langhorne sisters, has created a
trust fund of his immense estate for
the benefit of ids children, each to
share alike. Among the children are
Mrs. William Waldart Astor of Eng-
land, Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson of
New York, Mrs. Harry Phipps of Bos-
ton and Mrs. Phyllis Brooks, who di-
vorced her husband and is now at her
father's home
Bryan To Build Summer Home.
Washington.—William J. Bryan says
that he expects to spend his summers
at Asheville, N. C.. and next spring
will build a horns' there which will be
called "Niounet Cairn.' He achied that
he woud continue to call Lincoln, Neb..
his home, and would spend part of
each year there, including election
7.
OS Soldiers Die in Wreck.
London„--Sixty-six persons, a major
ity of them soldiers, have been killed
in a railway accident atiferesechalen.
The Injured nnmbered 150, 60 of them
being hurt seriously. lonlalg von Thal-
loczy, well-known member of the
Austrian diplomatic corps nod the gov-
ernor of Servia, was among the killed.
Salina. 'Ran —The Rev, ,F. E. Saun-
ders, pastor of the Second Methodist
Episcopal Church of Salina, dropped
dead as he stood beside the coffie of
his wife.
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Don't Neglect Kidneys
SwArop-Root, Dr. Khmer's PresCrtr-
tlira. Overcomes Caney Treabit
re is no* ettneleleil hy physician@ *eh
lb* kidneys ilhoulit hoo win, at tonal%
as tit.v control the 'other I wrote too it N.
ervarkAle thorn,* end do a tretneadele
amount of vtook in remoosine the poi 
.
selea,
and waste matter from the sy.tent by 
littering the bleiel.
The keine, II eh., Uhl Teri' I t• WM.* ba•
sistaace when needed. "M'e take leas Is'
levies, drink hoe woe,- stiol often eat
snore rifth, homy fool, theielo, hoeing
the kidney* to do more than nature
intentied. Eviolence of linlitey tromille
iman se lame hack,- _ammo-vow hieddrort--
trim olea oessal ine se hut mug, brick*
duet or se.10.eilt... sallow v oolesime
rheumatism, ssw be weak- irreetilat
heart meson, %sins you that 'Oer lob
tteys require help iminethetely to avoid.
more venous trouble.
An ideal herbal commend that hiss had
most oemarkable success as a kidney sad
Warbler remedy is lie. )(Onto r'• Swamp
Root. 'cher* is nothing else like it. It
I. lb'. Kilmer's provription wool in vi-
vito practice snot it is sere te benefit you.
Get a bottle from your druggist.
0 However, If yea wish first to test this
ImiTselftion
Kilmer & t'o., Itinghstriten. N Y., hoe a
semple betties, 'When wrtnagint_xgralIMI
mention dna ;taper, Ashy,
ONE SIGHT HE HAD MISSED
American Traveler in Rome Perticu•
tarty Anxious to V.ew Corral
Where "Bulls" Were Kept.
. --
A trnvider toile this 'ahoy of an
tiitiili'rt' Iii -Memo:
'The Antertren. ,whe )11 r1•1411
lite-phkiii. of the W1*.t, i‘itt 
lean. nbit Wit'- AIM W liVer MO TWIT-
ralnee. iii' nsk.41 ninny quemtloons and
(Hotrod tit Nee everything.'
'After the cuetiounrY eights - hoot been
eho47;ito : the priest the ntheideol hintno
"Is there nnything else. Signor %nut-
tempo that you wood Itko• Ti'
"these-Am etie thing," replied tho
Atheriton. "thaiolo. Is not ti  asajflWitl
then tiny Ilt1 ng else. Moil I MI MI !eon
on the edge of it yet."
"What le that, ottotter?"
."The cuttho pens." _ —7- -
"The 'little peps? Why, we have
not of !leo mot. signor." ' —
"Yen ballet? Then ii hers' Its the
world do you keep them peptil hulls
that we're Phony,' bearite iiii.out?"=-
Exchtinge.
YOU MAY- LOOK YOUNG
Ely Keeping Your Complexion Young
With Cuticura. Trial Free,
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. These
super-creamy iinuilletits do much to
keep the skin clear, fresh and youthful, /
as watt as to keep the hair in a live,
healthy condition anti the hands soft
and white.
Free sample each by niail with Book.
Address postcard. Ctiticura, Ih•pt. L,Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Practical Pair.
"Are the JII<Was s lisippify marritsl?"
"Apparently so. At lease they are
not the sort of pepple whit figure in
problem plays."
"No?"
"Mrs. Melo- le.liongs to so many
clutos that she nevt•r hos tinit• to figure
out  whether 'her wood 4ot I .O-tve %tamedor not and Mr. Jilowny ts soo tolosiorteeiin businees that he has bong since ter-
gotten that he sootier biushonii."—Ittr-
minghion Age-Herald;
Whenever You Need a General Tonic
Take Grove's
The Old Standard Gruvel Tastelesschill Tonic is equally valuable as a Gen-eral Tonic because it contaIN the wellknown tonic properties of QUININE midIRON. It acts on the Liver, Drives outMalaria, Enriches the Blood and Buildsup the Whole System, cer cents
Same Idea.
*The mart oover there plutnied Indeep and • apparently utipletisantthought, ntiol the slog with hint chatt-ing his tall, are both tient on the samething."
"What's that r
"Trying to make both ends nieet."
--frWportant to Mother.Examine carefully every bottle ofloanTo 'ILIA, !hot nautili* -4441 remt•dyfor Infants und children, and see that it
Signature of
Bears the
•ietV;t4In rse for Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Ileteher's C..storia
4 
No Foolishness.
"My imiy." •
"Yes, dad?"
"In tootling success--"
"Yes dad?"
"Itenit.mtier, that's n girt yeti oottaslt up nights with."—loinisville colloler-Journal. .
THIS IS THE AGE-OF YOUTH.You will look ten years younger if youdarken your 'ugly, gristly, gray hairs byusing "La Creole" Hair Dressiog —Adv  _
Penstion funds • for muffle-not .1 in-ployees have been establish...I uilotrcities in tICIS country.
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prompt bu ,t sate tme Ans., rmly le ea.uala
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13r et'• h w sadin .,ns. 
N.• caw nron Me . -
„The age 441 a. Japan,-woo oi, .14Indicated by the character-of hey teas,
• Dr. Pierce',‘ P 'are best forbows-la and remade- Dee le -Pellet for
a la xat ive-ot hoe tor ' et Overt •
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WILL YOU HAVE
GOOSE FOR
CHRISTMAS?
The bird is yearly becom-
ing more popular as holi-
day season meat : : How
they are raised and fat-
tened for market : : Their
value to the farmer • :
.11=••••
IL ()institute siensten has come
to tr.. the harvest time for
the goose growers. Although
the Christina,' petite is not
quite as important a bird as
It•Fils the Thanksgiving turkey, it
ameemie blds fair to be in years to
eisine, for even now there is
a very inrge and growing dethand
()eerie are very popular 'tensile the wa-
ter, and Immigrante are bringing their
tondos's?: for goose flesh to America.
1111° At any rut.' thoutemils of geese have
been killed for this season's Mistime
dinner. accenting to an urticle In Penn-
sylvania 1;r1t.
As a rule, goose growing is carried
on only in a emull way by most farm-
ers, for these birds cannot Is. confined
In yards like chickens, at least not
with any profit. They are heavy eat-
ers, but, unlike other penury, they
prefer grass. When pastured out they
will graze like cattle. It is estimated411 that six geese require about the same
amount of pnsturage as one cow, but
they can he kept on low and marshy
land that Is not desirable for cows.
There Is a section of Rhode Island
along the coast where almost every
farmer seems to have a Hock of geese.
These geese pay well, too, for they are
kept on wave° land and reqnire but
very little grain.
Thousands Shipped From Canada.
Large numbers of geese are raised
In Wisconsin, Michigan and states far-
ther south. Much goose farming is
also done in Quebec, and on Prince Ed-
ward's island, and a large proportion
of the geese grown there comes to the
United States. At least 15.000 geetoe
are shipped across the border every
season.
Many farmers make no attempt to
fatten the geese which they grow, but
sell them to men who operate large
fattening plants. Often Neese's: are
•
brought to these plants from farms
hundreds of miles away, sometimes be-
ing driven over the road and some-
times being transported by train or In
wagons. By a curious coincidence the
largest goose fattening farm in the
East is located at Mansfield. Mass.,
while the largest farm tn the West is
at Mansfield, Ill. Each fattens from
10,000 to :!0,000 geese a season, but
while the Massachusetts geese are
all killed and dressed at the farm,
• those fattened In Illinois are shipped
•
You Mt si
calm"! Wet
"NC boTeEnof' Hew, 'Nei OPtits-its-tot FOiL
cettiSines.
reit vet
Mott. 'to
mesiC. on
tstikeotat.
ELM. PAtiot.rt
lees 'let 
1111ve to New York city. being design's'largely for the Jewish trode,
Geese Easy to Drive.
This (nide existe n11 through the
sentient, but the drensea geese frontthe Bay State Ninnefield are Intend-ed meetly for the i'hrietnine markerOf Course the goes.. Cannot be held un-til Christmas time 'before they areknits!, but these which are dresseilearly in the full go into Mil etisrage,
ellen' they can Ile kept several mouths
iii sterfeet cenditton.
(he's,' can he driven over the rand
oven more enmity than turkeys. Wheneightfnli cosines turkeys :nuke n deeper-ate effort to find it roosting Wiwi',
wherever they may be, but geese dinbe kept pi/aiding along oith tnueltless trouble. W. If. !Irks', it lie ownsthe fattening in Illinois, has senthis son as fur away as Tennessee to
buy Up tteeee. 011e year he bought
2.00.0 in that state alone. Another sea-son thin son traveled thinisande ofmile.' in nine weeks picking up Steele.tnisetly iii small lots, for It is Falitatti
that u farmer ham more than a neon' sirtwo. Buying geese :n seuttered funn-ing sections means driving them a longdistanee over the :emit. tenitetimes aII'ck has been compelled to travel 00nines lichire a cenvenient railroad sta•
then hue been reached.
Wear Tar "Shoes."
As Is quite natural, geese become
footsore when forretl to walk long ins-
tances*, but Mr. Firke long ago devised
a method of putting shoeis on them
elite,' has proyed very successful. The
birds are driven over a thin coatingof sett pine tar and then through a
pile of nand. The tar sticks to"tHeir
feet and the sand sticks to the tar,
so. the geese are shod eamilY and cco-
nomiAlly.
The farm at ithinsfield, Mass., Is op-
erated by Charles Austin, who has
been In the business for half a century
nnd 18 reported to have made a for-
tune in it. Mr. Austin gets most of
his fall geese from Canada. They
come by train, being three days on the
way, housed In stock curs. They are
driven three miles from the station
-to the farm, and then are given a
chance to take a cleansing bath, which
they certainly need.
After a day or two the ,geese are
driven luau. yards with low wooden
fences, 50 geese to a yard. Here they
remain for four weeks while being fed
sill the cornmeal mash they will eat.
This mash Is mixed In n long metal
trough at the feedhouse and dis-
tributed from a wagon, which also car-
ries a hogshead of water. ThN plan
Is quite different from the one followed
at the Mansfield (I11.) plant, for there
the geese ure fattened on whole corn.
which Is fed from huge hoppers, the
birds being allowed to help themselven.
Amazing gains are made at both
farms. and one method seeing as good
us another. The geese are always very
thin when they arrive. perimpe weigh,
trig only five or six pounds, but four
%% Mot of hard feeding will increase
this weight to nine. ten or perhap.
twelve pounds. Half a bushel of cons.
Mr. Firke estimates, Is the amount
requirisi to.make a thin goose fat. It
takes nu expert to know when a goose
has reached the limit of its capacity,
for if It is not marketed then it is like-
ly to lose In weight or die.
Purebreds Not Killed.
Market geese are largely mongrels,
but progressive farmers are now keep.
lug good strains of Emden. Toulon,,-
or other varieties. Some of the geeSt
God's Promise is Perfect Peace.."The peace of God which passeth
all understanding" is the peace Christ
left to men. This is that peace in
which God has promised to ksep his
children as the normal condition of
their regenerate tires. .Thofte Kees
must In one sense be often troubled;
God's peace will not make them other-
wise. Clouds and storms will gath-
er and break; his power will not' he
shown in driving them •way, nor In
lessening their fury, nor in shelter-
ing us from them, nor in hardening
Ede tint.* nre Canto
Man wild hil.4.111. W111141 have been do-
ns...oh:noel, mid they see' very well Inttie East. ( '1110011,01 (T01011.11 M It h
11110C1` e0011 llllll make ;peel
iseirket birds.
I )ile distinct ntkiiiittige lit keeping
geese lies In the feet thnt the snaps
!weeders may be n111111(41 for year...(;„...m. nye lo good eld ages; Indeed,
one rennetititei heats ul octogeiserians.
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Merry Christmasy, By GENE FOWLER
DESPITE the fact thatOur right shoe is
Hurting and there is no
Money in our right hand
Pochet or our left or
Our coat or our vest or
Our trousers or anything
We step out to shout a
Merry Christmas because
That Is what everyone does
Who conforms and adheres
And follows and recognizes
And aticKs to convention
And we thinh of last night
When Henry and Tommy and
Webb and Gene and Jach and
All the rest of the boys
Wished us a Merry Christmas
But they didn't give us
Any presents except those
Little presents of mind
But that was Just as well
OnIy we cannot give any
Presents now as it is our
Rule to give away presents
That are given to us
Especially end particularly
Those bum cigars but
Anyway we don't want a
lot of presents for we might
Be arrested for Irnperson-
Ating a moving van and
When we aslied a young hid
Who was passing along the
Street if he believed In
Kris Kringle he said who
Did he ever lich and
We gathered from his comment
That he thought Santa
Claus was a breaKfast food
And then we heard about a
Rich girth this mom---'-ag who
Gave his wife a $ JO
Picture for Christn. , and
We felt that he Knows
Nothing about art and his
Gift indicates that he is
Merely careless about money
And a tramp told us that
A fine lady said she would
Give him a square meal if
He would sweep off the walh
And he agreed to sweep and
To dust and to clean the
WalK and everything but
Told the fine lady that she
Needn't expect him to mahe
Art after-dinner speech
And he reminded us of the
Laziest man in the world
Who is so economical in
Exp.mding energy that when
He licKs his child he -puts
The parlor carpet over the
Youngster's geographical
Center In order that he can
Do two jobs at once and
Although we feel that the boss
Is harsh in malting us worh
A day liKe this we wish
Him a Merry Christmas and
An extra dry New Year.
-Denver Post.
our hearts that we shall not feel
t14"m. lint it will be shown in keep-
ing us, deep down in the recesses of
our secret souls: in perfect peace.
still staved on him and his eternal ,
strength, berause Underneath-are his
everlasting arms!. It is as when a
'tempest has risen and lifted up the
waves of the sell before Which great
ships are driven as Its fury inoreases
Into a hurricane, and yet a hundred
fathoms deep- In thp ocean bed, far
beneath all the rage and tumult of
wind and wave, there is calm, OW,
perfect peace. because lnineath there
lies the rocky bed, Arm and unchang•
ing, on which a whole world of -.we,
ters may_be stayed forever.
- Tall. but Short.
Wite-iiantaa. An len know-that rev
are a very email men?
ridiculous! I am
near Tr six feet In "height
Wife-That makes no difference;
eihenever trek you repr money to go
shoPiting you are ale eye silort-
son's Wei,kly.
KY. CONGRESSMEN
GET COMMISSIONS
•
ALL OF STATE'S PIEFRESINTA.
-TUVE& GIVEN CERTIFICATES
FOR TWO-YEAR rummy
SEVERAL JUDGES ARE INCLUDED
leponee Statements Are Filed-001-
eial Figures if Congreeelonal
Rees Ali —Myer Out.
41111.0•••
(Ppn,tal Irv-11.00ml earrompon.h.ne*)
Frankfort. All of the present con-
granantett representing Kentucky have
just been issued coninilissions for a
term of two year* by the state election
coninitsalua. Cunoniamions also were
issued to Flem D. Sampson, of Bar-
bourivItte,-appelliti judge ot the leer.
*nth district; L.: W. Morris, of this
city, senator frrim the Twentieth AN-
triet; C it. hush, circuit judge of the
Third district; D. Vt. Gardner, circuit
judge of the Thirty-sixth district. and
Floyd Arnett, coriononwealth'e atter-
:ley In the Thirty sixth Judical ill-strict.
Judge Bush's majority over S
Fruit Is 2,146, and his expenee account
$1.072. Judge Oardrier's majority over
W. It. Prater is 8110, and his expense
account 17603 01. Commonwealth's At-
torney Arnutt's majority Is 1.00;01rAnE
his expense account 11.11111.
Commissions were Issued to the tol-
lowing presidential else tore Jewell P.
Edwards and Frank Hopkins, utat• at
large; Reiner T. Wells. J. R. Aliens.
worth. S. W. Porgy. Frank Withers,
Jamie Quarles, L. C.. Dennis
Dundon;(I, B. Herrington, A. 0. Car-
ton, David !lapel, Eel) H. Stewart.
The totals In the congressional races
follow: First distriet, Barkley, Dom.,
10,029; Thomas, I it., 16,128. Second
district. Kineheloe. (tern., 24.138; Fow-
ler, Rep., 19,963. Third district. Thom.
as, Dem., 22,464; Taylor, Rep., 19,515.
Fourth district, Johnson, Dem., 25,012;
Hanwell, Rep., 21,058. Fifth district,
formatory a musical program wasSherley. Dem., 29.204; Owens, Rep..
given In the chapel. Prisoners were27.841. Sixth district, Rouse, Dem.,
given the liberty of the yard in the
enth district, Cantrill. Dem.. 28.734:
37,001; Shepberel. Rep., 14.959. Bev -
afternoon. Pork took the place of
high-priced turkey on the dinner menu.Meath'', Rep.. 19,304. Eighth district,
State, county, city and federal officesHelm. Dem., 21,187; Neat, Rep., 18.036.  
wNinth district, Fields, Dein.' 32.957; ere closed all day. The silver cup of-
'fermi by Frankfort men hants for thePennington, Rep.. 27.119. Tenth die-
best floats In the parade was awardedtrict, returns not completed. Knott
county falling to "file. Eleventh dis• to the freshman class.
incl. Powers. Rep., 33,867; Waimea.
Dem.. 14.260.
AtetentebIlee Is Kentusky.
Annu 1914 stands out prose
Meetly as a motor ear year in Ken
tuck, There are IWO 31.7110 talon's)
bliss Is use In the lila-egress Stale, asem over teat year of 12,2101 sion•hines.
Tit give an idea of the growth of the
saitiontishile in 'Kentucky, the ear ,e
truck realstratIona ity year* sinew 1911
are given herewith 1911, 2.848, 11011,
6,147; 1913. 7.210; 1911, 11.740; 1916,
19,600; 19101. 31.700„ " It would opener
from the foregoing figure* that this
state has found the need of cars more
In the last three year's than at any
time pow/timely. Were It possible ti
put seventy five persons in one ear,
priputatIOn of itoriticaty-eoultt go joy riding at late time In the
motor vehieles reitlatareiL _ _Lett year
tier. wait Only one ear tor every 121
persona
• Th.. preapeete are that litimo0 motor
vehtelee will he reglatervit In the state
by January I, 1918 There is not a
county that does pot register ears to-
day, although 1915 was the first year
to show this, and with this start made
and this roads being built all over Ken
tucky, the proapeete are brighter for
the sat. et enter-iitati ever before _-
Tags for 1977 will be Mark numerale,
on a white harkgroutul.- 1.1estai*** *tart
with number 1 The new plates were
made In Kentucky fur the first time,
even the steel being rolled here For
the purpose of Issuing new licenses,
Ifugh Ramsey, deputy commiseloner of
the motor vehieles, has opened an of,:
nes In Louisville.
Heirs Again Given Chance.
Over 100,000 acres of valuable land
on the middle fork of the Kentucky
river, in fetcher county, forfeited to
the commonwealth for non-payment of
taxes. were thrown back into the
thts Letcher Circuit Came by the Court
of Appeals for retrial, and the heirs
414hAte-JebIlee Observed.
Thanksgiving clay was celebrated
hers with. more than -asset- --estenta-
Gen. The big event ens the filiver
jubilee-of the 75Ankfort-Righ School,
whieh attracted some 200 graduates
A parade of class doala at noon
proved a success, exceeding hopes of
the promoters. The celebration open-
ed with a meeting in the Capital The-
ater, when Dr. M. II. Adams, president
of Georgetown College; Mrs. Henry
Whiteside, of Louisville; Prof. Me'
Henry 'Rhoads, state supervisor of
high schools and the first superintend-
ent in Frankfort; Superintendent
C. McKee and Adolph M Davis spoke.
The meeting was inijourned in time
for union Thanksgiving services at the
First Christian ('hutch. At the no-
Work Farm on Paper.
A clans of twentfdltre In farm man
agement at the University of Ken-
tucky at Lexington are to-engage this
year in a' unique contest. They will
be divided Into three gri .1p14 and will
spend six months in the preparation
of model farm schemes. Their papers
will be 801r:tined. to judifee and the
loaders in the three groups each will
receive a prize of twenty-five dollars.of A. F. Baum and W. M. Smith, orig-1
Inn! patentees-some twenty in A sweepstake prize of like amount fornum- I
the best of the three essays will bebet and reelding in the East -wore
given an opportunity to defend their
tftres. Default judgment was taken
after a warning order had beenposted
on the court house door at 'Whites.
burg. ('. S. Cobb was the only one
who hail actual notice of the proceed-
ings and he defended, his three-
eights interest being excepted from
the judgment of forfeiture The other
heirs learned of the Judgment and tiled
a motion to vacate it. They alleged
that the taxes had been paid and for-
feiture proceedings against the same
patents in Perry county had previous-
ly been instituted and Judgment award-
ed them. Fortunately for the heirs the
proceedings were void because the
petition of the commonwealth had not
contained a description of the lands
beyond the numbers of the patents,
or included the title papers The Court
of Appeals in an opinion by Judge Car-
roll in the case of W. P. Bement and
others against the commonwealth said
that through this error an apparent In-
justice was averted, and directed that
the Judgment be vacated and the case
reopened.
Trustees Lose Suit.
The Hartford graded school district
trustees lost their suit against the
Ohio County Board of Education in a
suit to collect tuition fees for common
School graduates attending the high
school. A ccntract for a stipulated
rum, permitting commpn school grad-
uates to attend the Hartford school,
was entered into in 1909. For four
given.
For the contest farming will be di-
vided into three branches, stock farm-
ing, general farming and dairy farm-
ing. For every fact stated the student
will be required to cite an actual in-
stance in the operation of some
gran farm. They will take into con-
sideration the size of farms, propor-
tion of cropping and grazing area,
quantity and kinds of stock, propor-
tion of one crop to the others, labor,
income, rotation, soil upkeep and
many other problems which affect
profitable agricultural operations.
Charged With Poetoffice Robbery.
Following an investigation by Post-
office Inspector V. R. Beck. Herbert
Johnson. 18, was arrested by Deputy
United States Marshal Oscar Vest on
a charge of breaking into the Bagdad
postoffice a week ago while Postmass
ter Charles Varnarsdale was at supper
and taking $154) in money and 1350
worth of stamps He pleaded not
guilty before Commissioner Wiard and
his hearing was set for an early date.
Johnson lives at Bagdad and 'was
taken up by the Frankfort police.
Crouch Secures Reversal.
Town Marshal James Crouch, ,.of
Salt Lick, Bath county, who was con-
victed tff killing Sampson Wills Christ-
mas eve, 1915, and sentenced to serve
a minimum term of seventeen years
and maximum of eighteen, secured a
reversal of the Bath Circuit court atyears thereafter the terms were con- the hands of the Court of Appeals,tinned by parol agreement, and then which remanded the case for retrial ona contract for $4 tuition, which the the ground that he should have beencourt bold never had been formally en- granted a new trial when he asked fortered into by the two boards, was is on account of newly discovered evi-drawn.' Tuition Wit's ̀ Paid for a time dence.
and then the county board refused to
pay tuition for 1413 and 1914 demand-
ed by the graded school boara. The
Ohio circuit court held the contract
unenforceable and was affirmed by
the court of appeals in an ()pinion by
Judge Carroll .
lipbeert Nerlieet Pardoned,
Hubert Nortleet, catcher on the Re-
formatory baseball team, spent
Thanksgiviimat his home in Pulaski
cunt.' He received the Thanksgiv-
ing -_pailion. Not-flee erstr--;non stet ed
last May of .seduction, and !sentenced
to serve oh.' to five years.' The al,
leged offense was committed in 1k11,
and it was represented that he had
tried to secure a trial, hut it was post
potted_ nearly four years. Jurors and
court and county officers petitiOned for
the pardon and stated that the girl
did not wish to prosecute. '
'
Fernier Bankrupt. -
B. , B. Claypool. of Cy-nthiana,
farmer, filed a petition in the federal
court here In voluntary bankruptcy
He listed liabilities of $1,708 and as-
sets of 9520.
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Furs, Hides, Etc.
We pay Sighed prices for rum lildee, Wool.Sheep and (loot Chins, Otneonir. Tsihrer andBeeswax. We charge 011 rotemlasluu arid m•k•prompt, rotary*. Write tot peke list •ntl fatlyplug te.8%.
Standard Hide & Faitiimpany
141.143 Decatur St. New Wear.
They Also Served.
"1 pre:mine sone' of these crania:4m
orators who %ticked, so 40 for Mr.
Winton will expect to he rewarded?"
"Oh. yes. I wonder what will be
done for the specialists wbo'annwered
hurry rails to spray the uratonr
throats?"
Requisition for Crabtree,
Monnoe county officers are willing
to pay expenses of bringing Gar-
field Crabtree, alleged keeper .of aailorderly'resort: near the state line,
back 'from -Tennessee to 8118WOK to the
charge dr maintaining a nuisanee. so
-Gov. Stanley issued a.requisition for
his extradititon, Lte commonwealta to
he at no- expense. It is charged that
Crabtree operated it stilt' and' a log
, shack, where local option laws are
violated, bear Bird Spring. on White
Oak creek, Monroe tounty.
GOOD FOR HUNGRY CHILDREN
Children love Skinner's Macaroni
and Spaghetti because of its delicioum
twat.. It is good for them unit you
can give them all they want.' It is a
great builder f bone and muscle, and
(Ines Dot tuake them nervous and irrt-
tuble like meat. The most economical
and nutritious food known. Miele from
the finest Durum wheat. Write Skin-
ner Mfg. Co., Omaha, Nebr., for bvuu-
Glut cook book._ It Is sent free to
mothers.--Adv.
Interesting Record.
The colmerstoise Wylie.: hail been a
brilliant success. The weather was
fine, the speeches eloquent, the music
impressive. The master of ceremonies
was very well satisfied with himself,
yet with the dispersal 
of,
crowd he
became strangely excited. Hurriedly
he sought the muster mason.
"Is it posmible to lift the cornerstone
again?" he asked.
"I am afraid not sir," said the
mason. "Have you a particular reit-
ISOn for asking?"
have." said the master of the
ceremonies. • "I've left my hat in the
receptacle along with the reeorda."
Incentive.
.Mrs. Wabitsh-What amount are 701
going to ask front your husband jn
your divorce proceeding'-?
Mrs. Dearborn-l'm going to ask for
$2,000 a year.
"But he doesn't make that much,
does he?"
"No; but there's no reason why he
shouldn't -work a little harder."
Proof Positive.
"That man's a rgUtitilar!"-exclainien
Jorkins, "as, put forth in this printed .
page, has tiot a leg to stend on."
"Why, pit." fnterrupted his better
half, "took at the footnotes." ,
A man isn't neceeserily a coward be
cause he is afraid to argue with a
woman. Ile may tnerely have gooe
sense
The cheerful feeling you
possess after a drink of
something hot- and
should be only the beginning
of your satisfaction.
For this very reason mort
and more people are turning
from coffee to
Instant Postum
A lesseiled tendency to sucl-
annoyances as nervousnew
and sleepktaness repayi
them
A ten-day tiial =„pf this de
lightful, flavory hot drink hal
assisteti so ninny to beak}
and comfort that your friend
the Postum drinker, will tel
you its well worth while.
"There's a Reason"
tte
the purchase jewetry,-
snore than anything else, it is
-essential that one shall have
confidence in the seller.
The confidence that has bee i bestowed
upon us by our fellow townsinen is our
most prized possession.
Much of it is due to the fact that\we sell
the famous W-W-W guaranteed Sings
high specimens of the jewelers' ait-which
are always restgrecl to their original con-
dition if a setting becomes lost or cracked.
- It B. BAILEY, Jeweler
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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-1.00SE LEAF SALES
Continued From It Page
2 1-2 per cent. to a fiat rate
50 cents per hundred.
Prices Surprise Growers.
Carrollton. Ky., Dec. - 4.—A
stronger tone was the geneit!
expression of growers, with
pricekeatisfactory at the °pea-
ing sale on the Carrollton loose-
:eat market today. A large
crowd of growers from this and
adjoining counties were in at-
tendance. Lower grades and
reds predominated the market.
the short red and green being
I in favor, bringing prices thatsurprised the growers. On ac-
count of weather conditions
of only 88,105 pounds were offered,
averaging $14.62: *- • •
Average Above Last Year.
Lexington, Ky... Dec 4.—
Sales on tile-Lexington _tobacco-
market to-day totaled 394,085
pounds at prices ranging *froth
$8 to $28. The average price
was $16.95, 57 cents higher than
the opening day average bet
Friday. Few baskets were sold
for less than $10 Grade prices,
remained steady, but the market
had a strong tone with a ten-
dency toward advance on some
41,
-•••••• • • .."••••••••imiailloalmallo.•••••••••001101;1111.20......A..••
 •• -
types. To day's offerings con- 
C?(Phtinued on increasing percentage .
of good 'milliners. Twist wrap-
pers also were a little more in
evidence.
_ .
Simpson Candy Telacce.
Frankfin, Ky., Dec. .1. --Eight
thousand pounds of tobseco
were sold on the Farmers' loose-
leaf floor. The highest price
paid for leaf was $15.25. The
best lugs sold for $10 per hun-
dred. Fifteen thousand poundsof tobacco were sold on..4.he Sim-
peon county loose-leaf floor to-
day, leaf bringing $9 to $a au,' 
lugs from $7 to $10 per hundred
The averisge_taleie-veats--$44.-34.
Isarmars loose leaf house here
to-day at an:average of 10 cents.
Offerings medium. Receipts at
both houses were heavy. -----
Wisclostsr Opeaiag.
Winchester, Ky., Dec.
The tobacco market opened here a friend of the whole family.today under favorable cIrcums- Your druggist sells it in 25c, 50ctanc es. At the Planters house and $1.00 bottles.59,30 pounds sold at an average
of $16.95, ranging from $6.25 to
$25. At the R. A. Scobee house
-10.000 pounds were soki_-__21- $8
$26, averaging $10; 97. The
quality Was medium, but the
sales were among the best
held here.
RHEUMATISM MAKES To Observe B. M. Day.
Glasgow Average 10 Cents.
Glasg.w, NY., Dee. 1. -Two
huldred thousands pounds of stiff neck, Medea, lame back,dark tobacco were sold at the toothache, etc.
For sprains, strains, bruises,
black and blue spots, Sloan's Lin.
nt reduces the pain and -eas-
es the soreness.
--- Its use ts--10- witVit
you'll consider Sloan's Liniment
ever
Stripping Is Rustled.
Carlisle, Ky., DeC: 4.—All of
the warehouses of Carlisle to
day report receints of tobacco
for the opening sale. The mar-
k opens Wednesday, December
.--Buyers for all the
factories are arriving to -buy
here this season. -Stripping is
now being rushed.
High Average.
Danville, Ky., Dec. .1.—The
tobacco market opened this
r afternoon with a full floor. Fully ,
.1,000 growers were on,.. hand '
Sloan's
Liniment
/ L / /11
YOU FEEL OLD
I Pains and Ache* Yielil ta Shas's I
went, thv Frailly Friend.
When your joints become still.
your circulation poor, and your
suffering malted you irritable,
an application of Sloan'e Lini-
ment gives you quick relief
kills pain, starts up good circu-
lation, relieves congestion. It is
easier and cleaner to use than
mussy plasters or ointments,
t_s. cleickly  and_does-not-eloaL
the pores. 'It does nut stain the i
You don't need to rub - it pen- welcome'
etrates. Voluntary.
;#15.Certainly line for rheumatism. Song. No,
Invocation. E. B. Motley.
• Scripture Leeson. Mrs. E. J.
Beale.
Song. 360.
,Prayer. Mrs. ft. P. Wear.
Recitation. Elizabeth Rand
olph.
I SAO: "Little `.` Rosebuds."
Vivian Springer.
Talk: "C. W. B. M. at Work
in the Homeland." Mrs. W. S,
Swan.
Special Music, Choir.
"Childnitts Pledge."---,F0*
Juoiors:- -
Talk: "C. W. B. M. at Work,
in thsi__Foreign Field."—Mrs.
Malcolm Sale.
Reading: "If Jesus WereOne hundred thousand pounds Here." Kathleen Boyd.were sold at a floor average of Song: "Our Gifts to Jesus."$16.52 per WO:. lowest, $9: Four Girls.
highest, $21 50. The high aver. Reading. Mary
age caused unbohnded enthuir. Talk: "He brought meforthasm among growers. into a large place." E. B. Mot-.
House Numbers. Doxology.
-Benediction.To faciliate the work of num-
bering pleane be read i with'. an
answar when our representatives
call. We furnish your official
number as per city ordinance
and make but one call.—K. C.
Directory Company.
Next Sunday night the ladles
of the Murray Auxiliary to the
Christian Woman's - Hoard- et
Missions will observe C. W. B.
M. Day with a splendid program
at the First Christian Chureh.
The Christian Woman's Board
of Missions is doing a most com-
mendable work and it will be an
inspiration nnil a•joy to hear of
these marvelous achieyementi.e.i.
It is hoped that an unusually
large Rudienve will avail them.
selves of this opportunity Sure.
-foliewftorday_  night 
program will be given and will
begio promptly tit 7 oclockA1t
It always takes a nice x of
chocolates to make Chriamas
-complete. It should be Liggett°8
and Guth's, only at Dale & Stub
blefield.
Mr. Bowden, an aged man liv-
ing near Fair, is very ill.
5ftallia•
'White fne and
Spruce Balsam
wilt 110011 rid you -of
hartistrsing HMI 11••
relief w ill he sterminient.
) died iv e Cough
Syrtis) helps) on to throw
titr y mi. (9ugli by reline- •
ing the Inflammation of
I Iv)
.ly and w it bout an) hiunt-
fiul,in
)..or protection
—the-forntntrriTrririntrrh-nr-
ery 1;thil, 4;41 it
titility ot Ilie
eviliedv y
Pen‘litr reinetlic‘
sit-pitritt inn". Suld
in twit 2.1e awl:10v.
Hain or titigitholated.
allsovas
Reduce the high co3t of
living. It's cheaper and bet-
ter to buy cnke from
Parker & Perdue
They keep a rich fruitcake
which they sell for .10c. Gol-
den SunbeankiflOè
11 About January lst '191 7 11(
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The Fair and Square Clothier Will More to Building
 219=221 BROADWAY 
Formerly Occupied by J. A. Rudy & Sons
BEFORE WE
Extraordinary values are to be had in Men's
RAINCOATS, MACKINAWS, SHOES,
MOVE
and Boy's suits, OVERCOATS,
HATS and Furnishings.
It Will be Worth Your While to Buy From Us
116 Market Square M mARK8 Paduca.h Kentual
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